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E~lanatory Notes 

- Banlt of Zllllbia 

- Credit Gunrantee Scheme 

- Cold Storage Board of Zambia 

- Ccmtral Stnt l11tical Office 

- Chief Te1·h11i l'al Advisor (of this Project.) 

- Oevelop .. nt Rnnk· of Zaibia 

- Directorate of Technical Education and Vocational Training 

- Directorate of Veterinary Services and Tse-Tse Control 

- Friederich Ebert Foundation. Federal Republic of Germany 

- IHDECO Ltd (a parutatal cmpany) 

- Integrated Rural Development Progr...e 

- Mobile Training Unit 

- National Coll•ission for Development Planni,ng 

- National Council for Scientific Research 

- Non-Governaental <>=ganisation 

- Norwegian Agency for International Development 

- North Vea tern l'rovince 

- Rural Development Studies Bureau, University of Zambia 

- ROP (1975) Ltd., a parastatal compnny 

- Small Enterprises PrC11otion Ltd. 

- Small Industries Development Organlsation 

- Technology Dc!velopment and Advisory Unit, 
University of Zambia 

.:. United Nations Development hogr.-..e 

- United llaticH111 Industrial Develop••nt Organisation 

Village lndm•try Service 

ZAFFJCO - Za111bia Pore1try and Forest Indu1trle1 Corporation 

ZIHCO - Zlllbia Indu1trial and Minins Corporation 
(the parastatal holding c~ .... pany) 

Currency 

US $ I.• z .. bian kwach• (l) 2.30 (appros) in early Aup16t 

US $ • Zambian kvacha (l) 6.68 on IS Fsbruary, 1986 
US $ 1 • Zambian kwachn (K) 6.90 on 8 Harch,1916 
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INTROOllCTION 

The pattern of industrial development that has taken place 

in Z:lllbia over the last several years has resulted in an industrial 

sector which is largely capital intensive nnd based on imported 

equi1>aent and raw mterials. In the development process, sm.11 and 

village industries have not received sufficient attention and have 

witnr.5sed little growth. With the econo.U.c difficulties following 

the 5IU11p in internationa! copperprlces 1 Government have started 

paying greater attention to small and village industries, and they 

have been assigned.high priority in the Development Plans and 

official pronounce11ents. 

2. Village Industry Service (VIS) .was set up in 1976 to pro.,te 

village industries. UNDP/UNIDO first gave assistance under project 

DP/ZAM/82/019 when a Mobile Training Unit (MlU) (with seven training 

and two audiovisual llOdul•s) and three short tel'll experts (in wood

working, food processing and d011estic electricals) were provided to 

VIS for trainirg ~n rural areas. After the project, however, the 

MrU lay idle. Subsequently, llUDO approved in 1985 tne current 

project (RP/ZAM/85/601) with a view to institutionalise the 

utilisation of the MrU and establi~h the role of VIS by clearly 

orienting the organisational setting, policy frame.Ork and strategies. 

3. The project lasted fro• early August, 1985 to the second half 

of March 1986 and it had a budget of US $ 153,000. The project was 

located in the VIS. 

4, UNIDO's contribution under the project consisted of an Advisor 

on H:m1l Industrial Development who was also the Chief Technical 

Advl:mr (CTA) and a 5hnrt tera expert/:onsultant in each of the 

flol1I~: WoodworkinJC, J=nnd Procesdng, Marketing of Handicrafts 

nnd l1nl115trial financin~. The names t.nd other particulars of the 

intrnmtlonal pcr5onncl are given in Annex I. The combined budget 

pr1.>vl ~ion for training, local travel and 111iscel laneous "xpenses 

nmmrntrd to s· 9,000 which was inadequate fo:- the purpose; . 
thl.=' nccc5si toted curtailment of the planned activities especially 

tTnvrlllng and training in the rural areas. However, the position i~roved 
nft<"r tho devaluation of the Kwacha. Towu;Js the en~ of the 

/2 ..... 
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project :idditibnal amount was mde available, but it arrived too 

lnlc to b~ fully used. _ 

s. According to its collllitaent, VIS provided a counterpart to 

the CT.A and each expert; see Annex I for particulars. The 

counterparts to the experts were avail:ible most of the tiae; 

however, the counterpnrt to the CT.A viz ChniT11an of IVS was, du'! 

to the .any calls on her tiae, not able to devote enough tiae to 

her counterpart responsibilities. 

6, Due to the severe limitations in it5 financial and 

adainistrative resources VIS was unable to provide the required . 
support for the project activities; this plnced a heavy strain on 
the r>ro;ect activitic5. ProblellS of trnnsport, telephone, typinR 

and bookkeeping pershtcd throughout the project. 1bis situation had 
also aade it necessary to phase out the arrival of the tlfIDO experts. 
tlfllJO/tJJDP aade av:iilable a car to the teaa without which the situation 
would ha-~ been 110re difficult. 

7, The objectives of the project were to assist VIS in 

strengthening its functional organisation and capabilities, and 

in establis~ing strategies and providing effective services for 

promoting industries. This was generallyachi~e~~ A practical 

and realistic approach was .aintained throughout. During the 

project, but particularly towards the e"'!, considerable tiae was 

devoted by the CT.A to explaining the reco .. endations to VIS and 

other authorities, and in giving suidance for their i"'leaentation. 

With a view to help VIS, its existing shortcomings have been pin

pointed, and it is hoped that this will be 5een by local authorities 

in the right spirit, 

R, It is nece!sary to explain briefly the structure of this 

111 nn I Report. It follows broadly the list of activities given in 

i hr• project docuar•nt, C:hnptors II and II I relate to the activities 

of I hn UNIIK> oxpert5 t n woodworking ·and food processing respectively, 

whmm 11:1 In tHk wn5 tcchn lcal training, Chnpters IV and V relate to 

I ...... 
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the activities of the UNIOO consultants on handicrafts marketing 

and industrial financing. These four chapters sU111Brise the 

_individual reports of the above experts/consultants, which have 

been 3Ubllitted separately and which may be referred to for details. 

n1ese-reports will be available separately, after editing where 

required. 

9. Chapters VI to XI relate to the te~nnical vork of the . 
Rural Industries Advisor (CTA) as provided in the project docuaent. 

Chapter VI studies the village industry situation in a selected 

rur.al area as a backdrop to the recommendations for future 

strategies and plans; Chapter VII evaluates the past operations 

of VIS; Chapter VIII a.91alyses the organisational setting of VIS 

and mkes recommendations for the future; Chapter IX presents 

the rec01111endations for future strategies and plans; Chapter X 

mkes a preliainary study of selected industrial. sectors which 

VIS can consider further for pro110tion; and Chapter XI deals with 

the institutionalising of the Mru. A list of organisations/ 

pC'rsons aet by the CTA for discussions is at Annex 2. 

JO. Chapters I and XII to XIV deal with the project as a whole. 

Chapter I s.umariscs the recommendations.and indicates the 

chapters in which the detail~ of each recomendation are to be 

• found; Chapter XII examines the achieveaent of the project 

objectives; Chapter XIII examines the utilisation of the project 

results; Chapter XIV presents the conclusions. 

11. It will be noted that the Final Report includes in it the 

technical report of the Rural Industries Advisor (C'!'A). 

12. The accomplishments of the project 1110uld not have been 

possible without the ussistance of the Chairman, VIS and her 
staff, officials of the Ministry of CollllllCTCe and lndustr,•, Ministry of 
Fina11ce and Planning and other organisations, and the constant support 
mul help from the Resident Representat i vc, SIDFA, JPO and other officer 
of the local ~DP/UNIDO office. 111e project tea• would like to expres! 
its appreciation for this assistance. · 

/6 ...... 
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I. RECC'.M4ENDATIONS 

The organisational structure of VIS needs to be completely 

revuped. The new structure should be a professional, and compact 

set up, capable of providing the services needed by the country's 

village industries. ~ch departaent in the organisation llUSt.have 

professionnl staff qualified and experienced in various aspects of 

industrial pmmtion wurk. VIS 111St resort to recruitment of its own 

professioJUtl ~tnff instead of working with seconded staff as at present. 

Since officlnls with: •reaciy •de' qualifications will not be easily 

available in Znllbia for •Y of the posts, it will have to pay serious 

attention to training and ·orientation of staff. VIS needs a senior 

exeeutive-with experience in small industry praEtion to head the d~y to 

day administration. !t also needs to have field offices, without which 

it cannot ever hope to reach out to the village entrepreneurs. Bringing 

in the new. structure is·a painstaking and tiae consuaing task; it should 

be achieved very sysiemtically and in a gradual phased llaJlller. The 

organisational structure has been described in Chapter VIII and Annexes 

7 and 8. (It is a •tter of satisfaction that Govenment have accepted 

tbe need for VIS to have a bigger set up and 11>re professional staff.) 

2. In addition, VIS must follow sound management practices without 

which even the new structure will nQt function, e.g. work and responsibilities 

should be neatly divided, lines of control and reportlng should be clear, 

systems for recording, 110nitoring and evaluating work should be there, and 

systems of rewards and.penalties should be firmly folloued. (C'hapter 

VIII-C). · 

3. The Nntional Council of VIS should be activated and completely 

reconstituted; ainistries and organis&tions whose assistance VIS needs 

aust be represented on the Council. (Chapter VIII-E), 

4. The constitution of VIS needs amendment and rationalisation to 

reflect VIS' ~ole clearly and facilitate smooth day to day func·~ '. ">ning. 

(Chapter VIII~F). 

/7 .... 
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S. VIS hns to establish close, fomalised co-operation with the 

Provincial :md District Ad•inistrations to catalyse and guide the• in 

village irklustry development. (Chapter VIII-G). 

6. Fund.'lllCntal changes are needed in VIS' appronch to its 

pro.otionnl work. First, it should function as an industrial promotion 

instituion and not like a social welfare organisation. For this it should 

interalia provide all the services needed by entrepreneurs to establish 

village industries, that is, supply of scarce raw materials, supply (on 

sale or hire-purchase baSis) of sc:arce equipment nnd tools, skills 

training and entrepreneurship develop11ent training, extension and 

consultancy nclvice, 11arketing assistance especially for handicrafts, and 

financial assistance. These services are absolutely essential if village 

industries are at all to develop in Zambia. They should be provided to 

entrepreneurs in· an· integrated and tpackaget fol'll. VIS 

officers should "reach out" to the entrepreneurs instead of waiting for 

thea to approach VIS. Intensive'Village Industries Assistance Caaps'should 

be organised in distant areas in which joiat teaas of officers froa all 

related institutions should go together and offer on-the-spot assistance 

in a package fol'll to the entrepreneurs. (Chapter IX). 

7. Secondly, VIS should have a planned approach to its work instead 

of the present ad hoc one. It should have a systea of annual and 

perspective planning; the annual plan should consist of clear targets and 

goals. VIS should on a continuous basis undertake industrial potential 

studies and surveys of selected areas to identify the industries which 

have potential in those areas, and then promote them. It should also 

undertake studies to identify industrial sectors which have good potential 

in the country and select some of these for comprehensive promotion, taking 

up only a few sectors at a time, which it can conveniently handle. It can 

obtain technical and financial nid from donor agencies for such studies 

e.g. UNDP, UNlDO, and FEF. During the course of the CTA's study of the 

North Western Province, certain industries have been identified which have 

potential thr.re. Siailarly, bnsed on preliminary examination, certain 

industrial ~nctnrt have been identified which seem to have potential for 

future growth; thcte arc n1rnl leather industry, wood-working, hammer 

•ills, cook'"'~ ol 1, hnnJ111t1dr. pnpcr, soap making, rural metal "orking and , 
fof>d procc!4!4 Ing. 

/8,.,,, 
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Further stuJy should be done now by VIS to have a 110re detailed action 

plan for each sector. But in the case of leather, cooking oil and 

handllade paper further indepth analysis by a sectoral expert (possibly 

international expert) must first be undertaken. In this pro110tional work 

VIS should secure co-operation of concerned ainistries and agencies and 

not operate in isolation. (Chapter X and Chapter V). 

8. Government's thinking that VIS should work independently of Govern-

ment grant and generate its own funds through profitnble business 

ventures or donor agencies aust change. Increased Covernaent funding is 

needed even to improve VIS' absOTPtive capacity for donor aided projects. 

(Happily this change in Governaent 's thinking is taking place.) As a proaotional 
organisation, VIS should be extre•ly cautious in tnlcing up production ventures 
in the hope of aaking profits. It can end up making losses. (Cltapter VII}. 

9. VIS should moTe actively influence policy measures in Govert11ent 

and other organisations like BOZ to create a favourable institutional 

setting in which village industries can get priority treatment._ Some 

examples of the measures it shGUld seek for village industries are: 

exemption from obtaining manufacturing licence, reserving certain products 

for 1118Jlufacture by village industries, clearer definition of village 

industries, preference/reservation in Government purchases, favourable 

provisions in the Credit Guarantee Scheme, fiscal incentives and so on. 
(Chapter IX-HJ. 

10. Clearly, VIS cannot initiate all the work described in the foregoing 

paragraphs hy itself or with local expertise, which is very limited in the 

field of hul11strial promotion. Therefore, it needs continued technical 

assistance fur a few years; for building up the 'new' VIS and professionally 

guiding the ~r.nior mnage111ent through the initial period especially in 

institutuion huilding, planning, instituting new services, etc. the 

services of nn industrial promotion expert are required. For certain 

specific arcns, sectoral experts are required. UNIDO/UNDP may consider 

providing tho institution building assistance plus some sectoral expertise. 

For otheT nrr.ns VIS should scout around for assistance from other donor 

agencies. (<lrnptcr IX-I) • 

/9 ..•.. 
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11. Governaent should clearly demarcate the rol~s of VIS and SIDO. 

The very smll labour intensive enterprises based on simple technology 

should be the responsibility of VIS. SIDO should concentrate on the 

larger 110re modern sector. In this regard a fo'l'118.l aonetary criterion 

for defining village industries should be prescribed. These steps will avoid 

the duplication of efforts, which is taking place at present. (Chapter 

Vll-D). 

12. In regard to financial assistance for village industries, VIS needs 

to greatly strengthen its capability as a credit interaediary by preparing 

110re professionally the feasibility studies, project reports, etc. and 

rec0111ending thea to banks and financial institutions. It should also 

.. 

seek to make the entire financial institutional infrastructure itself more 

responsive tothe needs of village industries. It should also consider setting 
up a smll Revolving Fund for direct financing of village industries. (Olc1pters 

V and IX). 

-13. Thr. •1rkcting activity of VIS should include apart fro• marketing 

of handicrnrt5, the marketing of Jther village industry products, procureaent 

and distribution of scarce c~ities, raw Nterials and equipment and tools. 

It should function on a co..ercially viable basis. The buying and selling 

should be done mainly through cOlllli.ssion agents. The warehouse and truck 

donated by 1:m: should be used for proc11ring, storing and distributing the 

goods. Effort5 should be 11!3de to introduce the scheme for reservation of 

cert•in good5 purchased by Covermaent in favour of village industries. VIS 

should not enter i•ediately into exports. (Chapter IV and IX-E). 

14. VIS should have a qualified food technologist. For the instructors 

trained by the UNIDO food processing expert, additional one month's practical 

training and nlso further theorctic~l training should be arranged. A techno

econoaic survey of the food processing industry should be carried out. 

Additional equipment required for the M'JU module should be obtained. Follow 

up training progra..es should be conducted in other centres by VIS, VIS 

aay consider the need to have a per111nent training~cu•-production centre at 

Kapini village, near Lusaka. (Chapter III). 

/10 ••••• 
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15. VIS should conduct follow up training programaes in rural areas 

with the help of the instructors trained by the UNIDO woodworking expert. 

The locations and products for training should be carefully selected on 

the basis of a study of the woodvorking industry. Forest Depart11ent and 

ZAFFICO should be involved in the study as veil as in the training 

progra111es. (Chapters II and X-B). 

16. The institutionalised arrangement for the use of the MTIJ should 

be effectively i.Jlplementecl; the locations of the training courses and the 

products to be taught should be based on the study of the concerned · 

sector and not carried on in isolation. The additional equipment needed 

for each llOdulc and the _services of qualified instructors mst be secured. 

(Chapter XI). 
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II - TRAINING IN WODM>llING 

The project had visualised that the UNIDO woodworking expert 

would train instructors and individuals with the help of the MnJ; it 

also visualised that he would conduct det10nstrations in the rural areas. 

After intensive discussions between VIS. the local UNDP office (SIDFA) 

and the crA. the consensus was that the training activity may consist 

of the following:-

(i) training of selected Zallbian instructors to 

equip thu to cz.rry out effective and improved 

training in rural areas in th., future by using 

the MllJ; in selecting the instructors. it llUSt be 

ensured that they will be available to VIS for 

fu't.Ure i:ural training programes; 

{ii) training of group of youths. to equip thea to 

set up production units. 

2. The advantages of the above approach as ce>11pared with a prc>graa 

involving extensive travel by the expert all over the country to directly 

train rural people in short spells were perceived tobe as follows:-

(i) in the extensive travel plan, only very short 

spells of training of rural people were possible; 

these would have been insufficient for training 

purposes; 

(ii) if selected instructors were trained ad6quately, 

they could ensure continuity of the t~aining later 

on and th~gh the multiplier effect reach much 

larger numbers of trainee~; such local instructors 

would also have the advantage of having easier 
cODUm1nication with the rural people during training. 

/12 ••.•• 
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(iii) it was clear that the financial resources under 
the project and tne financial and adainistrative 

resources of VIS were so lillited that mch travel 

was in any case not possible. 

3. The above approach was a;reed to by the woodworking expert who 

found the training prograae to be useful (please see pages 4-5 of the 

expert' s report) • 

4. Accordingly, the above two training programes (one each for 

instructors and trainees) were held at Lusaka •. The instructors were 

selected fro• the Directorate of Technical Education and Vocational 
Training (DTEVT) with the clear understanding ~t each instructor would 

be available toVIS for conducting at least one training programme in 
a year. The instructc:>rs were acquainted with the use of the MIU and 
with business mnageaent methods so that they could train and guide 

entrepreneurs to establish production units. 

s. The training of entrepreneurs included not only technical 

aspects, but also business management aspects so that they can plan, 

establish and manage production unit(s) in an improved manner, It 
is visualised that VIS would help these trainees to establish production 

\Dlit(s) as part of its normal extension responsibility, though this should 

be done in a 111UCh more professional. manner than hitherto, 

6, The objective of the acitivity was fulfilled as it enabled VIS to 

have a set of trained instructors available to it for carrying out a much 
wid~ training prograane in rural areas; also selected entrepreneurs have 

been trained directly by the expert, though this training could not be 

conducted actually in the rural areas, Guidelines have been left for 
future use with both the instructors and the entrepreneur trainees, 

1. Tho following reco1111endations have been made by the expert:-

/13,.". 
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(i) Solle equipment in the MIU •oclworkina module 

are not suitable, some are not amiable; hence 

it needs additional equipaent listed in the 

expert's report. 

(ii) A series of follow-up trainina Pl'Olrames should 

be held in provincial cmtres with the assistance 

of the trained instructors; 

(iii) The UNIDO expert's countnpert should keep in close 

touch with the instructors. keep th• inforaed of 

develop11ents in the woaorkins industry and 

c~cate new techniques to t;h•; an ammal wood

working tftJI'kshop should be organised in which these 

instructors should also participates close co-operation 

with. the.D'IEYT shauld eontinue. 
8. The utilisation of the results of the training progr.mae by VIS 

has co•enced. The instructors have been asked to identify rural 1llOOCl

working entrepreneurs for triining and assistance which they have started 

doing; the outlines of a programe of further training courses in the 

rural areas utilising the above instructors has been drawn up. One 

training prograw has actually been co•enced at Mansa (Luapula Province). 

Most of the equip111ent required for the Ml'U has been purchased. After CTA's 

discussions with Chairman, VIS and the woodworkinJ expert's counterpart, a 

plan of follow up action has been drawn up and left with VIS. VIS should 

ensure constant action on this plan. 
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Ill - TRAINING IN FOOO PIOCESSING 

The project visualised tlat the UNIOO food processin@ expert will 

train insttuctors and individuals with the help of the M'IU; it also 

visualised that he would conduct training nd demonstrations in the rural 

areas. As in the case of vooclwrling. for the reasons and advantages 

stated in Chapter 11. after discussion between VIS.< 'the local tJdDP office 

(SIDFA.) and the CTA. the concensus was tlat the training activity •Y 

consist of the following: 

(1) Training of selected Zallbian instructors to equip them to 

carry out effective and improved training in rural areas 

in future; in selecting the instructors. it 1Ust be ensured 

tlat they would be available to VIS for future rural 

training programes. 

(2) Trair.ing of groups of .,_n to enable thea to set up smll 

food processing units. 

The food processing expert on his arrival agreed with the above approach 

and also found that it $ervcd the project objectives (see page 4 of his 

report). An intensive rural visit to the North Western Province was 

planned for the expert but he could not •ke that visit. However, he 

.acle two study visits toselecttttareas namely, Chikuni - Magoye in the 

Southern Province and lapini near Lusaka. 

2. The training of b-:>th in."t ... tctors and other trainees were conducted 

concurrelitly at the sue place. 1.'he topics for training were selected on 

the basis of the following criteria: the possibility to process the product 

at village level without special or expensive equipment; product innovation; 

and requests from the participants. Keeping in mind the training needs of 

the difference participants the course included three parts: 

(i) Training of instructors: This was done by the expert based 

ori previously distributed technical notes taking care that 

the instructors developed a deep understanding of the subject. 

/15 ..•.. 
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(ii) Training of other trainees: 'this was done primarily by 

the instructors in the presence of tht: expert. This 

enabled the expert to evaluate the abilities of the 

instructors. 

(iii) Practical training: each participant (instructor as well 

as trainee) •S given the opportunity to prepare three 

different products in the presence of the expert. 

3. As a result of ~e above training. VIS now has available to it some 

instructors who have the potential to be used for future training of 

entrepreneurs. The expert has •de. the following recowndations 

repming future actiou 

(i) VIS should recruit a qualified food technologist with 

practical experience. Further. the trained instructors 

should be given additional one 11D11th of practical experience 

in a local food processing industrial unit. For thectretical 

background. fellowship of six months should be arranged in 

a suitable institution; the expert has suggested Central 

Food Technology Research Institute. Mysore, India. 

(ii) The existing equipment in the MIU is not sufficient to 

conduct demonstration and training at village level. 

Additional equipment should be obtained as listed in the 

expert's report. 

(iii) A techno-econo•ic survey of the food processing industry 

should be conducted. Since this involves an enormous effort, 

the beginning aay be made by covering the Lusaka Province. 

The above three recoaaendations are absolutely essential to enable 

VIS to develop the food industry. 

/ 16 ••••• 
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(iv) After being equipped as above VIS should conduct training 

progra es vith the MIU in rural areas. Three training 

programes in 1986 and three in 1987 have been suuested 

for vhich the locations. products~ etc have been proposed 

in the expert's report. In these trainin& progr-es effort 

should be .. de to give on-the-spot assistance to the trainees 

to set up their units. For this. the MIU should go equipped 

with chellicals bottles.etc. 

(v) VIS shauld set up a trainina-c:um-production centre at lapini 

village near Lusaka. The centre should haw the capacity 

to train five instructors or entrepreneurs at a ti.lie. In 

addition it should provide the serwices of evaluating new 

proclucts and their costing. aarketability. etc. and 

failiarising entrepreneurs vith production 11ethods and 

planning. Apart from the training work. the centre should 

work on a co .. ercial basis and generate funds. 

4. The expert's report was discussed vi.th the Chairman. VIS and 

decisions were taken on the follow-up action required. Accordingly. VIS 

is taking action to recruit a qualified fCK.'Cl technologist; discussions we~ 

arranged by CTA with the Indian High Collllission for arranging fellowships in 

Mysore, India. Substantial additional equipment required for the MTU is 

being procured by UNIDO Headquarters out of project funds. Regarding the 

survey. it was decided to set up a 511&11 teaa to do an initial survey of 

Lusaka and surrounding areas to assess .. rket demand, availability of raw 

materials, etc. It was also decided that IVS should draw up a detailed 

project proposal for the proposed Kapini training CUii-production centre 

with a view to exa•ine the proposal in detail and obtain donor assistance. 
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IV - S1lJDY OF HANDICRAFTS MARIETING 

The UNIDO Handicrafts consultant vas required to study the 

•rketing needs of the handic;:-afts producers and suuest strategies, 

organisational structure, etc for VIS to assist the craftsaen in the 

urketing of their goods. While details of the study are given in 

the separate report of the consultant, briefly his recommendations 

are as follows: 

2. The suuested -rteting strategy centres around the use of the 

warehouse and the truck donated to VIS by Fredrick Ebert Foundation (FEF), 

West Germny. The t:ruck is to be used to buy the crafts fro• different 

areas and transport and store thea in the warehouse at Lusaka. Froa 

there the crafts can be distributed and sold in other areas. Exqples 

of the crafts wh:.i.ch can be procured in this mnner are wood carvings in 

Livingstone, baskets in Mongu, Luapula and Northern Province, pottery in 

Luapula, copper crafts in the Copperbelt and Lusaka, etc. 

3. It has been suggested that along with handicrafts, VIS should 

undertake the marketing of other suitable village industry products, 

scarce raw materials required for village industries and the procurement 

and sale of c~ities which are in short supply in the rural areas. 

Examples of the village industry products which can be p,-ocured and sold 

as above are soap, candles and dried fish. ~xa.ples of raw 11aterials 

required arc 1111tton tallow and soda for soap 11anufacturing and salt for 

dried fish. In addition, it has been suggested thatthe truck be also 

used for pure haulage purposes on the routes where it will go for the 

marketini activities. This is with a view to earn some income,which is 

feasible considering the great shortage of trucks for transportatioL 

purposes in Zambia. It is expected that the operating co$tS of the truck 

will be recovered from the procure11ent and sale of various products and 

the haulaic charges as above and that, as a result, there will be nil 

transportation cost on the handicrafts. 

/18 ..... 
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It is also visualised that as new industrial units will be proaoted by 

VIS in different. areas like leather, metal working and carpentry, they 

will be included in the above transportation and marketing network of VIS. 

4. The •rketing consultant has stated, on the basis of his study, 

that the above approach would be econOlli.cally viable, and justifiable 

froa the purely c:o rcial point of view. 

S. The ~.arketillg Division of VIS would function on a co .. ercial 

basis as a distinct profit centre. It would aaintain its own accounts 

whicb would thea be •rged with the overall VIS accounts. It will carry 

out its activities through three •in depart.nts i.e. Sales and Bulk

Buying Ptpartment, Sales Promotion Department and the Transport and 

Warehause Department. (In addition, it is visualisec! that the Marketing 

Division will have an EquipJlellt Sales and Hire Purchase Departaent which 

will supply scarce equipaent and tools on outright sales or hire purchase 

basis as visualised in Chapt~ IX Section B). The work of these 

departaent~ and sections are available in the Job Description Statement. 

(See Chaftcr VIII). 

6. The work of buying and selling will be done through agents 

appointed in the different areas who would work on a co .. ission basis. 

It is visualised that 90 percent of the work of the Marketing Division 

would be done on such comaission basis. When the volume of transactions 

in a particular area grows to a very substantial extent a Sales and 

Bulk-Buying (S.B) centre may be opened in that area to look after 

exc~usively the marketing operations. The job of these centres will be 

to appoint agents, procure goods, store them and send them to the warehouse, 

sell to the agents, maintain quality control, participate in local fairs, 

etc. In other places the above work will ~e done by the VIS Regional 

Offices. 

/ l 9 •.••• 
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7. It is suggested that VIS should not open up its own retail 

shops apart fro• the one already existing in Lusaka and one aore 

which aay be considered in Livingstone. Apart froa these, VIS should 

sell to existing retailers, who aay be encouraged to set up separate 

handicr:ifts and cottage industries corners in their shops. In addition, 

VIS should enter into an arrangement with the Oepartaent of Tourisa for 

selling to the Tourist Lodges and Safari Callps. 

8. For trading in the raw aaterials, tools and equipment, VIS 

should enter into bulk purchases either through imports or from local 

suppliers. It should encourage doaestic production of the to~ls and 

equipment required for village industries like oil expellers and carpentry 

tools. 

9. It is suggested that VIS should not enter the export business 

i .. ediately as it does not have a sufficient production base at present. 

Export business should be undertr.ken only with very careful preparation 

at a somewhat later stage. For export purposes, a catalogue would 

need to be prepared for which assistance can be obtained from ITC, 

Geneva. 

10, It is also suggested that a design centre should be opened in 

due course to improve the designs and quality of the handicrafts. 
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V- STIJDY OF INDUSTlUAL CINANCING 

The industrial financing consultant was expected to: 

(i) sur1ey and analyse the magnitude of the financial 

needs of rural enterprises; 

(ii) prepare a report containing reco..endations on how VIS 

can assist the rural entrepreneurs. 

2. Based on his study, the consultant has made the following 

findings: 

(i) 'lbe existing institutions financing industrial projects 

are the co_,rcial banks, DBZ and SEP. However, none of 

them is financing village industries. 'lbe banks insist 

on collateral security, •hich village entrepreneurs cannot 

furnish, and view the costs and the risks as being too 

high. DBZ has been assisting only mich bigger projects; 

there is a statutory lower limit of KS,000 on its loans. 

SEP has been concentrating on equity participation and 

management of the promoted enterprises and its activity 

has been very limited so far. It has been reorganised 

from the 1st January 1986, but it ls not certain whether 

and to what extent it will be able to assist the village 

industries. Recently the credit guarantee scheme has been 

enacted by Parliament. However, the scheme is not yet 

operational and information about its details is not available 

or has not been worked out; thus it is not known what 

prospects it holds out for the village industries. 

(ii) So far the achievement of VIS in securing financial assistance 

for village industries has been very small. Only 34 projects 

have been assisted by VIS. Of these, 8 were given financial 

assistance out of VIS resources, for 20 assistance was secured 

from the banks and for 1 from donor agencies. (The list of 

these 34 projects includes VIS' own training centres). 
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(iii) In its pr~sent fora VIS is no~ capable of assisting village 

industries to secure assistance froa other agencies as it 

has no professional capability to appraise projects and 

prepare feasibility studies. It also does not have financial 

resources for giving c~edit to individual projects. 

3. The consultant has mde the following recommendations: -

(a) VIS should set up a re~lving fund for giving credit to 

eligible village industry projects. Funds for the revolving 

fund can be secured fro11 donor or aid agencies at a noainal 

rate of interest (say 4\). These funds would be on-lent by 

VIS at a reasonable rate of interest (say 16\); the interest 

spread would be used to aeet the operational expenses. 

However, since this interest spread would not aeet :fully the 

operational costs, it has been suggested that VIS should secure 

equity capital (i.e. grant) of ICS00.000 which should be placed 

in a bank t~ earn interest, which too would go towards meeting 

the operating costs. An additional amount of K68,000 would be 

required for office equipment and vehicle. It has been 

projected that over the n~xt five years, VIS should be able 

to finance an average of 72 projects per year. 

(b) For operating the revolving fund, a separate Finance Department 

should be set up in VIS with professionally qualified staff 

who would be able to appraise independently and objectively the 

project proposals. 

(c) In operating the revolving fund, thoroughly professional 

procedµres must be followed. Even if the fund is not set up 

and VIS's role is limited to that of a credit intenn~diatary 

for securing assistance for village industries from existing 

institutions, more professional procedures and staff are 

required than at present. Guidelines for some procedures 

like project appraisal and project monitoring have been given 
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in the consultant's report. Suitable fonmats have also 

been suggested for application foras fro• entrepreneurs, 

registration of applications, 110nthly su .. ary of 

applications and their progress, etc. However, it is 

doubtful whether VIS can follow these guidelines and 

procedures vi th the existing staff. 

(d) Under the proposed credit JU&rantee scheae, before paying 

out the guaranteed amount to the c01111ercial bank in case of 

a default, DOZ may first exaaine whether the bank had 

correctly appraised the project. Therefore as a precaution, 

co..ercial banks may like to obtain appraisal reports fro11 

an independent organisation like VIS at the time of approving 

the loans. To be able to provide this assistance to the 

banks and therebyto the entrepreneurs, VIS would have to gear 

up its capabilities for appraising the projects and preparing 

feasibility studies. 

(e) When a project is initially financed, it.s subsequent financial 

needs for expansion 11Ust be kept in mind and provision of 

funds •de for that. 

(f) Even when VIS starts a project of its own it should be 

professionally appraised as for a private projP.ct to be 

sure that it would be viable. 

(g) VIS needs restructuring of its organisation and financial 

position. 
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YI - SURVEY OF VILLAGE IlDJSTRJES 

In order to Jaye a pnper appreciation of the condition of villap 

industries, as stipulated in the project, an intensive study was mde of 

the village industries in a selected rural area. The study aimed at 

analysing features like the nature-of the village industries, problem and 

constraints,infrasnuc:ture, anilability of raw •terials, and potential 

for future growth. For this study, the North Westem Province ws selected,. 

and the results are presented below in S~tion A. It n.s, howver,. felt that 

in addition it •s illportant to mve an cwerriew of the situation of village 

industries in the country as a whole since reco•endations for future 

action have to relate to the .mole country. This cwerview is also briefly 

presented below in Section B. 

A - Study of the North Western Province 

2. The study of village industries in the North Western Province 

(NIP) is based on the visit tothe Province and so• of its selected 

industrial units, discussions with a wide selection of Provincial officials. 

and study of SOM existing survey reports, statistical data, draft Fourth 

Development Plan, etc. 

General Data 

2. NWP has an area of 125,000 square kiloaetres with a population of 

301,677 in 1980. TJ}e population density is therefore extremely low at 2.4 

per sq. ka. compared with the national average 0£ 7.5 per sq. ka. 87' of the 

people live in rural areas and only 13\ live in the eight small townships 

of which Solwezi, the Provincial Headquarters is the largest with a 

population of only 15,000. The population growth rate during 1969 - 1980 

was 2.4\ which was below the national average of 3.1\. This shows that 

people have been lligrating out of the Province, .winly to the Copperb~lt 

for jobs. As a result the proportion of women is higher thar1 that of men: 

60\ in the age group of 15 - 45 years. 

/'Z4 ••••• 
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3. In the whole Province only 8830 people are in regt· ~ar employaent 

i.e. 6.3\ of the labour force. Of these. 95\ are nployed with Government 

and parastatal organisations; only 600 people are self-employed in trade 

or industry. &ployaent levels have been stagnanting. though 8000 school 

leavers are entering the mplo~t •rket every year. 

4. EcoJIOllically. NWP is one of the aost underdeveloped Provinces in 

Zaabia. Agriculture is the dominant activity but it is al.,st entirely 

subsistence farming; feod and other essential cOllllDClities have to be 

imported •inly &o• the nearby Copperbelt. Cassava and sorghum are 

the original indigenous crops. Subsequently. •ize was introduc:ed and 

is now the dOllinant crop. The Province is very poor in cattle wealth. 

with the exception of Zambezi District tdllch too has only about 26.000 heads. 

Wort oxen are only now being introduced in a ~11 wy. 

Infrastructure 

S. There are only 327 tilOJletres ~f tarmc road and merely 19\ 

of the population is in their catchaent area. T'lere are, in addition 

869 kilometres of gravel road with 22\ of the population in their catchment 

area; these gravel ~ads are however in poor condition especially during 

and after the rainy season which stretches over five •onths. There is 

no air connection and no river transport. 

6. Solwezi, the Provincial Headquarters, is connected to the national -electricity grid. Of the other five district headquaters (called eo .. s), 

four are supplied froa diesel-based generators; Chizela Bolll8 has no power 

supply. There is also no power supply below the Boma level. All Boas 

are connected by telephone. 

7. VIS and SIDO are not represented in the Province and the visits 

of their extension officers are rare. However, DBZ has an office at 

Solwezi which was opened to undertake financing of agriculture based 

industries under the IFAD financed project in the three districts of 

Mwinilunga, Kasempa and Solwezi. There is a German aided Intergrated 

Rural Development Programme (IROP) in the other three districts of 
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labollpO. Zambezi and Chizela, The m<"Je Province has only three Barut 
b:ranches, of which t1'0 are in Solwezi and one in Zaabezi. 

8. The Province has hardly any training facilities. There is no 

trade training institute or other training school. However, the IRDP 
has set up the Manyenga Rural Workshop for training in carpentry. 

Existing Industrial.Activity 

9. Existing industrial activity in the Province is at a very low 

level. No comprehensive census of the existing village industries has 

been done. Only one survey* has been ur.dertaken so far but this was 

lillited to the comparatively Iarier units since it defined a Sllllll scale 

industry as one "1ich satisfied the following criteria: 

"(i) the ~rocluction process is driven by machinery, 

(ii) the owner's 11ain emplo111ent is in the processing 
activity, 

(iii) the raw 11aterials are used in such an aaount that the 

entrtspre::eurs cannot collect the11 cm his own, and 

(iv} a permanent shed and equipment is used with a value of 
at least KSOO." 

With this definition, the bulk of the village level industries 

are auto11atically excluded. Nevertheless the results of the survey are 
worth noting. 

10. The survey found that there were 129 units which belonged to 

14 industrial branches (See Annex 3). The main branches are maize 

milling, tailoring, carpentry and shoe repairs. The concentration is 

mainly in the districts of Solwezi, Zambezi and Kabollpo. There are three 

parastatals 't1'0 roller •ills and one. pineapple cannery). Only 11 of the 
uni ts have llOl'e than ten e!lployees each, the remaining 118 have less than 

five employees. The total e.ployemt in the above units is 499 of which . , 
nearly 40\ is in the maize milling branch. The average lllODthly wage of the 
employees is aTound K100 in Solwezi and K70 - K80 in other areas. Most of 

*Small Scale Ind&stry Survey - North Western Province by Koe1st, Vollmer 

an~ Wick; November 1984. 
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the above units produce goods of basic need like aealie aeal. clothes and 

eleaentary furniture; none of thea produce l\!XUry goods. The entrepreneurs 

are aostly individu.als. Co-operatives are rare; the notable <'nes being 

the Maheba wodvorking co-operative. and the Chizela W011en's co-operative 
running a haaer aill. Regarding the :ibove aentioned four biggest 

industrial branches, briefly, their position is as follows. 

11. There are 74 working ha111Br aills apart froa the tt«> parastatal 

roller aills. These are located aostly in the Bo.as and along the llllin 
roads, Most of thea are diesel operated service aills and are working 
profitably. The local DBZ branch has financed a few under the IFAD pr.Qject, 

There are 17 tailoring units working entirely with hand operated •chines. 

They are stitching clothes· for private custoaers on an order basis. Only, 
the one co~operative unit in Zallbezi is producing uniforms for schools. 

The carpentry units are 9 in nuaber, and are all privately owned, except 

for the Maheba co-operative workshop in the refugee settlement area and 
the Manyenga workshop set up by IRDP, both outside the Bomas. All the uni ts 

are using hand operated equipment most of ldlich is quite old. Generally, 

the units produce fumiture for private customers and only the Manyenga · 
rural workshop is making fumiture for schools and offices. The shoe 

repair uni ts are 9 in number. They are doing almost entirely repair work 

using tyre rubber soles; their equipment is simple and poor. 

12. As stated before, the above data has left out the vast majority 

of village level units, of which there are quite a few. Some exa11ples 
are as follows. Due to the vast forest resource of the Province, wood--working units are plenty. There are stated* to be about 1,000 pit sawyers 

~ .d about 450 rural carpenters. There are also statd* to be 200 - 300 

rural blacksmiths who are doing very elementary production and repair work 

with the most simple tools. The Province has about 3000 bee-keepers• 

which reflects its treaendous honey potential. Beer making fro• honey is 

also vt1ry comlK>n and there are several hWldred household level units doing 

this work. In fact nearly 90\ of the honey is used for this purpose. There 

are some craftsmen producine baskets and other similar products from roots 
and straw - e.g. in the Maheba refugee settlement area. 

~ North Western Province Statistical Handbook - Provincial Planning UNit, 
Solwezi - May 1985. 

' ' 
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Technololl Level 

13. The technology level of the village industries is generally very low 
especially in the case of pit sawyers. blackSlli.ths. shoe repairers and beer 

.ting. The level is sOlleWhat higher in the case of carpentry t110rkshops. 

bakeries. honey pressing and tailoring where some hand operated uchines are 

being put to use. Motorised •chines are being used in the case of •ize 

Iii.Us. welding shops. c~rcial sawing and the parastatal roller mills and 

cannery. 

14. Naturally. thll!re. is plenty of scope for improving and up grading 

the level of technology. However. in doing so aphasis should be on 
appropriate technology and not OD blinclly going in for mechanisation. 'nae 

technology hlprovements should keep in aind the skill levels of the people. 

the liaited availability of raw .. terials. the small arkets. the difficulties 

in repairs and mintenance. and the need to use labour intensive rather than 

capital intensive aethods. Caution should be exercised in introducing large 

units which my at one stroke displace several existing smll entrepreneurs 

e.g. one comercial sawai.11 can rob a large DUllber of pit sawy!rs of their 

mployaent. leeping this precaution in mind. there is scope for · 

technological iaproveaents, e.g. in the case of carpentry by using improved 

tools and aethods, and in the C"lse of beekeeping by going in for frue hives. 

Problems and Constraints 

15. Due to the special characteristics of NWl', most of the industries 

suffer fToa a llUlllber of problems and there are .. ny constraints in their 

further developaen£. Thes.e are briefly described below: 

(i) :Transportation difficulties: Transport is the major bottleneck 

in the. development of village and 511811 scale industries. The 

population density is low ancl the distances between population 

centres are vast; the roads are poor and the aeans of transport 

are W1developed. There are few regular bus and truck services 

ancl even the elementary'foras of transport like scotch carts. 

bicycles and boats are very few. This problea leads to sull 

l!Ulrkets, irregular supply of raw uterials, poor aaintenance, 

etc. 
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(ii) Problea of inputs: Scarci,ty and transport difficulties 

COllbine to make availability of tools, spares and illplments 

(e.g. mats anc! bolts, nails, wire, pipes, welding electtocles), 

raw Mterials and diesel for •chinery a •jor problm. 

(iii) Infrastructure: Infrastructure for industrial growth is 

almost non-existent. Electricity is not available below 

the Bom level aid even there, excqt for Solve:zi, it is 

irreplar and unreliable. The roads are poor and water supply 

is not organised. There are no developed industrial estates. 

There is also practically no institutional infrastructure 

for promoting and helping the village industries. VIS and 

SIDO are not represented in the Province. The Provincial 

Administration and the District Councils play a negligible 

role in assisting the village industries. 

(iv) Lack of Managerial Skills: Most of the entrepreneurs run 

their units in a very uateurish mnner and have no training 

in 11811&ging bigger units. Technical skills are also low. 

Training facilities both in technical and managerial skills 

are practically non-existent. 

(v) Financial Problems: Most village industries are unable to get 

finan_!:ial assistance for establishing or expanding their units. 

There are only three barik branches and these are beyond the 

approach of the noral village unit. The banks are also not 

geared to assist these small units and they insist upon 

collateral security which the units cannot provide. Most 

village entrepreneurs do not even know how to approach a 

financial !nstitutuion. DBZ has a branch in Solwed and it 

Raw Materials 

is takfag interest in financing ap-iculture based projects. 

ffo..ever, its •inimu• loan level is 15,000, Which excludes the 

.. jority of village industries. 

16. The 110st outstanding resource of the Province is ti•ber as forests 

and t«>odlands cover practically three-quarters of the Province. Another 
raw •terial which is steadily growing is •ize. The Province is also the 
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countzy's principal producer of honey and bees wax - to the extent of 

90 percent of the national output. The Province also produces a 

substantial quantity of pineapple in Mwinilunga District. In all 

2:? different raw •terials have been listed by the above aentioned surwey. 

They are tillber, mi:e, honey, beeswax, pineapples, cassava. rice. sun

flowr, ll'Ollnlnuts, soyat,ean. citrUs fruits, CGifee. sugarcane. grasses. 
sisal, cattle. dairy cattle, fish, m.tural rubber, liae. clay anl salt. 

Of these.it states that only 11 are beina used for industrial processing. 

It •Y !>e noted that ~ction of some of the •terial is so low that they 
Cannot be o ~ rcially processed. 

Future Potential of Village·1nc1ustries: 
;i 

17. In assessing ~ future potential of the village industries one 

..st consider the spec~al characteristics of the Province in tens of raw 

•terials., dnand., liaited market size, transport, input and infrastructural 

difficulties and so on. leeping these in llind the assessment of the future 

potential is given below. 

(i) ffalller Mills: 

rapidly in the last few years., there is still scope for llOre. 

The areas which lnve been identified are Kainzenbezenke in 

lasnpa District., lilmyaabale in Gizela District., layOllbo -

Olikokwelo area and Liloya -·O.ifive area in labollpo District 

and Chiana in Mwinilunga District. 

(ii) Honey-Production: There is a large number of bee-keepers but 

there is need to illprove their •thods of bee-keeping and 

honey pressing. It is belived that improved bee-hive unageaent 

can increase the yield by almost 100 percent. Frame bee-keepin1 

can be introduced aradually. It is esti•ted that about 28 

percent of the honey is leaving the Province unprocessed 

especially in Mwinilunga District, where 90\ of the honey is 

bein1 sent out unprocessed. 'nlere is therefore scope for 

introducing 110re villa1e level honey presses. This will il!PT'ove 

the earnings ofthe bee-keepers and will induce thea to brin1 

mre honey for selling and use less of it for beer. One 

village press could be introduced for a aroup of 10 - 12 beek

keepers. There is scope for introducing processing plants for 
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refining the honey; one such plant can be set up in each 

District headquarters. There is also scope for settina 

up a bottling plant at Solw&i. With the above aea.sures 

honey output in the Prorince can be increased seweral fold 

and increased ea.nings can accrue to the bee-keepers and honey 

processors in the Prorince itself. 

(iii) Woodworking: There is vast scope to dnelop the M>Odworting 

inclustty i.JJ riew of the exti:aely rich timber resource of the 

Province. First., the pit S&WJftS and rural carpenters should 

be better organised (say into co-operatiwes) so as to ensure 

a more steady afti.lability of timber for production of 

furniture md other products. The pnductiwity of the pit 

sawyers and co-operatives should be illpmvecl by better 

training and availability of illprowecl tools and equipment. 

nae carpentry workshops at the Boa lnel can be expanded and 

new t10rkshops can be set up. In fact the Province can supply 

furniture and other wood based products to the Copperbelt 

instead of illporting the sa. froll that Province as is the 

case at present. 

(iv) Metal-working: The procluctiYity of the rural blacts.i.ths can 

be illproYed by training and supply of improved tools and 

equipment. 11aere is need to have a welding wortsb>p in each 

Som. These welding workshops can not only produce and repair 

agricultural implements and household furniture and equipment 
but also -.nufacture scotch carts. For this, supply of aetal 

scrap· and axles and wheels of discarded vehicles should be 

organised. 

(v) Cooliq Oil: The Province does not produce much oil seed. 

However, in Solved and Chbela Districts the production of 

oil seed is expandin1 and .in the last season about 160 aetric 

tons in all were produced. The Co-operative Union has set up an 

oi 1 expeller in Solwezi. One aore can be considered in 

Chizela District. As is the co.on experienctt, with the 

settine ,up of oil expellers the production of oil seeds will 

expand. ' At that sta1e, aore oil expellers can be considered. 
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(Yi) Rice Hullers: The production of rice in the Province is 
im:reasing gradually. therefore the Co-operative Union has 

set up one rice·huller at Solvezi. As the rice production 

further grows. more rice lmllers will be required. particularly 

in Zambezi District which is the Min paddy area. 

(rii) Leather Tanning: Zabezi District is the •in cattle area in 

the Province. At present. •st of the hides in this District 

as well as in others are thrown awy and there is no collection 
and clryi.ng.of these for bei111 sold to Bata tannery. There is 

scope for setting up one vegetable leather tannery in Solwezi. 

The tanned hides can be sent to Bata or in the future provide the 

base for a local leather 1oods unit. for mich the most 
appropriate location will be Solwezi. 

Other small units which have scope in the Province are cassava 

processing, roof tiles and production of agricultural lime. 

Potential EntrepreDFS 

18. It will be noticed that in some sectors like carpetry, pit sawyers. bee 

keeping and aetal working the.empha.Sis has to be 0n·impnwing the skills and 
productivity of the existing entrepreneurs rather than on training new ones. 

In other sectors. efforts would have to be •de to identify and assist 

new entrepreneurs. In this aatter sufficient ~ttention should be paid to 

VOMnand ycuth. In regard to we>11en •. the Province has 68 active woaen's clubs 

with a total -.bership of 899; most of these are in labollpo (26 clubs -

320 llellbers), Mvinilunga \17 clubs - 186 llellbers) and Solwezi (11 clubs -
71 llellbers). The better clubs can be used for establishing sa.e of the 

village industries aentioned above. According to the District Governor of 

Solwezi he has a lone list of youths lookinc for employaent, aany of whoa 

have applied for recrult•nt to the aned forces. As ~11 of thea cannot 

hope to be recruited in the armed forces, this list can be used as a basis 

for training the. youths in potential industrial activities. 

19. 

8 - Overview of the Village Industries in 
·the.whole country 

In order to 1et an overview of the villa1e industries in the whole 

ccuntry, field visits were aade to a nullber of places(in six of the nine 

provinces). discussions were held with industrial units and several officials, 
and study was aade of available reports, plans, statistics, etc. 

' 
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Unfortunately. it was found that practically no statistical data are 

"'available on village industries. No c~ehensive survey has been made 

so far and no sectoral plan has been drawn up. A mmber of studies by 

international agencies were also seen; llOSt confined theaselves to the 

aodem smll industry sector or the urban infonmal sector. Only one study 

appeared of interest fro• the point of view of statistical data on village 

industries. This is a survey report* prepared by the Rural Development 

Studies (RDSB) of the University of Zaabia. Even this is a saple suney 

whose results have been extrapolated on tile national scale. Nevertheless. 

the results based on aYailable and collected information are given below. 

preceded by SOiie general inforsation about Zambia as a country. 

General Infol'llltion 

20. Zaabia is a large., thinly populated country; the population in 

1980 was 5.6 million with a density of 7 .5 per sq. bl. The urban 

population in 1980 was 43' of the total against 29.4\ in 1969. indicating 

a strong migration to urban areas. Well over half of the population is 

concentrated along the line of rail. The country is divided into 9 Provinces 

each of '6ich has several districts (total 56). 

21. Since the llid-seventies. following the slUJIP in copper prices. the 

country has witnessed ecollOlli.c difficulties; these are reflected in decline 

in GDP per capita in constant (1970) prices by about 25\ between 1974 and 

. 1983, strong inflationary tendencies, severe foreign exchange problems 

(culminating in the system of auctioning of foreign currency in October 

1985) and so on. 

22. The country has a large 111nufacturing sector ce>11pared to other sub-

Saharan countries, its share in the GDP b.eing 18\. The sector grew strongly 

until 1975 but has declined or stagnated in subsequent years. Zallbia 

~~storically lacks entrepreneurial skills and experience among its local 

People, an aspect which was aggravated by colonial apathy to the s .. 11 and 

very s.all businesses. Only recently has the illportance of village industries 

begun to be recognised and has been emphasised in official policy and plan 

cbcullents. For exa11ple, the Third National Development Plan•• states that it 

will "attac_h hipest priority to development of s.all scale and rural industries". 

It also states that: "Village industries such as that run by 

/3.Ti •••• 
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a self-employed person vith the help of his faaily, working with simple tools 

and requiring •ini•m investment, constitute another type of activity which 

wi 11 be encouraged as an integral part of rmal developaent. Village industrie 

best suited to exploit Zambia's agro-ai.neral resources include all oil.crushing 

stockfeed, leather tanning, shoe and leather work and repair, •tches, paper, 

soap •king, rope aking, basket aking, blacltsai.thing, pottery and such 

traditional crafts as wood and ivory carving. In order to stimlate, assist 

and prOllOte the development of village industries throughout the country, a 

Village Industry Services has been set up, ••••• " 

Statistical Data 

23. 1be RDSB suiple survey covered "small scale rural enterprises" 

employing less than 50 people and located in rural areas, rural townships 

(below 12,000) and saall towns (12,000to 50,000). It excluded the •re 

urbanised Lusaka an~ COpperbelt provinces. It is to be noted that it included 

not only mnufacturing but also service and vending enterprises. It has been 

estiJlateif that there are 224,000 such enterprises in the surveyed area and 

100ghly 350,000 in the whole country. About 86\ of these are in the rural 

areas. 

24. About 80\ of the enterprises are in the manufacturing sector alone. 

The nin groups of mnufacturing enteTprises are beverages i.e. traditional 

beer brewing (40\) and forest based industries (24\), followed distantly by 

gal'llents(S\), metals (4\) and foods (3\). Please see Annex 4 for.details. 

The least prevalent are leather, repairs and ceraaics in that order. 

Characteristics 

25. Most enterprises operate for over 11 months a year, thereby keeping 

the people worlt!ng in thea engaged practically all the year round. Only 

about one third of the enterprises are the main source of household income 

for their owners. Only about 10\ of the proprietors (the bigger ones) have 

a secondary enterprise~ usually complementing in nature the primary ones. 

About half of the enterprises operate fl"Oll home; in the rural townships and 

small towns this proportion falls to one fourth and one fifth respectively. 

Only about one fourth of the enterprises have a permanent workshop; in the 

rural townships and s .. 11 towns this proportion falls to 

one fourth and one fifth respectively. Only about one fourth of the 

,nterprises have a pel'llllnent W?rkshop; in the rural townships and small 

towns this rises to abpbt one third. 
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26. Most of the enterprises are based on •ma.I labour and only 0.6, 

have powered •chines. The typical enterprise is about 9 years old. The 

large •jority of the enterprises are very s.all. Two thirds of thell are 
one person operations and 98\ employ less than ' .,ersons. The average 

emplo,.ent of a 118Dufacturing enterprise is 1.6 people. Annex S displays 

in table fora the above c;haracteristics of the village enterprises. 

E!ployaent 

27. The greatest contribution of the rural enterprises is in the field 

of e11plo)'llent. The est:illated 224,000 enterprises eaploy about 373,,000 people. 

If the esti•tes are extrap0lated for the whole country,, the aplo~nt •Y be 

close to 575,000. Abau~ 85\ of the emplo)'llellt is found in rural areas. 

About 64\ of the labour force is accounted for by the proprietors and 28\ 

by their faaily ...,ers. Hired workers and apprentices respectively account 

for 3\ and 5\ of the eaployaent - this incidentally reflects a very weak 

apprenticeship systea in Zaabia. 

Role of Wollen 

28. The role of W011eD in the above enterprises is proainent. They account 

for 65\ of the ownership and SS\ of the employment. They own the •jority 

of. enterprises in beverages (99\),, ceraaics (96\),, garaent (78\) and 

foods (70\). Their ownership is very low in repairs (1\) and metals (4\) 

and quite low in forest based industries (14\). In employment too,, the 

proportion of wo•n follows the above pattern. However, if beverages are 
excluded, WOiien account for 30\ both in ownership and employment, which is 

in line with the pattern in other countries. 

29. A separate survey* of the urban informal sector estimates that there 

are about 200,000 - 300,000 persons engaged in the sector.of whoa 50,000 -

60,000 may be in manufacturing, repair and construction activities in ur~an 

areas. 

General Observations 

30. The general situation of the village industries in most parts of the 

country (except along the traditional line of rail) is not very different from 

what has been described in regard to the North Western Province in relation 

to 1atters like infrastructure (physical and institutional),technology and 

skills levels,and problems and constraints; therefore the~e are not being 
repeated here. However along the traditional line of rail, the situation 

is significantly better; the infrastructure, is more developed, avai:ability 

of raw materials, equip111ent and tools is easier, 111arket size is nuch bigger 
I 

and so on. 

' 'The Urban lnfor11al Sector in Zambia - A Proaral!'Re 'for Action - ILO(SATEP), 
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VII - EVAWATION OF P~ OPERAUONS OF VIS 

A - Constitution and Objectives 

VIS vas set up in 1976 as a society registered under the Societies 

Act, vith its own 'constitution' (Annex 6). His Excellency. the President 

of Zaabia. Or. K. D. Kaunda is the Patron of VIS. It has a National Council 

whose. aaabers are appointed by the Patron. The National Council is required 

to elect one of its •ellbers as Chab•n. 

VIS is an autonomus, non-governmental organisation (NGO). However. 

it works in close association with Government and the Party. and is the 
recognised institution in Zambia for development of village industries. For 

·. this i»mPose, it receives annual grant froll govermaent and also staff at 
( -~, government expense. 

\. .• 

2. According to Article 2 of the VIS constitution. "The object of the 

Serv:ice (VIS) is to pro11e>te industries and crafts on the basis of small scale, 

labaur intensive units in villages in order: 

(a) to 11BXi9ise eaployaent in villages; 
(b) to generate additional incoae-earning capacity in villages.and 

(c) to promote educational. training. research and any other acitivity 

ai•d at i11prove11eDt in village life." 

B - Past 0perations 

3. · Although VIS vas set up in 1976, its activities in fact comaenced 

. fl'Oll 1980; the earlier period went in preparatory work. According to 

infot'llation supplied by VIS and discussions held with the officials, the 

main activities of VIS have been as follows. 

4. Training: The principal activity has been training of people, including 

women and youth. This training has been 110stly in soap. candle making and 

food processing. In association with NORAD, it has also been training a group 

of women in handlooa weaving. Through its Sichili H<>11ecrafts Centre it has 

been training women in activities like food processing and tailoring. 

Information about the number of training courses held, the number of persons 
trained, the proportion of wo•en and youth uongst the trainees. the number 

of trainees who have established production units. etc. is not available. 

S. In the case of soap. in 1985, VIS undertook a major training activity 
involving about 312 wo•en in the Northern Province; it obtaJ.ned project 

assistance fro• UNDP to train these woaen. and supply equipment and raw 

materials to them. For conducting trainin1 in rural areas. in 1983, VIS 
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obtained fro• UNOP a Mobile Training Unit (lmJ) with seven training .odules. 

In 1984, under lfiIDO assistance, three short ten experts (in wocb1orking, 

food processing and domestic electricals) were deputed who conducted training 

programmes with the MnJ. In 1985 - 86, under the current project, tlilo short 

ten experts have conducted training of instructors and entrepreneurs in 

lllOOdworking and food processing with the help of the MIU. 

6. Through the Zaabia Federation of Employers, ILO is conducting a 

series of 'lllpl'Ove Your Business' training seminars; VIS is associated in 

this work and has been noainating trainees for the seminars. 

7. Fellowships: Apart froll training within the country as descirbecl 

above, VIS has also been arranging through bilateral aid to send people 

overseas on fellowships. 111ese included fellowships in fields such as 

leather, sericulture, oil extraction, hanclloom, Sll&ll industry •nagment and 

consultancy, anl cattle and poultry feed. The total llUllber of trainees so 

far has been 21, excluding two VIS staff 11e11bers. Information about the 

present activities of these trainees is not available with VIS. 

8. Counselling and Financial Assistance: VIS officials give guidance and 

advice to entrepreneurs like technical advice, help i~ setting up the unit, 

etc. VIS also assists thea in securing financial assistance; in SOile cases, 

VIS has itself advanced loans or grants;· in most cases, VIS has rec011aended 

the projects to banks; in few cases it has even approached donor agencies 

(like NORAD and Share-as-Brothers) for giving grants. Till the end of 1984, 

a total of 34 projects had been supported by VIS according to infor11&tion 

given in the co•bined Annual Reports for 1983 and 1984, after correction of 

\ _: certain errors contained therein; however, these projects include some 

activities like VIS' own crafts shop and Sichili Hollecrafts Training Centre 

Of these 34 projects which received a total assistance of K398,836, eight 

projects received finance fro• VIS itself, ei&ht from donor agencies and the 

rest from banks. The break-up of these projects between rural and ether 

areas was 19 rural (56\) and 15 urban (44\); 10 projects are from or around 

Lusaka. Till the end of 1984, 388 applications had been received by VIS: 

240· (62\) from rural areas and 148 (38\) frOll other areas. Of these, it is 

said that 62 (25 rural and 37 others) were processed. 

9. Marketing: VIS has been helping craftmen to 11arket their products. 

It has established a crafts shop in a pri.Jle location in Lusaka from where 

it sells various crafts like baskets, mats, woodcarvings and dru111s which 

it procures from craftsmen. Consistent figures of annual sales were not 

available; however, the turnover is small and is in the region of K22,000 

per annum (in 1984 it was K21,867.81)' its profitability is uncertain. 

*VIS Annual Reports 198,3 and 1984. 
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VIS has also tried to : -ote exports of crafts; it organised a show in Paris 

in 1984 and participatt.' •nan international fair in Belgrade in 1985. It 
does not appear that anything substantial has come out of these export efforts. 

10. Goverllllellt Policies: VIS has also played a role in influencing 

policy decisions of govetnnt in favour of village industries; an important 

case cited in this regard is the Credit Guarantee Scheme vhich as recently been 

approved by Parliuent. 

C - Evaluation of VIS' Operations 

11. VIS is an illportant organisation-and it has been doing SOiie useful 

work. It has been turning up some good progrumes capable of bringing 

substantial benefits to the rural people. It has sound grass-roots 

knowledge of the village industries and has a practical approach to its 

work. It also •intains a flexible attitude and is prepared to consider 

any kind of assistance that would be useful to the entrepreneurs. As a 

result, the work being-done by VIS is appreciated and valued in Govel'lllent, 

who wish to encourage and expand its activities. It has also successfully 

attracted the attention of donor agencies and has in fact relied largely on 

thea for promotional work. The •in 80Ving force in VIS bas been its present 

Chairmn, who has been in this position for a nuaber of years. 

12. It would be seen, however, that the scale of operations of VIS is very 

small; this is reflected in the JIUllber of entrepreneurs (34) supported by VIS 

in the five years 1980 to 1984 and the DUllber of applications received during 

this period. Thus its reach so far has been somewhat limited when ce>11pared 

withthe nuaber of village industries in Zambia and the need for having more 

such industries. Other important observations regarding VIS are given below. 

13. There is an absence of planning and study in VIS' activities. Neither 

formlly nor informlly is any perspective or annual planning done; so survey 

and analysis of the village industries has been attempted. Promotional and 

training programes are undertaken in an ad hoc manner in response to a 

request fl'Oll a certain area or group or on the basis of casual infe>rll8tion. 

This has 50Mti•s led to sitin1 of pro1r ... es in wrong 1eographical 
locations. Siailarly, fellowships have been selected without considerin1 how 

they will benefit VIS or the trainees .e.1. people have been sent on lon1 

fellowships in sericulture which is non-existent in Zaabia, or leather which 

does not exist yet on the cotta1e scale. VII had no plans how the trainees 
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will be used or the respective industries promted. 

14. Enough preparation is not done by VIS for prollOtional progrumes 

-being undertaken with help froa donor agencies e.g. it is not calculated how much 

of financial or adllinistrative burden will a programme aean on VIS itself 

·and whether VIS will be able to 11uster the resources. An eD11ple of this 

was the current UNIDO project itself in which VIS had no idea what it will be . 
required to contribute in tens of funds. vehicles. physical arrangements. 

etc. to effectively :iJlplement the project acitivties; later it was quite 

surprised to be infomed of the extent of contribution expected fTOll it 

without which the project.activities mast be p-eaUy curtailed. 

15. 

For exaple. one of the mst important services 

required boll VIS is to r-epart! s~le feasibility studies and project reports for 

entrepreneurs' projects. appraise their requireaents in tems of finance, 

training. physical facilities. etc. and recOllllend to banks and other institutions 

for loans or other facilities. The staff has no idea how to do this work and 

therefore. their recolllleDdations receive little attention fl'Oll other agencies 

especially banks. Attention is not given to provide a cQ11Plete packaie of 

assistance to entrepreneurs especially those trained by VIS itself; fa.How up 

wrk is neglected. 

16. Arrangements for recording of work and monitoring its progress are 

non-existent. For example. a proper record is not maintained of applications 

received froa entrepreneurs, the assistance sought by them, the progress of 

work being done for them by VIS and so on. As a result, no one in VIS ha! 

even a faint idea of how many applications are pending and at what stage. 

Even individual field (extension) officers were unable to g!ve an esti11:1te of 

the m.uaber of applications pending with each of them. An awareness does no~ 

exist that such·infor11ation is essential. If an application is lost or 

unattended to, it would not be noticed by anybody. Consequently, VIS is 

unable to scientifically estimate, monitor and evaluate its nwn work. 
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17. The managerial culture in VIS is weak; tilt# work style is ·- .' 

not sufficiently achievet1ent oriented. Adequate systems do 

not exist for feedback and ~ontrol. (For instance, even an ele11en~ary 

exercise like regularly filling up the log book of vehicles is not carried 

ou~; no check is •intained of the aonthly use and performance of vehicles 

to review mileage. con5U11Ption of fuel. regular •intenance. etc; this was not 
taken up pro11ptly even after it was brought to the notice of aclainistration. 

_This is especially surprising when expenditure on vehicles and travel is one 

of the bigger iteas of expense in VIS.) In this respect. most departaents 

are weak. However, the accounts departaent is particularly ineffective 

Accounts are not ready in tiae; even in the case of aided programaes, accounts 

of donor's funds cannot be sent to thea regularly. This has contributed to 

strained relations with SOiie donors (e.g. NORAD). As far as i,nternal a:udit. 

of expenses is concerned, it does not exist. However, VIS itself is now atiare 

of the weakness in its accounts departaent and has taken re11ediai aeasures 

by obtaining consultancy assistance with help of FEF f1Dlds; an accounting 

•nual has been prepared and a qualifi~-1 accountant has ben deputed to VIS. 

for one year. 

18. One of VIS' main problems is financial re. j: rces. The annual 

Governaent grant (the aain source of reve1U1e) which was always aeagre,has 

been dwindling over the last few years and has been insufficient even to 

aeet basic adllinistrative and •intenance expenses not to speak of proaotional 

1110rk. Uncertainity of resources leads to uncertainity in planning and 

uniaaginable inefficiency in day to day work. Quite often, there is no 

stati~nery, no money to buy fuel or send officials on tour and so on; the 

telephone is often disconnected clue to inability to settle the bills. 

19. Financial stringency has prevented VIS frOll meeting its obligations 

to give counterpart support to donor-aided projects or to use facilities 

provided by donor agencies. This situation is particularly serious for VIS 

as it has begun to adversely affect its reputation among donor agencies, who 

have b~en prcviding to it valuable assistance all along. Continuation of 

this situation is not in the long ter11 interest of VIS. 

20. One reason behind VIS' financial constraints has been Government's 

apparent thinkin1 that bein1 a NGO, VIS should become financially independent 

of.Government and should be able to raise resources from elsewhere (like 

charity, donations, international agencies, etc) for its work. This view 

needs to change. An organisation with responsibilities similar to VIS 
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cannot exist independently of national development funds. Besides, 

govel'nllent aust recognise that adequate assistance to VIS vi!l only 

strengthen its ability to raise further resources from donor agencies and 

increase its absorptive capacity to utilise and benefit fl'Oll international 

assistance. 

21. During the project. the above situation was brought to the notice of 

governaent authorities and discussions were held at senior levels. VIS 

also took up the 11atter at high levels. It is enconTaging to see that 

Government's thinking is changing and that VIS would be provided vith 

substantially higher funds and the facility to recruit its ovn staff. This 

viii op~ a COllpletely new chapter in the infant life of VIS. The latest 

indication is that for the year 1986. the annual grant froll Government has 

been increased to 2.7 times of the 1985 level. This vill bring great relief 

to VIS, though it vill still remain short of its genuine requirements. 

This means that VIS' reliance on donor assistance will continue, but its 

absorptive capacity for such assistance vill greatly i!lprove. 

D- VIS' Role in relation to SIOO 

22. At the moment there is confusion about the respective roles of 

VIS and SIOO, vhich was voiced repeatedly even by officials in the Provincial 

and District administration. The confusion is confounded by the fact that 

both VIS and SIDO have been handling similar and in fact the same industries, 

e.g. foodprocessing, hammer mills and leather. This confusion is not helped 

either by the Small Industries Development Act which includes reference to 

''Village Enterprises" and gives the work of registering them to SIDO. All this 

is also leading to duplication of efforts, which the country can ill afford. 

I.t is therefore necessary to clearly and formally define and demarcate the 

a~eas of responsibility of each institution, whic~ will also enable each of 

them to develop specialisation in its area. 

23. The obvious approach for the above demarcation is that SIDO should 

devote its attention to the more sophisticated small scale industries which 

are relatively larger in size, more capital intensive and are based on 

mechanised means of production, industries which will provide a thrust to 

the development of a modern small industry sector in Zambia. The work of 

organising and developing village industries based on simpler technologies 

and as far as practicable labour intensive methods and local raw materials should 

be left to VIS. 
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24. In the case of a sal l scale industry, the s.au Industry 

Development Act defines it as one with cspital assets of less than K2SO,OOO 

but there is no such monetary criterion anywhere in the case of village industey. 

It seems that at SOiie stage VIS itself placed infor11ally a ceiling of KlS,000, 

but such a ceiling does not exist anywhere in writing, and no one could with 

certainty point out where and when S1:Ch a ceiling was agreed to. In any 

case, a ceiling of KlS,000 is too low in the present context considering the 

inflation and the fall in the value of the Kwacha that have taken place; the 

ceiling for S11all scale industry itself if reportedly being revised to 

KS00,000. Therefore, a formal and higher monetary ceiling my be consideration 

for village indunries. This could be in the region of KS0,000 for capital. 

assts; the exact level should be decided after consultation between the agencies 

involved. 

25. According to its constitution (Article 2), VIS is expected to work 

in the villages. In reality, however, it has also been assistin~ very 5111111 

entrepreneurs in towns; this is t_herefore strictly speaking not in consonance 

with its objective. It was stated that this was due to the fact that heavy 

migration has taken place in recent ye3rs fro• the rural to the urban areas, 

leading to concentration of large nuabers of unemployment people in towns who 

can be helped only by establishing very smll enterprises. From a practical 

·point of view, this logic is understandable. However, if VIS is to continue 

extension work in urban areas, then its constitution should be a•ended to 

·remove any legal anomaly. In any case, it is felt that VIS should not lose 

.. its focus, which must pri•rily be outside urban areas. This point 

(regarding-the responsibility to assist the urban inform! sector) should also 

be considered when the fora! demarcation of roles between SIDO and VIS is 

evolved. 
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VIII - ORGANISATIONAL STRUCruRE OF VIS 

VIS is a young organisation whose activities so far have been on 

a lilli.ted scale. However its responsibilities as well as the expectations 

from it of Govenment and other agencies are big. If these are to_be_achieved. 

VIS wuld have to work on a mch bigger scale.and at a aore professional level. 

For this. VIS would need a suitable organisational structure quite different 

from the present struct-1re; very little can be achieved with the present set

up. 

A - Observatio1&on the Existing Organisational 
Structure 

( -, 2. Before a new organisational structure is suggested. certain 

: 
\ 

· observations about the present set-up have tcr be noted. The illpOrtant ones 

are briefly given below. 

(1) VIS lacks an adequately for11alised structure. For all 

practical purposes there is no organisation chart; a very 

old one exists tiut it has no relation with the prevailing 

situation. Many posts or sections aentioned therein do not 

exist. A job description statement had been drawn up recently. 

but this too contains •any anoaalies and some posts that do 

not exist. In practice, the distribution of M>rk and the 

responsibilities are not well defined. Often NOrk is assigned 

to officials without reference to their stated responsibilities. 

For exaaple in the case of the current UNIDO project. the work 

of collecting pa)'llent checks f?'Oll the UNOP Office. opening of 

bank account. etc. was simply duaped by Adainistration upon 

a field (extension) official leading to considerable conf usioP 

and delays. Clearly this work should have been handled by the 

Accounts Departaent. 

Departaent. 

by the Ad•inistration 

(11) The lines of reporting and control are not clear and fira. One 

official aay be reporting to several superiors. A clear superior 

- suborJlnate relationship does not exist in many cases. Direct 

lines of co ... nd and reporting by-passing interaediate levels 

are operating all over the organisation. 
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(iii) As stated in Chapter vu. adequate arrangements clo not exist 

for recording wort and periodically reviewing its progress. 

(lV) Fonal decision ..Ung procecmres are not laid down for illportant 

cases.- "There is no. fol'ml delegation of powers to different levels. 

Thus there are.frequent situations of c(lllfusion and indecisiveness. 

(V) As stated in Chapter vu. 
most officials are drawn froa different •inistries with no 

previous experience in the kind of work they are nov expected 

to handle. 

(VI) There is generally inadequate co-ordination between different 

sections. Adllinistrative arrangements for promotional wort are 

insufficient; there is the tendency that an officer assi&nect 

to a particular wo~lt is of ten 

expected to personally organise all the adllinistrative 

arrangements for that work e.g •• transport. stationery and 

funds. 

(VII) The accounts (book-keeping) function is particularly veak. 

This is due mainly to the inability of the accounts officer; 

but it is further aggravated by a general lack of accounting 

discipline. For instanc~, for the current UNIOO project. the · 

responsibility for the book keeping was not assigned t~ the · 

Accounts Officer nor to any other official. notwithstanding 

the fact that the local UNDP office had stipulated that the 

accounts of expenditure be submitted to thea every 110nth. Later. 

the UNIDO •ission stepped in and rectified the situation. 

B - Nev Organisational Structure 

3. The new organisational sturcture has to keep in mind the responsibilities 

of VIS, the work ~xpected of it, and the above abse-rvations. Considering all· 

these, the new organisational structure that has been evolved is described 

br1adly in the following two documents. 

(i) Organisation Chart at Annex 7; this shows the structure of 

the organisation, the different units it contains and the 

designation of the officers headin1 each unit. 
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(ii) Job Description Sutemnt at Annex - I; this describes 
broadly the wort and respoasibility of the main officers 

proposed in the orp.nisation chart. 

The followin& notes rill help explain the proposed organisational 

structure. 

4. The whole oriani.sation is clirided into sewen mits; the laraer uni'tS 

are designated as Depa&!.•ats andthe'.otlaerS·as-sectiom~ ··A-general view of the 

orpnisatioul structure is aYailable froa the first page of Annex - 7; 

further details of :iDlliridual units are P,vea in the Mn four pages of 

tllat Annex. The Dnelopmnt Deparbellt.lllrketin& Department. Plannin& 

(·:. and Research Section and the Fiance Deparbellt are the 'line' units and 

the Personnel and Administration Departamt. Accounts Deparmen'C and the 

'!Jblic Relations Section are the supportin& •staff' mits. Briefly the role 

of each uait is described below. 

(i) Development Departsmt - this is the main prmotional unit 

in the organisation; its role is to: 

(a) prori.de ext~nsion serri.ces to entrep~eurs e.g. 

identification. motivation. counselling. preparation 
of feasibility studies. business 11&Dageaent advice. 

technical advice; 

-~) assist entrepreneurs in getting inputs froll other 
clepartmats of VIS e.1. raw •terials. equipment and 

finance. or froa other a1encies e.1. finance froll banks 

and lai,d froa the District Councils. 

(c) conduct traininl programes. technical as well as 

entrepreneurship development. 

(d) pay special attention to needs of tMllen entrepreneurs; 

(e) it will have Re1ional Offices for directly "reachine out" 

to the rural entrepreneurs. 

(ii) Plannin1 and Research Section-its role is to: 
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(a) prepare •nm••l and perspectiYe plans; 

(b) prepare special pro1n es;• 

(c) conduct! teclmo-econoaic su:neys and studies. 

(iii) llartetiJll Deparment - its role is: 

(a) procurment and .ar.ketiq of handicrafts and other 

rillqe industry products; 

(b) procuremnt and marketing of scarce raw •terials; 

(c) procureaent and sale/hire - purchase of equipment and 

tools. The Department is expected to function as a self 

sustai.ning. viable operation. 
(iv) Finance Department - its role is mainly to .... ,e the Revolving 

Fund and in this regard tc: 

(a) appraise projects requesting financial assistance froa VIS; 

approve financial assis~ce; 

(b) monitor prosress/perfomance of projects which have been 

given financial assistance frOll VIS; 

(v) Personnel and Administration Department - its functions is·to 
provide all persomel and adainistrative support to line units 

•. 
and includes: 

(a) all personnel work like recruitMRt. placeaent and human 

resources develop11ent; 

(b) efficient provision of administrative services; 

(c) O and M work in VIS. 

(vi) Accounts DepartMRt - its functions include: 

(a) efficient .. na1ement of funds; bud1etin1. costin1; 
' ' ' 

•In this report "special propumes", refers to special pT011e>tional prosr_.s 
or projects undertaken with aid frOil donor a1encies. 

' ----·· 
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(b) book keeping, periodical financial statem~ts; etc. 

(vii) Public Relations Section - its functions include: 

(a) maintaining good public relations; 

(b) giving effective publicity to VIS work; 

S. The Job Description Stateaent describes briefly the 11ain responsibilitie 

of the principal officers shown in the Organisation Chart. It does not include 

the job description of soae of the lover level officials whose work is quite 

obvious e.g. registry, stores clerk. etc. 

6. For obvious reasons it is neither possible nor desirable to specify in 

detail the nuaber of the lowest level posts (clerks, orderlies,typists, 

secretaries. drivers. etc). as these will depend on the workload and should be 

left to be worked out at the appropriate ti.lie. Siiitlarly, in s<>11e cases the 

ll'iaber of officials in a Departaent have not been indicated as this vill also 

depend on the growth of workload. e.g •• the nuaber of Appraisal Officers and 

Monitoring Officers (in Finance Departaent) will depend on the number of 

cases financed or to be financed by VIS; the 11U11ber of Personnel Assistants 

(in Personnel Section) will depend on the expansion of the tot&l staff; the 

number of the Senior Extension Officers may also vary with the work load. 

So also the Organisation Chart does not purport to reflect accurately the 

relative level/grade of every official; this is sometning that VIS may adjust 

at the appropriate ti.Ile. 

7. The designations of the principal officers have been finalised in 

consultation with Chairman, VIS keeping all aspects in mind; minor adjustments 

though can be considere~Jlfict when necessary. 

8. In drawing up the proposed structure, t~e suggestions from concerned 

experts have been taken into consideration e.g. in regard to the Finance 

Department and the Marketing Department the proposals of the concerned UNIDO 

consultants have been incol"porated; in regard to the Accounts Department. the 

report of SEP and the suggestion of the new Accountant have been taken into 

consideration. 
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C - Guidelines regarding N~ Organisational 
Structure 

9. There are so11e important points which VIS ~st keep in aind while 

implementing the new organisational structure. These are described below. 

10. Certain Departments/Sections included in the new stnicture need 

extremely careful planning when theyare started so that they are established 

in a professional 1taDDer with proper procedures. criteria, etc. Examples of 

these are the Equipment Hire Purchase Section and Finance Department, which 

are not only highly technical but also have substantial financial involveaent; 

preferably, international experts llllSt be obtained to plan, establish and in 

the initial years advise in managing these departments. Similarly in the case 

of so11e village industry sectors like · leather and handaade paper , 
sectoral experts would first be required for aaking further study, carrying

out training,laying down detailed action plans, selecting the actual locations, 

and establishing the demonstration units where required. 

11. VIS needs a senior executive to look after the day to day adadnistrati~ 

and take this load away from the present Chairman, thereby allowing her to 

concentrate on other issues. This is especially so now when major changes would 

have to ~e WJdertaken in the organisation and activities of VIS. For obvious 

reasons, the executive should have long years of practical experience in small 

industries promotion. 

12. VIS must have professionally qualified staff for each activity like 

industrial extension, financing, accounts, training, hire-purchase, personnel 

management and so on. For some activities "ready made" peo~ le will not easily 

be available. Thus training and staff development will have to receive very 

seriol•S attention in VIS. For each official, the training requirements will have 

to be identified and met. Training facilities which are not available in 

Zambia will have to be arranged outside. Some examples of the nature of traininr 

required are given below; 

(i) The officials of the Extension Section including the Regional 

Offices will need training in industrial extension work; this 

could be secured in a developing country in Africa or Asia, 

where an institute for such training is available. An example 

is the Small Industry Extension Training Institute, Hyderabad, 

India. 
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(ii) Officials of the Finance Departaent t«>Uld need training in 

an institute of development banking~ as distinct fro• 

co .. ercial banking. 

(iii) The Training Officer would need· to undergo courses in 

entrepreneurship development e.g. in the Entrepreneurship 

Development Institute, ~bad, India. 

13. Annually, a roster of training should be prepared and officials ~eputed 

accordingly for training courses. Infomation should be obtained (UNIOO can 

help in this regard) on the training facilities available in the region or 

in other developing countries, as well as in Zambia and these facilities should 

be used with due regard to econc:.y also. Many training programes can be 

financed froa bilateral ; initial discussions in this regard were held with 

the Embassy of Netherlands and the High C:O..ission of India. The reaction from 

both places was positive and the matter should be persued with thea; si.llilarly 

discussions can be held with other agencies and the Directorate of Manpower 

Training in Governaent. 

14. Along with setting up the new organisational structure VIS 1m1st 

take care to have suitable management practices and systems. Generally 

speaking, such systems are needed for better recording, monitoring and 

evaluation of work, thoTough planning or execution of programes, adequate 

supervision of subordinates and assessment of their performance, incentives 

for good work, sanctions for poor performance, identification of weaknesses in 

systems and introducing systemic improvement and so on. Some practlces that 

need to be especially emphasised in the case of VIS are: 

(i) Any work should be assigned to only the appropriate Section/ 

Department and to none else. The responsibility for this 

rests mainly with senior management, and subordinate officials . 

should be allowed to point out to senior management when work 

is assigned to the inappropraite Section/Department. The 

accepted Organisation Chart and Job Description Statment should 

be circulated and every official should be fully conversant with 

it. Instructions should be handed down through the next-below 

officer and not directly; similarly upward reporting should 

always be through the next-above officer. In rara cases, 

where this may not be possible, as for :instance due to 

prolonged absence of the interm~diate officer, he should 

/J9 .... 
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i .. ediately be inducted into the picture at the first 

available opp<" • •.mity. · Instructions should always be 

clear and not aabiguous. 

(ii) 1ftiere more than one Section/Department is involved in a particub 

activity or prograa, the responsibility of each should be 

clearly spelt out. For smooth co-ordination, either the 

Senior Management ec-itte or a special meeting !.hould be used. 

A regular platform for discussion of illportant matters and for 

inviting suggestions should be provided. All illportant 

programmes being planned or undertaken in VIS should be known 

to:the whole organisation and n~t just to a handful of people, 

with others having only a vague idea of what is going on. 

All important decisions with wide significance should be made 

known to all officials through issue of circulars, etc. 

(iii) Formal delegation of powers should.be introduced, clearly 

laying down the levels at or the officers by whoa certain 

decisions can be taken, e.g. puchases, approval of leave 

or tours, and sanctioning of loans or other assistance to 

entrepreneurs. The delegation of powers should be known to 

all officials sothat decisions are taken at appropriate level 

and not neet~lessly sent to higher levels. 

(iv) For certain important kinds of cases, a set procedure should be 

prescribed; this relates especially to cases in which 

processing or decision making involves a· number of persons, e.g. 

preparation and approval of annual plan, special progranaes 

and annual budget, and processing of applications from 

entrepreneurs for financial assistance. Flow Charts should be 

drawn up and ~irculated to depict the prescribed procedure. 

(v) Some standing co11111itteesshould be set-up to discuss and decide 

on important matters especially those where the decision needs 

concensus or input from a number of officials. Some examples 

of Coaaittees which could be useful are:-

(a) Plan and Programs Committee - to discuss and finalise the 

annual plan and special progranaes for donor agency funding 
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before being put up for final approval; to review 

implementation of ammal plan and special progrumes. 

(b) Senior Manageaent Collllittee - to review progress of work 

in various units; to ensure co-ordination between different 

units; to illpl•ent the new organisational structure; etc. 

(c) Loans C~ttee - to consider and appT'lve proposals for 
loan assistance to proaoters. 

15. There are clear indications that Govern11ent have realised the 

necessity for VIS to expand its staff and have more professional personnel. 

This presents a great opportunity for VIS to start i.Jlpl•enting the organisational 

structure very soon. This task aust be Wldertaken in a thoughtful and planned 

manner. The proposed organisational structure is desiined as a goal towards which 
VIS should llOVe gradually• but steadily and professionally, over a period of a 

few years and not all at once. 

D - Chail'll&n and National Director 

16. According to the constitution (Annex - 6) of VIS, the Chairman 

is to be elected by the National Council and the role of the Chairman appears 

to be limited to the National Council meetings. The executive head of the 

VIS is the National Director who is also a membei- of the National Councir; 

all officers are responsible to him and under his con1~~1 and· supervision 

(Art. 68); he is the responsible officer for maintenance and supervision 

of the accounts (Art. 8 Section l); it is his responsibility to place the 

accounts, etc before the National Council (Art. S section 2). 

17. VIS has had no National Director for years and the Chairman {who 

is working in an honorary capacity) is functioning as the executive head. 

She has been appointed by the Patron, though according to the constitution 

the Chairman is to be elected by the Council. It is understood that Government 

are considering placing the appointment of the-present Chairman on a more 

formal basis with regular emoluments. It is further understood that there is 

a proposal to appoint a National Director on a full time basis. The 

implications of having both a full time Chairman and a separate full time 

Natinal Director need to be understood. The present Chairman has headed VIS 

almost from its inception and it is expected that she will continue to take 
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active interest in VIS affairs especially when it is on the threshhold of 

a bigger role. At the saae tiae the new Natinal Director will expect to 

function as a full fledged executive head, drawing his strength froa the VIS 

constitution itself. Such a situation is fraught with potential conflicts. 

18. In the above circuastances it llight be mre appropriate to have 

the following arrang•ent:-

(i) the posts of Chaiman and Hatioaal Director •Y be combined 

in one person viz the present Chainan (this combinati~n is 

in no way contrary to the proviskns of Art 4 Section 1), and 

(ii) the second person to be appointed -y be given another suitable 

designation,say Director. (or even General Manager). 

The Chairmn and National Director may devote her attention to policy and 

similar high level affairs and the Director 11ay be responsible for day to 

day mnagesent of VIS. It would be clearly understood that the Director 

would be subordinate to the Chairman and National Director as visualised in 

Art. 6b of the constitution. This arrang•ent is less likely to cause 

conflicts. 

19. It is with the above realities in lli.nd that in the proposed 

Organisation Chart, for the present a full time Director has been pt"Ovided 

apart from the Chairman and National Director. The job descriptions of 

two officials have also been proposed accordingly. However, it mst be 

pointed out that in the long run the arrangement visualised in the 

constitution, that is, to have only one full ti.lie Chief Executive viz the 

National Director should be seen as the 110st appropriate one, which should 

ultimtely prevail. 

E .. National Council 'of VIS 

20. Serious thoupt has to be given to the National Council of VIS. 

It is observed that the National Council has been a rather dorunt body. It 

has met only infrequently and se•s to have made little contribution to VIS 

activity. Under the VIS constitution, the National Council (next to the 

Patron) is the hipest seat of authatrity in VIS and is eipected to pTOvide 

guidance in policy and other important matters - this role is hardly bein1 
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perforaed by it. As a first step, action should be taken to reconstitute 

the National Council by having as aellbers,, persons who have professional 

knowledge or are connected with village industry work and in addition are 

capable of attending the Council aeetine; and contributing to its 

deliberations. There is no point in having •rely absentee or •sleeping' 

.-bers as is the case at present; Ill' particular,, organisations whose 

support VIS requires or with whoa VIS must co-ordinate should be represented 

on the National Couocil; these include the Ministry of eo .. erce and Industry,, 

Ministry of Finance,, Development Bank of Zambia (or SEP), Ban1t of Zaabia, 

SIOO and TDAU. It is surprising that none of these organisations are represented 

in VIS. For that reaso~, they are inadequately acquainted with VIS' 

activities and its imense proble11s and are unable to support is sufficiently. 

21. Regular meetings of the National Council should be held. (Presently, 

it seellS the Council has not aet for ages). 1be Council should deliberate on 

iaportan't •tters like policy issues,, annual budget,, annual accounts,, annual 

plan,, new organisational structure,, senior appoin'taents,, 1181lageaent systems, 

staff development,, etc. In the VIS constitution itself, it has been provided 

that some of these matters are required to be considered by the Council; 

and also that it should aeet at l_,.s't twice in a calendar year; in this respect,, 

therefore, soae of 'the cons'titu'tional provisions are not being complied with 

by VIS. 

F - 1be Cons'titution of VIS 

22. Certain provisions of the constituion of VIS (Annex ~ 6) call for 

at'tention. The main ones are briefly descirbed below: 

(1) As stated in Chap'ter VII, Article 2 prescribes that VIS 

will function only in villages, · · in reality it has also 

been pro110'ting very small enterprises in urban areas and. if' it 

1s expected to continue to do so, a suitable enabling 

provision is needed in the constitu'tion. It must however be 

so provided that the main responsibility of VIS which is in 

the villages should not be lost sight of. 

(11) Article 6 stipu· · that all staff shal 1 be appointed by the 

National Council ,, · · 'P.S not provide for delegation/~Kis 
authority to the National Director or other officials of VIS, 
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It is neither practical nor desirable that appointaents of 

all staff should go to the National Council. Hence a 

provision for enabling delegation ~f authority by the Council 

should be mde. 

(111) Article 9 Section 3 states that the liabilities o~ VIS shall 
not exceed ICSOOO without the prior written authority of the 

Council; obviously this liait of ICSOOO needs substantial 

up.rd revision. 

Similarly. keeping in aind the proposed role and activities 

of VIS. it 11ay be considered if any other aaendaents are 

required in the constitution. 

G ~ Co-operation with P1vvincial and District Adlli.nistrations 

23. It. is observed that at present the co..operation between VIS and the 

Provincial Adainistrations is ainim.l and rather sporadic. If VIS is to 

have a wider and deeper illpact on village indus'tries. close and formalised 

co-operation with the Provincial Adainistrati'lns is required. im this respect 

VIS should have a dual role. On the one hand it should directly a~Jist the 

entrepreneurs through its extension services. On the other hand, as the 

central professional institution, it should catalyse and guide the Provincial 

Administratiuus in village industry promotion; it should ensure that the 

Provincial Administrations play a more active role by having sect~ral plans 

for village industry development and, if possible, allocating- funcis out of 

their development plan resources. They should also be encouraged to \Dldertake 

surve)Ts of village industries and industrial potential surVeys, provide 

infrastructul-al facilities, and so on. A suitable institutional infrastructure 

should also be develped at the Provincial level, e.g. a Village Industry 

Promotion Committee should be set up which should consider measures to pr090te 

village industries in the Province and co-ordinate the resources and efforts of 

the different Government departments in this regard. The VIS Extension Officer 

in its Regional Office should be the Secretary of this co .. ittee; it could be 

headed by the Provincial Pemanent Secretary and it shoi.1ld have as members 

the ProYincial Officers in charRe of 'Forests, Agriculture, Coooeratives, Youth 
Welfare, Planning etc. as well as some bankers and representatives of village 
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industries. 

24. In a similar manner, co.operation must be establishell with 

the District Councils. In addition, periodic -.etings and work.shops must 

be organised to train and activate the District Council officials (the 

most relevant official being the District Commerce and Industry Secretary) 

in village industry promotion and acquaint them. with VIS 1'ork. At 

present Dally District Councils are, if anything, playing a negative role* 

in village industry p1'0IK>tion; their wliole approach should be changed by 

VIS in the abOYe .anner. 

*TFiis has also 6een stated in the Western Province frovinci3l Medium Ter111 
Development Plan 1985-90 (Draft] Pc. 69. 
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IX - FUnJRE STRATEGIES 

In thinking of future strategies and plans,. VIS will have to make 

fundaaental changes in its approach to its t110rk. In a nustshell, these changes 

can be described as follows:-

(i) having a very clear industrial promtion approach rather 

than a .. social welfare' approach; 

(ii) having a planned and studied approach with clear objectivesand 

targets rather than an ad hoc approach without a clear sense 

of directi.:>n. 

The first aspect is dealt with in this Chapter; the second is reflected 

in the contents of this and the next Chapters. 

2. Instead of devoting mch of its efforts at aerely imparting certain skills 

to assorted groups of rural people, VIS should direct its assistance at people 

who are potential entrepreneurs, people who can be ~bled to set up viable 

and lasting production..wti.ts. It should endeavour to provide to these 

entrepreneurs a whole package of services n~eded to set up the "industrial 

units", no Etter however small. The main services required are described 

below. 

A - Raw Materials Supply 

3. One of the biggest problems being faced by the village industries in 

Zambia is the difficulty in getting raw materials. In s<>11e cases, this is due 

to inherent shortage of materials; in other cases this is due to transportation 

and operational difficulties; some raw materials have to be imported. Examples 

of some of the raw materials required are mutton tallow and caustic soda needed 

by soap manufacturers, paraffin wax needed by candle makers, chemicals needed 

for leather tanning and food preservation, and salt needed by industries like 

soap, hides preservation and fish drying. It was observed that groups of women 

trained by VIS in soap making in Mongu had stopped production because of non

~vailabil i ty of soda; similarly, soap making~ac~ivities in Kasama have been 

seriously disrupted due to difficulties in supply of 111.1tton tallow. It is 

therefore essential that VIS should organise the supply of raw materials to 

village industries and set up what is called ~ Raw Materials Bsnk. This 

activity should be done through its J:ta.rketing Division and it should be 

organised on a commercial basis by charging a reasonabie profit. It is 
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that even after such profit. the price of raw -terials supplied by VIS 

can be substantially lower than the prevailing high aarket prices. 

B - Supply of Equipaent and Tools 

4. It is observed that even simple equipaent and tools for saall 

enterprises are not available in rural areas or the smaller towns. e.g •• 

moulds for candles and soap. bottles and caps for food preservation. and 

improved tools for craftsaen and wodworkers. The problem becoaes aore serious 

when the aore aechanised equipments are considerared. e.g. oil expellers. 

lumler aills and welding •chines; some of these equipments have to be 

imported. and it cannot be expected that small entrepreneurs can organise 

the iaport theaselves after going through the lengthy procedures involved. 

Where such equipments are available through private dealers. the prices 

charged are unreasonably high. If VIS can organise the supply of equipments 

and tools. it would provide an invaluable service to the entrepreneurs. VIS 

can do this in two ways which are descirbed below. 

S. It can procure and sell equipments and tools as a noraal trading activity. 

Those which are not indigenously available can be illported and stocked. In 

Some cases VIS can encourage local production of identified equipaent. e.g. 

aamJal oil expellers. The normal profit aargins in Zaabia for such scarce 

goods are so high taht VIS can make a reasonable profit and yet provide a 

valuable service to the village entrepreneurs. This activity should be organised 

by its Marketing Division. (It may be aentioned here that it was unfortunate 

that VIS did not utilise the foreign exchange allocation given to it some 

months bake for import of goods required by village indus~ries .) 

6. Another approach is to have a Hire Purchase Scheae for equipments and 

tools. Under this Scheme. the equipment is supplied to the entrepreneur and 

part payment is taken immediately and the rest is taken in instalments spread otit 

over a few years. The ownership remains with VIS until the co11pletion of the 

payment. Interest is charged on the outstanding payments. This scheme is a way 

of combining financial assistance with the actual procurement and supply of 

the equipment, thus taking care both of the financial difficulties of the 

entrepreneur and his problems in knowing and reaching the equipment sources. 

However, this Scheme has substantial financial implications for VIS and it has to 

be established in a very professional manner. VIS would not be able to set 

up this Scheme by itself and it would need the services of an outside expert 

who can establish the scheme and lay down correct procedures, creteria etc. 
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The Scheme is a service provided to village entrepreneurs but it has to be 

run on a self sustaining basis without becoming a drain on VIS resources. 

C - Training 

7. There are two kinds of training required by the village entrepreneurs: 

(1) Skills training. and 

(2) Entrepreneurship development training. 

These are briefly described below: 

Skills Training: VIS should carefully identify 'the training needs of 

'the village entrepreneurs and make arrangements to provide such training. 

In doing so. duplication of the training facilities already available froa 

other sources should be avoided e.g. the Trades Training Institutes. Forest 

Depart.aent. Ministry of Agriculture and Water Development. Facilities froa 

other sources should be utilised to the fullest extent as was done for the 

woodworking and food processing programmes conducted under the current project. 

9. VIS 11Ust have fully qualified personnel for this NOrk and skills training 

programmes should be conducted in a professional 118Jlner. For this purpose, 

technical experts have been proposed in the Organisation Chart. It was observed 

that some of the existing staff do not have qualifications for giving the training 

expected from them; besides the training programaes are conducted in a rather 

casual manner without thorough preparation. 

10. The skills training should be co-ordinated with the industrial sectors 

which VIS would take up for promotion, e.g. woodworking, rural metal working, 

leather, and handmade paper. It should not be conducted in sectors for which 

there are no plans at the moment, like sericulture and textiles printing. 

11. VIS should also encourage the apprenticeship system by al'Tanging training 

for apprentices in existing industrial enterprises. As has been pointed out 

in the RDSB su· 3y1', the apprenticeship system in Zambia is rather undeveloped. 

*Rural small enterprises in Zambia - Results of a Country-Wide 
Surver RDSB 
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12. Entrepreneurship Development: In order to assist the trainee:s to 

becoae tiny il'dustrialists am to widen the entrepreneurship growth process 

in the country it is necessary for VIS to take up entrepreneurship development 

progn es. It should ensure that all the skills trainees are also instructed 

in bow to start am unage their business activities. e.g. project planning. 

book-keeping. inYentory control. marketing. mnageaent of funds. profit -

loss calculation.etc. these techniques should be taught to th• in a silllple 

mnner suitable for village and Sllal.l enterprises. It bas been suggested 

toVIS that no training progr.t e shoulcl be merely a skills training progrume; 

it should alays have entrepreneurship development (business u.nagment) 

inpu't. 

13. I! addition special entrepreneurship developaent J>Ncra-es should 

be organised in which existing village enttepreneurs can be trained. ILO 

is conducting a series of "ll!pTOYe your Business" training programmes in 

which VIS is associated. This association should be conti.Jmed by VIS. 

::.4. It is expected that VIS will need an outside expert who could plan 

and lay the basis for the entrepreneurship developaent progrume of VIS. The 

work can then be continued by the VIS Training Officer. 

D - Enension and Consultancy Services 

15. Even if an entrepreneur has an idea about what to mnufac'ture, he 

does not know how to go about setting up the industrial unit and how to obtain 

the various inputs required like land. buildings • .i.oan,Echinery and raw 

mterials. The first step is to have a project report and a feasibility study 

which should indicate the requir•ent for land, building • .achinery. loan, 

the process know-how. profitability, cashflow. etc. Only after the feasibility 

is established should the entrepreneur pursue the project. The work of 

preparing the project report and feasibility study can not be done by the 

entrepreneur; this service will have to be provided by VIS. It is visualised -

that this work should be done by the proposed Extension Department which mst 

have staff experienced aJ1d trained in industrial extension work. In addition · 

to preparing the above studies, for projects found to be feasible.VIS should 

assist in securing the required inputs from different sources like the District 

Councils and the financial institutions. 
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E - Marketing 

16. At present Za!lbia is an econCJay of shortages. Therefore for any 

Sllall industries visualised in the VIS procra-e, demand for their pNClucts 

is not such an acute problea; for exuple, it is reported that due to the 

acute shortage of soap, the Jasa• Women's soapaakinc project faces no 

problem in i·ediately sellin& off its production; in the case of humer Iii.Us, 

there are alwys loq ques of people vai.tinc to have their mi%e llilled. 

Nevertheless, the aarketing activity has to be properly organised; and assistance 

will be required fro• VIS particularly in the case of handicrafts. This 

should be organised th%ouch the VIS Marketing Division. VIS should also 

seek a policy measure from Gove1mt reserving certain items bought by 

Gav&rment departaents and parastatals for exclusive purchase froa village 

industries through VIS. This scheme will open up a bi1 captive •rket for 

village industry units, especially craftSllell. 

F - Financing 

17. One o~ the critical probleas village industries are facing arises 

froa the fact that there is no satisfactory institutional arrangement for 

aeeting their credit needs. The c~rcial banks are simply not oriented 

towards financing thea and insist on collateral security which they cannot 

furnish. DBZ has been financing only larger units; even its statutory lower 

lillit is K.5000. SEP's operations by their very nature have been liaited 

in scale; it has now been reorganised and it has to be seen whether its 

reach will extend to the very small units. As the proaoter of village 

industries, VIS aust endeavour to iaprove the situation. 

18. First, VIS 1m1st strengthen its service as an effective credit 

intermediary by securing increased flow of credit frOll existing institutions. 

For this it should expand and professionalise its capacility to prepare 

feasibility studies of entrepreneurs' projects, appraise their {inancial 

needs and after being satisfied with the projects' prospects, reco .. end 

them to the banks· and.·financial.institue,ions. 

19. Apart from recommending individual cases, VIS should 

improve the institutional arrangem61lt itself. For example, 

details of the Credit Guarantee Scheme are being worked out 

bring pressure to 

the oprational 

now by BOZ. 

'VIS a1.1st ensure that suitable provisions are included which will in real 

terms facilitate increased financing of village industries. The Credit 
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Guarantee Scheae by itself will not solve the problems. and banks mlSt be 

persuaded to take additional measures e.g. setting up special cells for 

village industry financing. sillplifying procedural foraalities for the very 

Sllall cases. delegating adequate powers to branch managers to approve such cases. 

setting time liaits for processing these cases. furnishing special periodic 

returns to show progress of village industry financing. etc. A high powered 

~ttee can be set up to review progress of credit assistance to village 

industries by banks and other institutions. As regards DBZ and SEP. special 

progrumes should be ti11Drked out with thea by VIS for village industries. 

20. In addition to its above aentioned role as a credit interaediary. 
VIS would also have to consider setting up a saal.l Village Industries Assistance 

Fund as a Revolvinc Fur.d for direct financing of village industries. 'Ibis 

fund should not (and cannot) be very large a~ it is not intended to convert 
VIS into a development bank but primarily to fill in the "gap" ~n existing 
institutional arrangements for Jiving credit to village industries. However. it 
should be operated very profess1cnally and it should principally serve the 
following pUTpOses: 

(i) giving types of financial assistance which other institutions 

my not provide e.g. seed capital; 

(ii) financing ''pioneer" projects e.g. new vegetable tanneries. 

handaade paper units and mnual oil expellers; (some donor agencies 
are willing to include a revolving fund in special programmes 
assisted by thea); 

(iii) doing other "normal" financing will not be excluded. but will 

not be the Ila.in objective of the fund; the extent of such 

"normal financing" will depend upon the extent to which 

satisfactory institutional arTangeaents have been evolved for 

availability of credit fro• other existing institutions and banks 

for village industries. If such arrangements have been aade 

then the need for "normal financing" from VIS will be much lesser 
may not be there at all. 

21. In taking up the services mentioned in Sections A to F above the 

following points need to be ~hasised even at the risk of repetition: 

(i) Each activity a..;c~ oe professionally planned and executed, e.g., 

revolving fund, hire purchase scheme and entrepreneurship 

development progTamme; in many cases assistance of an outside expeTt 

must be obtained. 
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(ii) The activities should be started in stages. The beginning 

should be made in a saall way and expansion should be undertaken 

only after consolidation of the existing vork. 

(iii) All the activities should be properly integrated so that assistance 

is made available to the entrepreneur in a package fona. 

22. VIS 1USt llalte it a point to "reach out" to the entrepreneurs. instead of 
waiting for thell to approach it for assistance. as is the case at present. The 
VIS Officers must undertake syste91atic touring of their areas. These tours 
should be well advertised sufficiently in advance so that entrepreneurs can 
approach thea for help. A systea of joint touring by a group of officers -
froa VIS as well as other institutions - should be introduced so that assistance 
required fro• the different institutions can, to the extent possible. be 
provided on the spot. In this way. ''Village Industrial Assistance Caaps" (VIA 
Callps} can be organised in distant locations to aake up for the lack of 
institutional offices in those areas. 

G - Selection of Industrial Sectors for Pl'0110tion 

23. VIS should identify on the basis of accepted socio-econoaic criteria 

the sectors of industry which are really promising in tenas of the benefits 

they will give to the country. For each sector. a systematic survey and 

study should be done. Based on this.certain sectors should be selected by 

VIS for comprehensive promotion. (More about this will be said in the next 

Chapter). Concentrating on the promotion of selected sectorsdoes not however 

aean that if an entrepreneur ce>11es up with a viable project in a different 

sector. his project would not be assisted. Every economically viable project 

will be considered for assistance by VIS; however "sector promotion" should be 

limited to only a few selected sectors at a time. 

H - Policy Decisions at Government Level 

24. Although the Plan documents and official pronouncements have assigned 

high priority to village industries. in practical terms, very few policy 

and other support measures have been taken to assist village industries. 

Such measures are needed at the level of Government, Bank of Zambia and other 

such organisations so as to enable village industries to get priority 

assistance from all agencies. VIS should continuously do thinking on what 

policy decisions are needed and take them up with Government, Bank of Zambia, 

etc. It should act as the initiator of suitable ideas in this direction. 

Some sugg~stions in this regard are given below. 
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(i) Manufacturing Licence: The Industrial Develop.:~t Act 

(CAP.674) requires that all manufacturing enterprises must 

obtain a manufacturing licence fro• the Minister of Industries. 

The only exemption given is to a person who carri~ on an 

enterprise solely by hiaself without employing any other person 

(Statutory Instruaent 44 of 1978 - Sec. 6). This aeans that 

all other enterprises. however Sllllll. 1111st obtain a 11a11ufacturing 

licence. Thisis arather strange situation. It should not at all be 

necessary for village industries to obtain a licence as the 

whole idea is to encourage the• freely. Hence a suitable legal 

provision should be ude in this regard. It is understood that 

a new law is being considered to replace the Industrial Development 

Act. This should be the appropriate occasion to make not only 

the above provision but also a wider package of provisions 

in favour of village industries. including SOiie aentioned 

below. VIS should act promptly in this Etter. 

(ii) Protection to Village Industries: There are certain products 

which can be prcduced easily in small village enterprises. 

When produced at this level in contrast with bigger enterprises 

they will give llllCh more employment. use much less capital. 

and will create far less pressures on Zambia's weak transportation 

system. Government should think of the possibility of selecting 

some such products and reserving their production for only the 

village industry sector. Such pro~ection may be required otherwise 

if even one large unit comes up it may throw hundreds of these 

village enterprises out of job; this will aggravate unemployment 

and bring to nought all the efforts VIS has put in to promote 

those village enterprises. Such a situation can easily occur 

for example in soap. cooking oil, grinding mills, leather, etc. 

Hence a protective provision should be thought of. 

(iii) Monetary Ceiling for village industries: As stated in 

Chapter VII, thought should be given to having a monetary 

ceiling in the definition of ·village industries. This will 

also help in demarcating the roles of VIS and SIDO. This is 

preferably done by executive order or regulation rather than 

by statute so as to have flexibility to revise the ceiling from 

time to time with changing circumstances, like inflation. 
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(iv) Preference in Governaent purchases: As stated earlier in 

this paper, certain iteas purchased by Government departaents, 

parastatals etc. should be reserved exclusively for purchase 

froa village industries through-VIS. In the case of other 

items purchased froa both village and other industries a 

price preference can be given to village industries. Such 

provisions exist in a 11U11ber of developing countries. 

(v) Credit Guarantee Sclleme: As stated earlier, it must be 

ensured that special provisions are made in the Scheme for 

the village industries so that the benefits actually flow 

to them and do not remain only on paper. 

'(vi) Fiscal Incentives: Provision should be made for special 

fiscal incentives for village industries in order to 

improve their competitiveness against larger units. 

(vii) Other Laws: It has been pointed out by some studies that 

certain legal enactments act as obstacles or irritants in 

the establishment of small enterprises. The enactments 

mentioned are the Markets Act, the Trades Licensing Act, 

The Public Health Act.and the !own and Country Planning Act. 

This matter may be further examined to see if some corrective 

measures are needed. (In the case ofthe Trades Licensing 

Act, however, if a village enterprise is registed with 

SIDO (t) it is exempted from the provisions of that Act 

- See Section 22 of Small Industries Development Act). 

I - Future Assistance to. VIS 

25. From the observations in this Chapter, the previous Chapter VIII and 

the following Chapter X, it would be clear that VIS would continue to need 

international assistance for a few years - primarily technical assistance, 

but also substantial financial assistance. 
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25. In regard to technical assistance, the basic need is to provide 

institution building assistance for a few years to guide VIS to function 

as an industrial promotion institution i.e. to conceive and plan the services 

required by village industries and to implement them in a professional manner. 

to study new industrial sectors and take up their prollOtion, to evolve 

short tera and perspective plans for growth of village industries, to 

prepare well conceived projects for donor agency assistance. to set up the 

new organisational structure and ensure that each Section/Department is 

manned by qualified personnel and functions as a professional unit. and so on. 

It is felt that this job requires ~he guidance of an industrial pTOllOtion expert 

with long experience of village industry planning and developaent; without 

such guiddance it is apprehended that the new fora of VIS will not be 

achieved. 

26. Technical assistance will also be required to assist VIS in setting up 

some new services/departments (e.g. operation of the revolving fund, hire 

purchase of equipment and entrepreneurship development) and in p'?OllOting 

some new industrial sectors (e.g. cottage level leather industry and hand 

made paper). 

27. UNIDO may consider giving VIS further institution building assitance 

and somesectoral assistance. In addition VIS must continue to approach 

other donor agencies for assistance, technical and financial; in this regard 

much greater care than hithP.rto will have to be exercised by VIS to prepare 

well conceived projects and to ensure that the assistance from different 

agencies blends into each other and there is no duplication. Some potential 

aid agencies for VIS In 1986. apart from UNIDO, are Africare,FEF, Africa 

Development F:>undation, Indian Government, Government of·Netherlands, DANIDA, 

SIDA and UN Volunteers. VIS can draw much larger volumes of assistance than 

has been the case so far provided it strengthens its structure and has good 

strategies and plans for the future. 
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X - PROMOTION OF SELECTED VILLAGE 
INDUSTRY SECTORS 

It has been stated ear 4~T that VIS should have a 
planned and studied approach to its work. It should have a 

system of annual and perspective planning; the annual plan 

should consist of clear targets and goals far each activity. 

VIS should undertake industrial potential studies of selected 

rural areas to identify the industries which have potential 

there and then take up these industries for promotion. (Here 

attention is draven to chapter V where during the course of 
the study of the North Western Province some industries have 

been indentified which have potential there). 

2. Similarly, VIS should identify on the basis of accepted 
socio-economic criterea the sectors of industry which are 

really premising in terms of the benefits they will give to 

the country, especially the rural areas. These criterea 

include employment generation, increased production of scarce 

products especially essential commodities, utilisation of 

local raw materials and skills, and saving/earning of foreign 

exchange. The sectors should be capable of production on a 

small scale in terms of simplicity of technolog~ low capital 

investment, availability of raw materials, and so on.of the 

identified sectors, some should be 9elected by VIS for 

promotior in a very comprehensive and thorough manner. The 

promotion should include identifying suitable locations, 

preparing and distributing model project profiles, training, 

organising supply of raw materials, tools and equipment, 

assisting in the marketing, and securing financial assistance 

for the entreprenews. At a time, only a few sectors should be 

selected so that these can be handled effectively and 

comprehensively. Half-way or ad hoc measures will never have 

the desired effect. 

3. The Planning and Research sectinn of VIS should undertake 

the above kind of s~udies on a continous basis. For this 

purpose,v1s can secure technical and financial assistance from 

donor agencies e.g UNOP, UNIDO and FEF. For promoting some of 

the sectors VIS would have to secure the services of outside 

experts. 
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4. In the above mentioned studies as well as the promotional 

work for selected sectors, VIS should try to seek the 

cooperation of other connected agencies whose assistance will 

be beneficial e.g. Ministries, TDAU.DBZ, SEP, commercial 

banks and Provincial Administrations. Wherever required VIS 

should request government to constitute a special task force 

or a committee with representatives from different agencies to 

ensure all roun~ cooperation. In such matters with wide 

significance VIS should not attempt to operate in isolation or 

else its efforts will not have sufficient impact. 

5. During the course of the current project, the potential 

of a few village industry sectors was examined to see if they 

are suitable for VIS to take up further study or take up their 

promotion. Given the time and resources constraints, this 

examination was only of a preliminary nature. The sectors 

examined were leather, woodworking, hammer mills, cooking oil, 

handmade paper, soap making and rural metal ~crki~g. Brief 

notes on these sectors are given below. I~ is felt that these 

sectors have potential for future growth and VIS should study 

them further to evolve detailed action plans. Similar action 

should be taken for the food processing industry. But in the 

case of leather, cooking oil and handmade paper further indep~h 

analysis by a sectoral expert (possibly international expert) 

must first be undertaken. 

6. There are other sectors also which can be studied by VIS 

aver a period of time. An illustrative list is given below: 

(1) Rice hullers 

(2) Clay bricks and tiles 
(3) Tailoring 

(4) Cutting, polishing etc of precious/semi-precious stones · 

(5) Handlooms 
(6) Sericulture 

(7) Matches 

(8) Agricultural lime 

(9) Textile printing 

(10) Pottery 

(11) Basket making 

(12) Wood carving 
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(13) Charcoal burners 

(14) Stockfeed 

(15) Molasses and bagasse processing 
(16) Biagas plants 

(17) Cashew nut processing 

A- Leather and Related Industries 

7. Zambia has a very substantial population of cattle and 

other domestic animals which can provide the basis for a local, 

small scale leather industry. At present, this resource is not 

being fully exploited. According to available figures: the 
animal population is as follows: 

Cattle 

Sheep and goats 
Pigs 

- 2.4 million 

- 0.23 million 

- 0.19 million 

On the basis of an offtake ~f 9-10 percent plus about 0.5 perc~nt 

of fallen animals this gives a yield about of about 252,000 hides 

per annum. Allowing far about 10 percent of the hides being 

beyond reach due to long distances, the actual hide availability 

is said ta be about 227,000. Against this the collection 
figure is stated to be as fallows:-

1976 
62,000 

1978 
70,000 

1980 
118,000 

1982 
120,000 

1984 
170,000 

This indicates that approximately aver 57,000 hides are going 

ta waste which have been valued at aver K1 million. It is said 

that in 1980 mare than 50 percent of the hid~s (cattle) and 80 

percer.t of the skins (from sheep and goats) were going to waste. 

On the other hand imports of shoes and leather goads due to 

domestic short supply were estimated at K3 million. Vet there is 

a general shartag~ of leather goods and, except for the dominant 

Bata Company,other goods are not of standard quality. 

8. Of the 170,000 collected hides, 30 percent availability was 

from the abattoirs of CSBZ, 60 percent from slaughter houses of 

the local authorities and 10 percent from uncontrolled slaughtering. 

*Figures in this section are based mostly on information obtained DVST. 
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Bata Shoe Company consuaed approximately 120.000 hides and the rest 

were e:q>orted, mainly by two leading exporters. (Mercifully this export 

has been banned in December 1985). Bata process all the hides into leather 

in their tannery at Kafue (which is the only tannery in the Country) and then 

into shes at their Factory in Lusaka. There are said to be 5 small shoe 

manufacturers and a handful of proceducers of leather goods like bags. 

wallets, and suitacases. These get some leather froa the Data Tannery. 

hey state that only rejects of poor quality are sold off by Data; Data 

however claim that about 20 percent of their leather production is give to 

these factories with a view to support them Whatever the position, these 

factories face a r~rpetual shortage of leather. In the Zambian market there 

is a vast unsatified demand for shoes and other leather goods and the prices 

are very high. 

9. Considering the availability of raw materials along with the demand for 

leather goods it is clear that an effort is required to organise the leather 

industry with the following objects:-

(a) To see that no hides are wasted and to arrange for proper 

slaughtering, and curing and preservation of hides; 

(b) To undertake tanning and precessing of the hides into leather 

on a small scale level; 

(c) To er~ourage the setting up of leather goods inaustries. 

Action (a) above should be the responsibility of the Directorate of 

Veterinary Services and Tsetse Control (DVST) - they are already doing this 

work with the help of a FAO project. Action at (b) and (c) above should be 

the role of an organisation like VIS. 
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Village Tanneries and Leather Crafts Industries 

10. An analysis of the figures of availability of hides and 

the capacity of the Beta Tannery would indicate that there is 

not much scope for setting up more large scale or medium scale 

tanneries. This is due to the difficulty in the collection of 

the hides over long distances. It is understood that one 

tannery each is being planned at Hongu, Lusaka and Kaoma with a 

capacity of approximately 40 hides a day. It is doubtful if 

more units of this size can be set up given the present 

availability of hides. In addition there is the difficulty in 

getting chrome chemicals which are imported. On th~ other hand, 

it is feasible to set up very small tanneries based on 

vegetable tanning process. These tanneries could process about 

4-5 hides a day using locally extracted tanning materials 

instead of chemicals. The process is simple: after cleaning 

the hide and soaking it in water, it is limed with lime and 

sodium sulphide in order to dehair it, next it is delimed with 

water and some ammonium sulphide; thereafter it is pickled with 

salt and a little sulphuric ac~ to make it responsive to the 

final process of tanning; next it is tanned with the vegetable 

tanning material for a period of three to four weeks; lastly, 

oil is applied to it in a semi-dry condition, and it is dried 
and rolled. The whole process can be carried out in a number of 

pits and no machinery is required. Only for the rolling process 

a roller is required; it can be examined if this can be shared 

between a number of units or can be provided in a common 

workshop. A simple shed and storing space is sufficient. It 

is estimated that excluoing the roller, such a unit can be 

established with an investment of about K20-25,000. 

11. Fortunately, some work has been done recently regarding 

the availability of vegetable tanning chemicals from the bark 

of some local trees. It is understood that a unit is being set 

up in Kabwe, Central Province, for extracting and crushing 

this barK. The other chemicals required for the tanning 

process are available in Zambia and hence no imports are 

involved. It is therefore feasible to promote a number of such 

village level tanneries. 
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12. Along with the tanneries, small leather crafts producing 

units should also be encouraged to manufacture items like 

suitcases, briefcases, bags, wallets, key chains, belts.etc. 
The leather supplied by the above-mentioned tanneries can 

directly be used for the above products; the leather can be 

carved or used without carving. There is a very goad demand far 

such articles in Zambia. If the tanneries produce surplus 

leather it can be 9old to Beta Car other tanneries which may 

come up) far finish~ng and processing. 

13. It appears that the best way ta promote this industry 

would be by taking the following steps: 

(a) To train selected persons in vegetable tanning and 

leather crafts production, perhaps a training 

centre ca~ ~e set up consisting of a vegetable 

tannery and a leather crafts training unit. This 

unit can also serve as a common facility centre 

where some of the equipment which is expensive 

(like slicing and clipping machines) can be installed 

for being used by the various leather crafts 

producing industries. 

(b) The persons trained as above should be assisted to 

establish small tanneries and other leather crafts 

production units. 

Cc) Assista~ce should be given to organise the collection 

of hides and the marketing of the goods. 

14. The above tanneries and leather crafts units would have to 

be set up at carefully selected locations after considering the 

availability of hijes and vegetable tanning material, the 

location of market centres, and the convenience in training 

and supervising them. Some of the locations which could be 

considered are Kabwe, Menze, Choma and the Western Province. A 

more detailled analysis in this regard would be necessary. 

Some of the persons whom VIS had got trained earlier in Italy 

and Botswana can now be assisted in the above manner. Presently, 

these people have drifted into other vocations because no 

comprehensive effort was undertaken by VIS to promote the leather 

industry as above. 
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15. In the above-mentioned work close cooperation should be 

established with DVST. The Directorate is running an FAO 

assisted project at present and is considering setting up a 

permanent hides and leather unit. 

Extraction of Vegetable Tanning Material 

16. As stated above, leather tanning can also be done by using 

the barks, pods, etc of certain trees. On the basis of the work 

done in Zambia, some trees have been identified for this 

purpose. The main species identified are: Acacia Albida, 

Acacia Siebrana, Acacia Polyacantha~ Piliostigma Thongi. These 

trees are said to be available in sufficient numbers mainly in 

the Central and Western Provinces. In fact, in Kabwe (Central 

Province) a private party with official encouragement is 

planning a producti~n unit for the collection and crushing of the 

barks for use in the tanning industry. It is said that this 

powder has been tested and has been found to contain 18-28 

percent of tannins. It is also said that Bata have experimented 

with this material and found it to be quite suitable; therefore 

they have placed a substantial order with the Kabwe Unit. 

Similar units can be encouraged at other locations mainly in the 

Central and Western Provinces. The consumers would be Bata and 

other proposed tanneries. 

17. The process employed by such units would be fairly simple. 

It would consist of collecting the barks, chopping and drying 

them and thereafter grinding them into powder ana packaging them. 

The main equipment is the grinder. The other operations could 

be manual. It is visualised that a unit can be set up with 

an investment of approximately K20,000. 

18. VIS can render valuable help not only in promoting the 

units but in organising the collection of barks and transport 

of the finished products. Its truck can be used for this purpose. 

By·Products from Carcasses 

19. There are a number of products which can be manufactured 

from different parts of the carcasses. These are briefly 

described below. 
(i) Blood meal which is used as stock feed can be produced 

from the blood of slaughtered animals. 
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The process consists of boiling the blood in open drum~ with a 

0.2 percent solution of calcium hydroxide and thereafter mixing 

• it with bran of wheat or maize. This process can be carried 

out in very small scale units. Appropriate locations would be 

in the proximity of abattoirs or slaughter houses, and the 

demand would be mainly from commerLial farmers. 

(ii) Bone Ash can be extracted from the collected bones by 

incinerating them at very high temperatures and then grinding 

them. Bone ash when mixed with bran can be used as stock feed. 

Alternatively, it can be·used for making high quality china and 

for this purpose it would have a good export market. It is 

understood that the NCSR has an incinerator which it allows 

to be used on reasonable charges. 

(iii) Manufacturing units for glue can also be set up based on 

the fleshings ~nd trimmings and the rejected hides uhich are not 

suitable for being processed into leather. It is believed that one 
such unit is being set up in Lusaka. Hore such units could be 

considered in Kafue, Lusaka, etc. 

(iv) The hair from the carcasses is suitable raw material for 

brushes of different kinds. 

20. Discussions were held with Beta who indicated their 

willingness to assist in the establishment of the above leather 

and allied industries. They agreed to indicate on the basis of 

their information the locations which might be suitable for 

establishing village tanneries and leather crafts units. They 

would also consider cooperating in the establishment of 

manufacturing units of by-products like glue and brushes which 

are based on materials available from ~he Bata tannery. There 

are also other small items purchased by Bata which can be supplied 

by village industries; one example given by Bata was the 

wooden shank used in shoe manufacturing. It would be useful to 

persue this dialogue with that Company. 

21. . From the above description it would be seen that prima 

facie there is scope to promote leather and other related 

industries. However, it would be necessary for VIS first to 

obtain the service of an expert who could investigate the above

mentioned possibilities in greater detail with a view ta consider 

satisfactory locations, suitable sizes of the units, examine the 

economic viability and give technical guidance and training. 
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B - Woodworking Industry 

22. Nearly SOI of the area in Zambia is under forests of various 

categorles, including 91 under reserved forests. These contain 

some ~xcellent timoer suitable for woodworking industry. The 
best known wood is mukwe (Pterecarpus Angolnsis); but, there are 

other fine varieties too like mupapa (Afzelia quanzensis), 

mubanga (Pericopsis AngolnSEs) and mupa (Milragyana Stipulosa). 

The other common names for good timber are mutondo, mutopo and 

muputu. Good timber forests are spread over most parts of the 

country. However, the areas that are particularly well endowed• 

are Sesheke and Senanga in the Western Province, Kawambwa, 

Nchelenge and Samfya in tne Luapula Province, the western area of 

North Western Province, Petauke, Ketete and Minge in the Eastern 

Province, Mumbwa in Central Province, Luangwa and Lufunsa in 

Lusaka Province, and Namwela and Kalamo in the Southern Provincr. 

23. In addition to the above indigenous varieties, plantations 

of pine and eucalyptus have been set up in some parts of the 

country particularly in the Copperbelt, where the indu3trial 

plantations extend over 62,aaa hectares and are now being 

managed by ZAFFICO. These plantations are not being adequately 

exploited at present as no large industry has come up to use them 

e.g. paper and pulp industry, which is causing great concern to 

government and ZAFFICO. ZAFFICO have pointed out that these 

woods are quite suitable for construction and furniture. They have 

been ~rying to persuade the copper mines to increase their use 

of these woods. 

24. Notwithstanding the rich timber resources, the woodworking 

industry in Zambia is not well developed. Its share in the GDP 

i~ less than 3%, the exports are negligible while the imports are 

substantial (3-4% of the import bill). Even the small exports are 

not in the processed form and are confined largely to logs and 

sawn wood. The existing woodworking industry in the rural areas 

consists of 2 major activities: sawing and carpentry. 

25. In sawing,3 
(a) 

(b) 

kinds of units are seen to be operating: 

pit sawyers, 

rural saw mills and 

(c) forest contractors. 

The pit sawyers are the traditional workers who cut the trees and 

saw them into planks using just a simple saw operated by 2 men, one 

of whom stands in the pit. 
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Due to the nature of the work, the pit sawyers work in groups 

of 6-7 oeople, usually in the bush itself. They supply their 

timber to the rural carpenters. In the North Western Province 

alone, it is estimated that there are about 1,000 @pit 
sawyers who supply approximately 40~ of the province's timber. 

An accassional pit sawyer is able to earn about K100 to K20D 

per annum and a regular pit sawyer working for about 10 months 

in a year earns about K8aa• per annum. A few rural saw mills 

have been set up by the Forest Department or private persons 

and in some cases by Co-operatives. These cut and saw the 

forest timber which is sold not only in the neighbouring ar~as 

but also to the more distant towns. Some years back, the 

Forests Department had set up 8 Haser saw mills most of which 

are now inactive. Now they have obtained 10 small circular 
saw mills through Finnish aid and have deployed one in each 

province. The forest contractors are usually big businessmen 

who have obtained large conce~ssions from the Forest Department 

and are exporting the wood outside the province and the country, 

often in the form of logs. 

26. The rural capentry units are of 2 types: 

Ca) rural carpenters and 

(b) carpentry workshops. 

The rural carpenters are usually one-man businesses, often part-time 

farmers. They make very simple products like stools, chairs or 

agricultural implements using the most elementary· tools which 

are often nothing more than an axe, hammer and saw. It has been 

estimated* that the occassional carpenter makes about K278 per 

annum and the regular one about K1,000 per annum. The carpentry 

workshops are bigger, more profeseional ~hops. The owner is 

usually a trained carpenter or a co-operative society and the 

workshop may be employing a few people. These workshops produce 

a larger variety of products like chairs, tables, almirahs and 

even school or office furniture. They use a wider range of 

tools e.g planers, hand-drills and cramps, but most of the 
equipment is hand oper3ted. 

I N.W. Province Statistical Handuook, May 1985 

•SS! Survey in North Western Province by Koegst, Vollmer and 
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27. The demand for woodworking products in the rural 

and small urban areas can be said to be from the following 

3 sectors: 
(a) household, 

(b) agricultural, and 

(c) institutional. 

28. The demand from the households is for furniture and for house 

construction. The furniture demand is especially from the 

well-to-do households like government employees and cash crop 

farmers. The house construction demand ranges from poles and 

plan~s for house building to windows and doors (including 

frames and shutters). It is unfortunate that steel has been 

used in Zambia for doors and windows and it is believed that at 

one time there was a safety law prohibiting the use of wood 
for such purposes. However, steel is imported and is getting 

more expensive. Wood is approximately 60-70% cheaper and 

progressively, ruore wood will be used for house construction. 

The demand from the agricultural sector is for handles for 

axes, hoes, etc. It is expected that with the growth of 

agriculture, the demand for these products will increase. It can 

also be expected that there will be increased use of wood for 

items of rural use prasently made of steel, e.g. wheel-barrows 

and scotch carts. Wheel barrows are in great demand and there 

is no reason why sturdy wooden ones should not be dS 

acceptable as the current metallic ones. Similarly, in many 

a=eas the uses of ox-driven scotch-carts is increasing, e.g 

Ea&tern Province and the Southern Province. Presently, many 

scotch-carts have metallic bodies, often made from scrap metal. 

However, wooden bodies are equally good or better and it is 

expected that their use in future will greatly exceed the 

metallic bodies. Some experiments with the wooden wheel are 

also being made. It is hoped that these experiments will prove 
succesful and the wooden wheel will be acceptable to farmers 

and the dependence on imported tyres and wheels will reduce. 

In brief, therefore, the woodworking industry has a big 

potential in the agricultural sector. There are also other 

areas where woodworking industry is needed, e.g for bee keeping 

in the North Western Province. 
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29. The dema~d from the institutional sector is from schools, 

rural health centres and offices. The number of schools in 

Zambia has been increasing rapidly. In 1983 there were 28,854 
schools and the po~ulation of primary and secondary school 

pupils was 1.23 million, having a potential requirement 

of about 0.65 million 2-seater desks and chairs. This 

requirement is only partly met (70-75S) at present. Thus, 

there will be rising demand over the next several years for 

school furniture - although this will depend also on the 

availability of funds with the Education Department for this 

purpose. It is sad to see that in the past the schools were 

supplied furniture made of tubular metal and block board tops, 

both of which are largely imported. It is strange that 

government did not think of having all-wood furniture instead. 

A~art from being wholly indegenous, sturdy wroden furniture 

can be more lasting than the tubular and block board furniture, 

much of which at present is lying broken in schools. 

30. On the whole, the existing demand fur wood based products 

exceeds the supply, ~.g even in the North W~stern Province, the 

demand for timber is 1,000 cubic metres where as the supply 

is only 580 cubic metres. Naturally, the demand will g~ 0w in 

future and it is essential ~, supply it from local resources and 

build up the woodworking industry accordingly. This requires a 

well conceived and co-ordinated effort. In this, particular 

attention should be given to the following: 

(i) Training in improved methods using better tools is 

required for both carpenters and sawyers. In addition, 

the training should include proper methods of production 

planning and business management. The trained woodworking 

instructors and the MTU should be used by VIS for these 

purposes. 

(ii) Arrangements are required far making available tools and 

spares at convenient centres where these ::an be p1Jrchfd~:..;d 

by the carpenters and the sawyers. Examples of the required 

items are planners, cutters, drills, glue and varnish. The 

VIS Marketing Division should look into this and also 

coordinace with other agencies like Ca-operative Unions, 

who have got shops in many plac~s. 
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Efforts should be made to stimulate the dormant or 

under utilised pit sawyers and carpenters. There are 

large numbers of both of these but they are not 

well organised, as a result of which carpenters do not 

get the timber while pit sawyers find it difficult 

to market their goads. Ca-operative societies can be 

formed to increase the scale of operations and 
transport assistance can be provided. Caution should 

be exercised in encouraging saw mills in the areas 
where there are pit sawyers, as one saw mill can threw 

several pit sawyers out of business. 
(iv) In promot~ng the woodworking industry, VIS should 

co-ordinate its efforts with other agencies like the 

Forest Department, ZAFFICO and IRDP projects. Same 

of them have existing training programmes or centres 

which should be used. They should also be involved in 
the VIS training programmes. For example, the forest 

Department can instruct in better methods of sawing, use 

of other varieties of woad (instead of over exploiting 

valuable mukwa) and treating wood for better 

preservation. Co-operation can also be established 

with Forest Department and ZAFFICO for supplying 

raw materials. It is suggested that a Task Farce 

should be set up for more detailed planning in this 

regard. This task force should include representatives 
of VIS, SIDO, Forest Department and ZAFFICO. Primary 

discussions were held in this regard with Forest 
Department and ZAFFICO and the response was positive. 

31. Passing reference should also be made here of the 

charcoal industry. Charcoal is in great demand all over the 

country mainly for domestic use; one can see bags of charcoal 

stacked all along the highways waiting for transportation. This 

charcoal is produced by the traditional method of wood burning 

which is quite wasteful Efforts should be made ta introduce 

charcoal burners which have a better recovery. The Forest 

Department (at its research centre at Kitwe) has been doing 

experiments in this regard. The economic viability of these 

burners should be studied and thereafter their introduction sha 11lrl 

be taken up. 
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C - Hanae-r Mills 

32. Zambia's main crop is maize and its staple food is mealic-111e31 

(maize flour). Traditionally, maize has been pounded by women in the home 

using the pestle and mortar, a rather tedious and tiae consuming work. OVer 

the years, big roller aills have been established in the country and 

the aealie-meal produced by them is distributed through state owned and other 

shops. During the last few years, small hanaer mills have come up in the 

country-side, concentrated mainly in the bigger towns and villages and along 

the aain roads. Most of these have been set up by big farmers and other 

businessaen and SOiie by co-operatives. Soae hallller mills are run by missions 

tdto were also responsible for introducing these in certain areas. 

33. Most of the ha .. er aills work as service mills where people bring 

their maize for grinding and pay a certain charge for this work. Some mills 

buy the maize and after converting it into flour, sell the mealie-meal. 

Some work in both ways. In the North Western Province, about 80\ of the mills 

are working as service mills, 7\ as mealie meal mills and 13% as both. 

34. By and large, ha1111er mills are working guite profitably since there 

is a high demand for their service, and they are kept busy for most of the 

year. In the North Western Province, an analysis*has shown that an average 

hammer mill grinds about 8,004 tins (of 15 kg each) in a year at an average 

charge of Kl.30 per tin. The total revenue is about Kl0,405 and the net 

profit after all costs K2,545. The break even point is 5,603 tins. It is 

also seen that for the ordinary farmer, the mealie-meal is cheaper when ground 

at the hammer mill as compared with the mealie-meal purchased from the 

Government shops. These figures relate to thepre-auctionperiod (auction 

of foreign currency); however, profitability of the mills is generally assured. 

In 1984, VIS ~ad secured financial assistance for four hammer mills and 

their performance has been reported to be statisfactory. The experience 

of DIZ, Solwezi branch, which is financing some hammer mills is also reported 

to be satisfactory. Till early 1984 the cost of one mill was apprxomately 

Kll,000 but after the foreign currency auction, the cost has gone up 

substantially. 

35. Almost all the mills are of the hanuner type, driven ~y a diesel or 

electric motor. The majority of motors are diesel based as electricity 

supply is not available in most rural a~eas. Most motors arc in the r:inr.t> 

1SSI survey in North Western Province by ICoegt, Vollmer and Wkk, blovcmher I OH I. 
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of 20 H.P. and over, there are of course some larger and S11aller units also. 

motors are usually imported, but the mill itself is locally fabricated. 

There are S major manufacturers based in Lusaka, Ndola and Livingstone. 

36. The main problems faced by the hamaer mills are as follows: 

(i) Non-availability of spares and maintenance facilities. 

For example, in the case of the Rhino model hammer mills, 

the screen often breaks down and replacements are not easy to get 

in distant areas. Also there are only few repair shops and 

therefore, in the event of a break down, the equip•ent may have 

to be transported over long distances to the bigger towns. 

'lbe repair cost and the loss of business during the shut down 

period are very expensive. In the N~h Western P tovince 

it is estimated that about 25\ of the installed hamaers mills 

have completely broken down and another 11\ are under repairs. 

(ii) Difficulty in availability of diesel and in transporting it 

over long distance. 

37. Hand mills, which are manually operated are also available, but 

these have not proved popular except in the Southern Province. The main 

reason is that rather hard labour is required in operating them and the 

maize has to be ground 4 - S times before sufficiently fine mealie meal is 

produced. It does not appear that the hand mills have much scope in Zambia 

and can stand in competion with hammer mills. 

38. Inspite of the recent introduction of several hammer mills, the demand 

for them is not fully satisfied •• There are long queues of people waiting 

at the mills and village people have to walk over long distances to reach 

them. Therefore, more ha1111er mills are certainly needed in the rural areas. 

From the economc poijt of view, there is no sense in transporting maize over 

several kilometres to the parastatal roller mills and then hauling back the 

mealie-meal to the very areas from where the maize was procured. More hammer 

mills are required in alsmost all the maize growing areas of the country. 

However, where the areas are in the catchment zone of the big roller mills, 

there is not much need for new mills, e.g. in the Southern Province which has :l 

surplus milling capacity, with the exception of some distant rural areas. 

Some efforts have been made to identify prospective locations for h:tmmer mill~. 

For example VIS itself has collected some applications, and STnO h3:<: idcntifi'.·..f• 

*SIDO: Five Ycnr Plan (198,S • 1990) fol' Smal 1 Scale Tndu~trie~. 
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the following potential for more hanuner mills: 

Province 

Eastern 
Northern 
Central 
Lusaka 
Copperbelt 
Western 
Southern 
Luapula 
North Western 

TOTAL 

Number 

35 
27 
16 
15 
13 
7 
6 
4 
4 

127 ======== 
39. VIS should examine the proposed locations in greater depth now and 

take up the pro110tion of hammer mills in the required areas; (it has already 

proposed a project to AFRICARE for assistance). In this promotional effort, 

special assistance should be given to setting up co-operatives for running 

the mills. Arrangements should also be made for supply of spares and 

maintenance facilities. In this respect, the Co-operative Unions and AFE 

(Agricultural Farming Equipment Limited) should be persuaded to set up spares 

and maintenance facilities. 1be manufacturers of hammer mills could also be 

persuaded to have mobile maintenance vans. In its metal working training 

programmes, VIS should impart training in repairs and maintenance of ha11111er 

mills also; the mills manufacturers can be invited to give this training. It 

would also be advisable to try to have only afew standard models of hammer 

mills; this will facilitate better maintenance facilities. 
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D - Co2!!ng Oi 1 

40. There is a well known shortage of cooking oil in Zambia and the 
major part of th~ demand L; met through imports. The following figures* 
reveal the prevailing situation: 

In metric tons 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 -1. Demand 19,068 21,648 22,436 23,306 23,356 23,913 

2. Supply from 
domestic seeds 3,068 7,500 3,480 2,624 5.251 7,206 

3. Shortfall 16,000 14,140 18,956 20,682 18,105 16,710 
4. Imports 16,000 13,641 6,704 7,856 8,802 12,598 
5. Net deficit 0 499 12,256 12,826 14,564 3,709 

According to information given by ROP•*the demand in the year 

1995 - 86 was 41,600 tons, against which the production by ROP (the major 

producer)was only 11,000 tons. The !hcrtage is particularly acute in interior 

rural areas located far from state ~~ned dist~ibution shops. To make matters 

worse, some of the existing. large oil producing w1its of ROP are plagued by 

continuing technical iifficulties. There are also operati~nal problems of 
collecting oil seeds over long distances. 

41. The Directorate of Agriculture has provided the following figur~s of 

the cumulathe additional oilseed p·rocessing capacity required: 

1986 

0 

In metric tons 

19R7 1988 1989 

8,555 17,240 27,31~ 

.1990 

34,636 

42. The main oilseed produced is sunfl~wer followed by groundn~t and 

cotton seed. Soyabean production is relative small but is being stepped 

up substantially. Due to tansportation or other difficulties, there are 

problems in carrying the oilseeds to the large oil plants; figures indicate 

that the oilseed consumption of these plants is significantly less than the 

marketed quantity of oilseeds. The main oilseed producing Provinces are 

Southern, Eastern and Central while the lowest producers are North-
Western and Luapula. 

*Source: Director of Agriculture, Lusaka 

** ROP (1975) Limited is parastatal company. 
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4j. T.\e above data indir.ates the need for installation of small oil 

exr 11~~ ~n the rural areas. VIS have informed that there is even a state 

directive to them to exp!llld and decentralise cooking oil production. which 

is an essential item of mass consumption. Small oil expellers are suited 

to Zambian conditions keeping in mind the transport difficulties which hinder 

movement of both oilseeds and oil. The TNDP* has also empahsised the need 

for small oil expellers. Some experiments are now being made to promote the 

installation of really small-scale oil expellers. 

These are briefly described below: 

(i) The Technology Development and Advisory Unit (TDAU) 

of the University of Zambia has obtained. through Dutch 

assistance, four units of a manually operated oil expeller 

and has installed them for experimental operation at Kasisi, 

Kaoma, and in the Gwembe Valley. Three of them are being 

run by women's groups and the c..ne at Kasisi by a group of 

seven school leavers. The model consists mainly cf a huller, 

winnower, milling machine, heating pots and a press (hydraulic 

or screw type). All the equipments are operated manually and 

the unit employes 6 - 7 men or 8 - 9 women. It can er~ 

about 100 kg of sunflower per day to yield about 18 - 20 litre~ 

of oil. The cost of each of the above oil expellers was 

K20,000 (which would go up now after the foreign exchange 

auctioning system); however, TDAU feel that the expeller can 

be domestically prolt!ccd for about Kl2,000. TDAU lillve been 

studying the operation of the above oil expellers including 

their financial viability and are satisfied with the results 

so far. They also feel that while the expe1lers are currer~ly 

working on sunflower, they can be adapted with ~1ight 

modifications to groundnut and cotton seed. 

(ii) Another model is being tried out under British auspices in 

Serenj e District and at the Regional Research Centre in 

J<abwe. This consists mainly of a screw pt<:. · -rH·1ered hy ei tht-r 

a diesel engine or a 2.2 kw electrical moto· ~ expeller 

can use <:L~J sunf-:-·.H~r to extract oil; it ca .!uce about 

'Q 1i t.n,, .. day. The Serenj e unit h sr: ; .! to hr 

' 
*Th~rd Nati.o :velupir.ent P~an 1979 - 83 - NCDP, Page 2'1'1 
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r..mning satisfacto~ily for the last 2 years or so. A 

similar power-based German aodel is under experimental 

runninl in the North-Western ITovince. Studies are still 

continuing regarding its econoaic viability. Cost figures 

for these powered aodels have been stated of K60,000. 

44. Although the oil produced fro• the above oil expellers is not 

refined, its quality has been quite acceptable to the consuaers and there 

has been no problem marketingit; no doubt, the sales are also aided by the 

extremd scarcity of cooking oil in the rural areas. 

45. While both the ll&JlUal and the motor driven expellers have their 

respective strong points, the 111.nual type specially deserves a close look. 

It can be installed in distant villages which are not electrified or where 

diesel is C?f>erso111e to carry. It has simple technology, low initial cost 

and is said to have the potential to be domestically produced. In the 

locations where there is electricity or where diesel can b~ conveniently 

carried, the motor driven expeller can also be consi~ered. In addition the 

suitability of the Indian type oil Ghani can also be considered. 

46, The scope for having oil expellers ts mainly in the areas which are 

substantial oilseed producers and which are not in the catchmeat zones 

of the existing bi~ oil plants. From this point of view the Southern and 

Central Provinces have the most scope followd by the Copperbelt. 

47. It may be noted that oil cake, a by-product of the expllers also 

ha.s agood market for making stockfeed; this improves the economic viability 

of the oil expellers. 

48. It is recoamended that VIS should further examine the village 

level oil crushing industry. It llight be advisable to have a short term 

expert who will be able to 118ke an indepth study and advi~e VIS on the 

speciiic cou:rse ·of action including the following: 

(a) the most appropriate choice of model(s); 

(b) appropriate locations keeping in mind especially availability 

of raw material; 

(c) feesibility and profitability studies; 

(d) maximising d0!'1estic content or manufacture of the equipment. 
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E - Handmade Paper 

49. In Zambia, there is an acute shortage of paper. There is 

only one paper ai.11, Zambezi Paper Mills, established in 1981 and based 

in Ndola; this uses waste paper and imported pulp as raw •terial and mainly 
tissue.and t.raft ruiper . 1 d d. b . 1 f . proc1ucesr · • Th~ nationa ellBD is eing aet most y rom imports, 

SOile figures concerning which are as follows: 

1973 1975 1977 19:'" 1984 

Total imports (Mr) 21,960 U,180 18,800 18,400 15,100 

Per capita (kg) s.o S.66 3.53 3.23 2.66 
(approx) (including local 

production) 

SO. It is clear that duet> Z3.illuia's foreign exchange difficulties which 

started in the years following 1975, imports have had to be cut down. The 

import figures do not therefore give an indication of the demand. Enquiries 

from the market indicate a substantial shortage of paper. The per capita 

consumption in Zambia today is about 2.66 kg which is very low compared with 

many other countries e.g. USA - 281. kg, Genaany - 206 kg, UK - 134 kg, 

Iran - 13 kg, Kenya 8 kg, China - 6 kg. In Zambia, in fact, due to import 

restrictions the per capita consumption has been falling from a level of 

5.66 kg in 1975 to 2.6 kg in 1984. Paper is so intrinsically linked with 

modern life that in a developing country there is little question of the 

demand falling; on the other hand, it is ~ound to rise with spreading education, 

increasing coJ1111ercial activity and rising pcpulation; in Zambia for 

example the populatiC'n growth has been 3.1\ anci the number of school3 i~a!; 

risen by about AO\ between 1971 and 1980. Even if one were to keep Zambia's 

requirements at a modest 5 kg per capita (lower even than the actual 

consumption in 1975), the aimual demand by 1990 \IOuld still be about 

38,000 M~T; the import bill for this amount based even on current international 

prices (keeping in mind the recent fall in the value of the Kwacha) would 

be around K90 - 100 million! It is clear that the country mu~t take steps to 

increase paper producti~n from local raw materials. 

51. The parastatal sector has been considering plans for pulp and paper 

production on loc.al woods; informadon about these ~as :>btained*, according 

to which the positi:>n is as follows. One plan (of ZIMCO) is t~ manufacture 

pulp and certain varities of bleached and unbleached paper (nowsp~int has 

been dropped}from local woods; the capacity would be about 65 t.p.d. whi~h 

wou' pt'Oduce about 16,000 M.T. per anum based on 80\ utilisation. The other 
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plan (of INDECO) is for a smaller mill producing unbleached (kraft) p4per 

from bagasse the annual capacity envisaged is about 8,000 tons but as 

yet the feasibility study has not been made. Both plans are in totally 

uncertain stage as heavy investaent is involved for which the resources 

are nowhere in sight. However, even if one of these plans does mature, the 

country's de.and would still not be aet, particularly for special grades/ 

varieties of paper. 

52. h some countries, handmade paper has been ~e since generations 

in very small scale units based on siaple technology and equipments. 

Over the years, through research and experimentation, both the quality 

and output have been greatly illproved. It is now possible to produce 

mnyv~ieties of paper ranging from high to average grades using a wide 

range of easily av~ilable raw materials e.g. waste paper, rags, tailors' 

cuttings, st:-aws, bagasse, grasses, etc. This is reflected in the following 

table. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

Type of Paper 
Art and Engineering drawing 
paper, documents paper, watermarked 
paper 

High grade stationery, greeting 
cards 

Filter paper, blotting paper 

Packing board 

Electrical ~nsulation boards 

File boards, grey boards 

Raw Materials 
White rags, tailors' cuttings. 

Coloured rag s, cotton jute. 

Old rags, paper cuttings, 
cotton. 

Grasses, bagasse, paper-waste 
etc. 

Br.gasse·, rags, citronella 
grass, gunny waste 

Rags, paper cuttings, road 
sw~epings, many cheap 
fibrous materials. 

S3. The process* is broadly similar in all of the above cases. In 

the case of paper based on rags for example, it consists of dusting, 

sorting and cutting them and then digesting them with washing sodaicaustic 

soda in vomitting type open digester; thereafter the digest is washed 

thoroughly to remove the alkali an'l reduced to half stuff in a beater, 

followed by bleaching in the beater or in a wooden or masonary tank. Next, 

the pulp is transferred to ·rats ~here it is diluted to the required 

*Handmadd Pap"r Ind'Jstry - A Project Profile: Directorate o'f Handmade Paper, 
Khadi and Villaae Indust~ies Commission. India. ' ' 
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consistency and lifted into paper sheets which are couched on felts/ 

napkins. pressed in screwpress/hydraulic press• separated and dried. 

lbe advantage is that different varieties of paper/board can be made 

inc2uding special grades which is not practicable in larger •ills. A 

combination of hand operaeed and power driven equipments can be used depending 

on the size of the unit and types of paper desired. The annual capacity 

can range upwards froa 6-7 t~ns per annua. lbe profitability of the units 

is better if special grades of paper afe produced. where there is less 

competition from larger plants. 

54. In view of the above facts it is worth investigating if such saall 

scale paper units could be feasible in Zambia. keeping in llind the demand 

for different grades of paper, market prices of paper, production costs. etc; 

for thispurpose it would be advisable to comaission a study by a suitable 

expert. If the expert finds that such wits can be viable. then further 

action can be taken to promote such units at appropriate locations. lbe 

expert should also advise on the minimum economic size of the unit and its 

cost, sources of equipment, product mix, etc. Possibly, a pilot/demonstration 

plant can be set up by VIS with donor assistance. Preliminary discussions 

were held in this regard with the Indian High CoDDission and their reaction 

was positive; this d"~logue should be pursued by VIS. 
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F - Soap Making 

SS. Soap is a co..:»dity which is in short supply in Zambia. Any 

stocks arriving in the market are quickly grabbed up, and black 

marketing is co111110n. Accurate Jemand figures are difficult to obtain. 

However, SIDO in its draft five year plan for 198S - 1989 has projected 

it at 19,440 aetric tons per annus. ROP infonaed in discussions that the 

demand in 1985 - 86 was 19,300 tons. This figure gives a per capita 

per mmua consumption of 3 kg which is not aich. By comparison, the 

domestic production is quite law. According to the CSO, the annual 

production in the years 1980, 1981, and 1982 was only 4026 metric tons, 

2886 metric tons and 3479 aetric tons respectively. (Later figures were 

not available). ROP inforaed that in 1984 - 85 their production was 

5,000 metric tons while the production of the other aarmfacturers was 

comparatively small. These figures indicate a sizeable gap between the 

demand and local production. 

56. In the above situation, imports have been taking place both through 

lawful and unlawful means. It is quite coJlllllOn to see shops stacked with 

foreign brands of soap. According to the provisional figures given by 

CSO, the import in 1984 of "soap, toilet, in tablet form" was 3,966 metric 

tens and of "soap, comK>n, household, laundry'' was 2,286 metric tons. This 

reflects only the legal imports. 

57. The biggest manufacturer of soap is ROP; the capacity of its 

plants stated to be 11,000 metric tons. Smaller quantities are produced 

by a private party at Ndola and some manufacturers at Lusaka. In addition, 

small groups of women trained by VIS are making soap in different parts, 

but their production is irregular, and in very small quantities. 

58. Clearly, there is need for increasing the domestic production. Soap 

is one of those items which.can be manufactured on a very small scale at . 
the cottage level with simple (equipment. The major raw materials are 

mutton tallow (animal fat) and caustic soda. These are mixed with a little 

salt and heated till soaponification takes place; the soap floats at the top 

and is scooped off and dried in moulds. With proper care and control., 

satisfactory quality of soap can be obtained. Vegetable fat can also be used 

to the extent of 20\ of the mutton tallow. 
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59. 1be main constraint in increasing production is the shortage 

of the two major raw materials. caustic soda and 111Utton tallow 

(as also vegetable fat). Caustic soda has to be entirely i.mperted. 

!Utton tallow is also aestly imported. Nevertheless. it is preferable 

and cheaper to illport the raw materials than to import the finished 

soap. Besides, steps can be taken to increase the local production 

of tallow.1bere is clearly scope to increase the mutton tallow processing 

capacity of the abbattoires. VIS should also exaaine if in the Sllall 

towns and rural areas. in the vicinity of the slaughter houses. Sllall 

wlits can be organised for producing tallow by using fatty and rejected 

portions of carcases including bones. The process involved is very 

simple. It entails trimaing the carcasses to get the fatty portions. 

cleaning them, mixin.2 them with water. and cooking them in open 

drums till the fat collects at the top and is skilllled away. CSBZ 

agreed that it is possible to organise such production units and their 

assistance should be obtained by VIS for technical guidance. 

60. 1be success of the efforts to organise soap production units at 

the village level hinges on the ability to ensure regular supply of 

the raw materials. 1bis aspect will have to be paid more attention 

than the training in soap making. It was observed that groups of women 

in LiDallunga, Kasama, and Kabompo are sitting idle as caustic soda 

or mutton tallow or both have not reached them. Keeping this raw 

material difficulty in mind, in future. locations of soap making units 

should be carefully selected. Preference should be given to the 

locations in the vicinity of abattoires and slaughter houses in cattle 

rich areas where there is possibility of local production of tallow. 

In this regard, attention should be focussed on the Southern, Western, 

Eastern, and Central Provinces, From this economic point of view 

the promotion of soap making units in Kasa.JPa (Northern Province) and 

Kabompo (North Western Province) was most unsuitable. 

61. VIS should also pay much mur~ attention to the quality of the 

soap being produced by the womens' groups. At present the shortagP, 

is so acute that soan of any quality sells but as the pr,duction increase~ 

quality will count. A local manufacturer indicated how very simple 

testing equipment can be improvised to maintain quality control. This 

st • .1uld be experimented by VIS, The assistance of ROP, which is a 
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a parastatal. should be obtained in training and quality illprove.ent. 

62. A wrd of caution. A continuous watch should be kept by VIS 

on the trends in the growth of demnd and supply of soap. and a proper 

study m:;t be carried out to detemine how 11any more production groups 

should ~e organised and in which areas. 



• 
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G - Rural Metalworking 

63. 'lbe illportance of the rural aetalworking industry cannot be 

over-emphasised. It is required for assisting in a nmber of other 

econOllic activities. In Zaabia the dellalld for rural aetalworking services 

is froa the following sectors: 

(i) Agriculture: Tools and illple11ents are required like hoes, axes, 

ploughs, etc. 'lbese need constant repairs which are done by 

the rural metalworking industry. The siapler tools are also 

produced by the industry. 

(ii) Household Sector: Knives, hamllers and other items like gates, 

fencing poles and furniture are requred by househol~ which can 

be produced or repaired by the •talworking industry. 

(iii) Machinery repairs: Frequent reparis are required by vehicles 

as well as machinery like halaer aills. 

64. The existing rural metalworking units can be divided into two broad 

categories: 

(i) Rural Blacksmiths - the ~ are generally small, one-man operations 

carried out by a traditional blacksmith. Their acitivities 

are confined to repairiug tools, and the equipment used by them 

is usually simple. 

(ii) Welding Workshops - these are bigger units usually headed by 

a professional blacksmith and employing a few workers. In 

addition to repairs they also undertake some production e.g. 

of knives and hoes. Apart from hanuners, tongs, anvils, 

bellows etc, they also have a welding machine. Often, however, 

the equipment is not in good condition as replcements are 

expensive or not available. 

65. The raw materials used by the above units consists of scrap metal 

including spring leaves from cars, bars, :ron sheets, wire, nuts and b olts. 

Generally, the availability of raw materials is very poor 
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66. The existing units are not sufficient to meet the demands of the rural 

areas. Definitely, increased •talworking services are required. The need 

is to have more units and expand and improve the existing uilits so that they 

can undertake higher level of activities. In particular units are required 

which can produce agricultural and dmestic tools. It may be noted that upon 

the •etal working industry depend the efficient working of other sectors 

like agriculture, transport and ~r mills. 

67. In recent years, in Zambia the use of ox-driven scotch carts has been 

increasing, particularly in the cattle rich areas. In SOiie areas the IRDP 

projects and FAO projects have undertaken efforts to introduce such carts. 

Exact estimates of demand could not be collect!d, but over the next five years, 

requirement of several thousand additional sctoch carts can be projected. The 

existing models of scotch carts have •etallic axles and wheels, and rubber 

tyres; the body is sometilles of steel and sometimes of wood. Considering 

costs and local availability, the use of wooden bodies must be defin~tely 

encouraged.· !.Experimentation is also being done by official projects to 

evolve wooden wheels; unfortunately, theae have not made sufficient progress 

yet. It is noticed that generally, the farmers' preference is also for the tyre 

wheels. At present the availability of metallic axles, wheels, ball bearings, 

etc. is a major problea as these are all imported. Government and VIS 

should consider having an arrangement whereby wheels and axles from scrapped 

Govermient vehieles can be made available for manufacturing scotch carts. 

Summing up, it should be stated that VIS should encourage the metal working 

units to undertake scotch cart production. (It is likely that shortly VIS will 

take up a scotch cart training project with assistance of the Africa 

Development Foundation. ) 

68. The measures required for promoting the metalworking industry in 

the rural areas are intensive training, espeeially for the blacksmith;,, and 

organising the supply of tools and raw materials. For the training, the MTU 

should be u~ed which should be equipped with the additional equipment required. 

(Efforts are ~eing made to obtain equipment during the current project itself.) 

VIS should also establish contact ~ith the Ministry of Agriculture and FAO 

with a view to co-ordinate iu efforts with .:heirs. 
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XI - INSTITUTIONALISING USE OF M'lU 

1be aobile training uni -c (MTIJ) was supplied to VIS under a UNDP / 

UNIDO project in 1983. It consists of 7 training aodules one each in the 

following trades: woodworking., food processing., aetal working .. handicrafts., 

bricllaying., plumbing and doaestic electricals. In addition it contains 

two audio visual aodules. Two trailers were provided in each of which 

three llOdules can be carried at a tiae. A vehicle for towing the MnJ 

was also provided but it has since been lost through theft. The MnJ could 

be used for training purposes by the VIS on only two occasions: 

(a) in 1984 when three UNIDO experts (woodworking.. food 

pr.lcessing and domestic electrieals~along with training 

funds were provided under the UNDP/UNIDO project, and 

(b) in 1985 under the current project with the help of two UNIDO 

experts in woodworking and food processing. Apart from the 

a'.x>ve. VIS could not utilise the MTIJ due to lack of funds • 

vehicle and technical personnel 

2. It is observed that some of the modules are not suitably equipped; 

rural-areas; in some cases the requhed equipments are not there or are 

too small. For example. the woodworking module does not have the r~quired 

jack planes. saws. chisels and spirit levels; the food processing module 

does not have rafractometers. hydrometers. etc; similarly the metal 

working module does not have anvils. its hanuners are too small, and it 

has an electrical welder which cannot be used in the rural areas. It is 

also observed t~at some modules are not very relevant to the needs of the 

rural areas, e.g. the elctricals and plumbing modules. On the whole, it 

seems th~t the MTU itself was not well planned in regard to the selection 

of the trades and tre equipment; besides it is rather ~eavy for transportation 

over poor roads. It also seems that VIS too did not do adequate thinking a~out 

the use of the modules and preferred to wait for international experts. 

3. For the future utilisation of the MTU the first step is to make 

institutionalised arrangements for its custody, maintenance and use. This 

was discussed at length with VIS after which the following arrangement was 

evolved. One VIS official - a qualified agricultural engineer - has been 
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placed in overall charge of the MTU. He has been given the responsibility 

for the maintenance. care and security of the M'IU and ha:i been asked 

to prepare an inventory of all the articles in all the modules. Further, 

each training module has been placed under the charge of a particular officer. 

whose responsibility it is to study how the mdule can be used in the best 

possible manner. secure the assisµnce of an expert to conduct the training 

(lllhere such expert is not avail~le within VIS), list out the additional 

equipment for the aodule, and prepare a plan. for conducting training 

programaes with the llOdule. Consequent to the above arrangements the 

following plan has been laid out for the use of the MTU in 1986 and 1987. 

4. Woodworking: It has been decided to conduct woodworking training 

courses in the rural areas with the help of the instructors trained by the 

UNIOO woodworking expert. The training courses will be aimed at people 

who have a preliminary knowledge of woodworking and would seek to upgrade 

their skills, acquaint them with production planning and other techniques 

required for running a production unit and managing of a business. Some 

of the additional equipment required for the module has been purchased 

during the cui-:rent.project itself. Three training programmes are planned 

in 1986 and three in 1987. The locations will be decided on the basis of 

a study of the woodworking industry sector proposed to be conducted by VIS 

jointly with ZAFFICO and the Forestry Department. The study willalso 

identify the products to be taught at each location. One of these training 

programmes is being held at Mansa, Luapula Province, within the curr~nt 

project. 

S. Food Processing; Training programmes can be conducted in the rural 

areas with the help of instructors selected out of those trained by the 

UNIOO food procossing expertdn the current project. It is however, suggested 

that first these instructors should undergo a further practisal training 

of about four weeks in some of the focd processing industrial units in Zambia 

and additional equipment should be added to the modu!e.(Some of this 

equipment has been ordered by UNIDO headquarters; efforts are being made 

to get some more equipment and ch(micals locally). It has also been 

suggested that VIS should undertake a systematic study of the food processing 

industry. Three training p:rogrammes in 1986 and three in 1987 have been 

suggested. Proposed locations and products have been given in the food 

processing expert's report; but the!e could be changed·on the basis of the 

above mentioned study. 
I II I 
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6. Metal Working: Following the institutionalised arrangement made 

for the MIU as discussed above, it becaae possible to conduct one training 

progra1111e during the current project itself with the metal working module 

in which five urban youths froa Lusaka were trained in the production of 

(i) ox driven scotch carts which have a potentially good demand in rural 

areas and (ii) steel furniture. Since VIS does not have a metal wrking 

instructor, an latemative arrangeaent was •de to utilise the services of 

a private entrepreneur on the basis of a reasonable payaent. This training 

progrume has proved useful. For the future however the mdule should be 

used mainly for training in the rural areas. This training should include 

repairs/production of agricultural tools, scotch carts, household tools and 

repairs of ha.mer mils and 110tor vehicles. For this purpose the module 

needs additional ~uipment like a gas welder, anvils, bellows, tongs etc. 

Efforts are beirig amde to procure these during t:I. current project. One or 

two training prograJlllles can be conducted in each ofthe years 1986 and 1987. 

7. Handicrafts: The handicrafts module conta. :raining equipment for 

two trades: (a) leather crafts and (b) wood --ving. As regards the leather 

crafts training, this would have to be consi~~~-J when VIS takes up the 

promotion-of the leather industry as suggested "iapter X. 

8. As regards wood·.:urving, it is found _ .t there is a conce:itrat.;vn of 

wood carvers in Livingstone with smaller groups of wood carvers in other 

places. It has, therefore, been visualised llat one training programme each 

i~ul~i~1f11o!i~Io&!¥:r3fniRjdUiii~~n wooo carving. For the first programme, 
Livingstone will be/given to the wood carvers in Chief Muk\Dli's Village 

near Livingstone; in addition some wood carvers from other, area~ can also 

be trained e~pecially those whom VIS may intend to appoint as buying agents. 

The instructor for this training would have to be identified ty VIS. Before 

the training itself is taken up, a study should be made in Livingstone to 

ensUTe that the use of the tools provided in the MTU would prima facie be 

acceptable or useful to the wood carvers. 

9. Bricklaying: This training module is more suitable for the urban or 

semi-urban centres rather than for pure rural areas. The area for the 

training should be carefoll y selected by VIS after considering the extent 

to which bricY.s are used in different areas of Zambia. As regards the 

instructor, discussions have been h•ld with DTEVf who have agreed to make 

an instructor ,from ~he Trade l'raining I>istitute av<).ilable for, this purpose. 
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It is visualised that in this trade it l!IOUld be possible to start training 

only in 1987; one training programme is planned in that year. 

10. Plumbing: 1bis module is not so relevant to the pure rural areas. 

However. it can be used in urban or seai-urban areas. It has been planned 
to begin this training only in 1987 when one prograw can be held. The 
training pri>grume coulrf be conducted by the agricultural engineer of 

VIS~ 

ll. Dollestic Electricalsf This mdule is clearly relevant for only urban 

areas. It is therefore planned to begin its use only in 1987 11 when one 

training p:~grame can be held. It is also visualised that the module 
should be used.not only for clo•stic wiring (for which it is primrily 

designed) but also for repairs of electrical equipment and power driven 

machinery. 

12. On the whole it has been visualised that about eight training 

prog1a es may be conducted in 1986 and about twelve in 1987 with the M11J. 

It is felt that more training programes t•n these would not be practically 

possible considerinl the adllin.strative resources of VIS. The total 

cost of the above trainin& proer-es in 1986 and 1987 is estimated at 
1193 11 000. In addition an amount of D9,670 plus $1740 (for illportecl 

iteas) will b~ required for the additional equipment needed for the moclulesr 

part of this equipment has already been purchased during this project. 

VIS will certainly need external finacial assistance to carry out all of 

the above training proara-s; but some it can carry out now with its 

own resources as the Gov"er•ent arant has now been increased. 

13. In conducting the above trainiDI proara-aes the following points need 

to be emphasised: 

(i) The locaticms, pl'Oducts, etc. of the training programes 

should be carefully selected; these should be governed by a 

proper study of the concerned industry. 

(ii) As stressed earlier, the training should not be restricted 

just to skills trainin1 but should inciude:!limple business 

management skills too. 
I 
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(iii) In all training programmes, other concerned institutions 

aist be involved e.g. Forest Departllent for wood wrking, FAO 

and Ministry of Agriculture for rural aetalwrking and so on. 
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XII - AOIIEVEMENT OF PROJECT OBJEctlVES. 

The project objectives were to asist VIS to: 

(a) strengthen its functional organisation and capability 

to promote village industries; 

(b) establish strategies and provide eff~ctive services to pro110te 

village industries. The project objectives were actii#redas 

described below. 

A - Strengthening·Functional Org1111isation and 
Capability 

2. 'nle weaknesses in the present organisational structure, -.nagement 

practices and promotional work, and the ~es thereof have been identified 

and explained to VIS. 

3. A clear neW organisational sturcture has been drawn up in which the 
work of each unit and the job description of each officer has been defined. 

The illportant points to be kept in aind while illplaenting the new structure 

have been highlighted. 

4. The c~.pabilities of the counterparts of the fOUT UNIDO experts in 

woodworking,food processing, marketing and industrial financing in their 

respective fields have been improved. (However VIS needs profess.:onauy 

qualified staff in future for all work). 

S. The counterpart of the crA, viz. the Chainan of VIS has been given 

a v~ clear picture of the present shortc<>11ings of VIS in all respets viz 

orranisational structure, unagaent practices and promotional services, 

and the action needed if VIS is to have real impact in prollOtion of village 

industries. The action required at Govenment level has also been identified 

and explained. 

B - Establishin1 strate1ies and effective services 

6. Keeping in aind the present probl9r1s and constraints of village 

industries, recomen~tions have been u.de on the approach that VIS should 
have to its pl'OllOtional work, the services it should Provide to village 

in.;lust~i,es, some industrial sectors it can select for c011pT9hensive prw,...t..11 
I I I 
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• 
7. The above improveaents are reflected in so-.e of the steps 

taken or initiated by VIS during the period of the project. For example, 

a start has:heen -de to register applications froa entrepreneurs, 110re 

or less regular Senior Management Meetings are being held, a proper schedule 

of Training Progruaes in 1986 has been drawn up, steps hav~ been initiated . 

to recruit the new Director and a food technologist fo~ VIS, action has 

been taken according to the preposed institituionalised programe for 1:15e 

of MnJ by.having a -.etal working training course at l.u9aka and a woodwrking 

traitiing course at'Mansa, and_ the •rketing activity has been started as 

proposed by the UNIDO aission, 

8. It should however be obvious that the improvements will remain 

liaited in their quality and permnance by the weaknesses in the present 
To achieve lasting and set up of VIS and its financial constrainu, 

• -substantial i11prove11ents, first the various steps proposed in the report 

e.g. reorganising VIS, having professional staff, increased funding. 

supproting measures at GoYenment level etc. will have to be taken, 
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XIII - UTILISATION OF PROJECT RESULTS 

As emphasised by UNIDO to the Mission, this short proj~t was 

designed for s'tUdying and identifying weaknesses of VIS and its operations 

and making recomendations for future improvements e.g. new organisational 

structure and plans and strategies, which could then be implemented in 

the follow-up projects. It has also been obvious that with the present 

set-up of VIS and its severe financial limitations, it is unable to 

discharge the responsibilities-assigned to it as the recogni~ed tnstitution 

for promotion of village industries. Therefore, in accordance with the project 

design, the emphasis has had to be on laying the basis for fundamental and 

long tera illprove.ents and strengthening of VIS and the village industry 

sector. 

2. The period of the project was short", with field activity confined 

to about 1Ji months. The arrival of-the short-te1'11 experts was spread out, 

with two completing their work only towards the end of the project. Hence 

SOiie recollllendations could be finalised only at the end of the project, 

It may also be noted that since many of the improvements reco .. ended are very 

basic in nature, they wouldnaturally take time in •turing. 

3. Nevertheless, it was possible to utilise, or begin to utilise, 

a nUllber of project results. Care was taken by the UNIDO mission to explain 

their reco..aendations and orientate the V!S staff on a continuing basis. 

The CTA continuously gave a nCllber of proposals to Chairman, VIS for action 

at the level of VIS and Government ~~d accompanied her in discussions 

with the Honourable Minister for Commerce and Industry, to whom a note 

containing a number of proposals was also submitted. At the end of each 

short te1'11 expert's tenure, a formal session was held with Chairman, to 

present and explain the reco1111endations or decide on the steps required 

for implestentation. Thereafter the CTA also prepared and handed over notes 

.listing t~e action that should be taken to bep.in implet11enting each expert's 

recommendations. After finalising all the substantive chapters of his 

draft final report. in Febnsary. the CTA again had a final Tound of discussion~ 

with the Chair.aan, VIS explaining each reconnendation and the action 



required for implementing it. The Chairman VIS expressed her agreeaent 

with all the recommendations 

4, Two sign~fiC:ant decisions have been taken in relation to the 

project reco..endadons. Gcwern11ent bave recognised the need to improve 

the financial resources of VIS and accordingly increase the Governaent grant 

to VIS. In the )ear 1986, already the Govermaent grant has been increased 

to 2,7 times of the 1985 leYel which, censidering the present financial 

constraints of the GoYernaent •Y be regal'ded as a •jor development. This 

will provide treaendous relief to VIS and increase its ability to implement 

other reco1111enclattons of the Mission, 

s. Two.GoYenment have recognised the need for VIS to have a bigger set-

up and llOre i~antly to have professional staff, and to make funds available 

for this purpose, In this regard, the new organisational structure of VIS 

prepared by the CfA has_ been discussed with hia by the Under Secretary, Ministry 

of Commerce and Industry and is now being formlly processed for approval, 

Thus it would be.possibl~ now for VIS to proceed to implement the new 

organisational structure, It has however been emphasised by the CTA upon 

VIS to aove gradually and in a phased manner in implementing the new 

organisational structure, and not implement it all at once~ During discussions 

the Chairmn, VIS has been advised to make a beginning with the following 

min posts in the new sturcture: 

(il Director, VIS - to take care of the clay to day ~inistration; 

FEF-have in principle indicated agreement to finance the post. 

(ii) Start the Development·oepartment by having the Manager 

(Development), two Senior Extension Officers (SEOs) arid two 

Extension Officers (EOs). For the SEOs. selection may be 

made from young and compete,t extention personnel working 

in the field in a suitable Ministry or parastatal, For the 

ECs; selection may be made from relatively fresh University 

graduates (Economics of Socio-economics). In addition, one 

of ~he existing Senior Field Of ficei·s is suitable for being 

utilised as a future extension official. All the five 

*CTA ha~ al~~ advised VIS on undertaking the necessary interim reorgnisntion 
with th~ existing staff. 
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extension personnel should be put through an Industrial 

Extension training course in an institute like SIET, 

Hyderabad, India. (A list of the training c~urses available 

there has been given to V:tS by the Indian High Comission). 

All the extension officials should initially be at Head 

Off ice working under the close supervision of the Phnager 

and learning also about.the other VIS Departments and other 

institutions (SIDO, Banks, SEP, etc). After over a year's 

work at Head Office, t1110 of the extension personnel can 

be sent to open the first two Regional Offices of VIS • . 
Then gradually, more extension personnel can be recruited 

and more Regional Offices can be opened. 

(iii) One of the field officers who has been closely associated 

with the ILO "Improve ·Your Business" Selli.nars •Y Le 

sent for training course for Entrepreneurship Developaent 

trainers. A suitable place •Y be the Entrepreneurship 

Development Institute, Ahaedabad, India. On his return 

he •Y be designated as the Training Officer in the new 

structure. Under a follow-up proje~t assistance •Y be 

obtained of a short term internaticna.l expert for firaly 

establishing the training section,designing courses and 

course materials, and giving on-the-job training to the 

above Training Officer. 

(iv) Regarding the posts of technical experts, the present 

Agriculttiral Engineer can inaediately fill the post of 

the expert in Metal working. For thf' post of Food 

Processing, VIS has initiated action for recruitment • 

For the post in woodworking, VIS ~fts requested DTEVT who have 

agreed to make a person available. 

(v) For the Marketing Department, a Manager with long experience 

in marketing may be recruited. The existing marketing 

official can take the position of Sal~s Officer or 

Assistant Manager (Sales) in th,e new stn~cture. 
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(vi} J'or the Personnel and Administration Department. an 

experienced Manager aay be recruited along with, 

at 110st, 2 Personnel Assi,tants and 2 Adlli.nistrative 

Services Assistants for the tiae being, 

(vii) For the Accounts Departaent, FEF have made available 

an accountant and are also providing an assistant for 

hia; no'thing mre is required for the tiae being. 

(viii) For the Planning and Research Uepartaent, an. EconOllist 

with experience in NCDP or Provincial Planning Unit . 

aay be recruited. 

(xi) Action to set up the Finance Departaent should be taken 

only after a Financing Expert proposed to be included 

in the follow-up project has ca11pleted his work. The 

"credit interaediary'' role of VIS has to be achieved 

through the proposed extension officials. 

6. 'lbe above advice relates only to the aain officers who 11ay be 

recruited in the first phase; it does not relate to lower level staff o~ 

officials who aay be recruited in subsequent phases. Chairman, VIS 

also diSC"JSSed with CfA about those amongst the present staff who are 

suitable for being retained and CfA's opinion has accordingly been given; 

there are only four who appear suitable for being retained, 

7. Chai1'118.n, VIS has started holding more or less regular meetings 

of the Senior Management Colllittee to discuss and monitor important 

activities. 

8, VIS has started ac~ion to register all applications frmD 

entrepreneurs and prepare their monthly sumnary for monitoring their 

pro1ress, usin1 for this purpose the formats suggested by the Mission, 

/102,.,,,,,, 
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9. Action has been planned by.VIS to establish proper 

coordination and understanding with SEP with a view to ensure 

that project applications are sponsored by VIS.in a professional 

mnner acceptable te SEP. A week encl wrkshop is proposed to be 

held in this regard. 

10. For the training of VIS officials. discussions have been 

organised between VIS and the Indian Higt. Co~ssion., which has been 

followed up with a foraal proposal from VIS, After the initial . 
procedural requirements, it will be possible far VIS to depute its 

officials for training courses e,g. in Industrial Extension, Entrepreneur!.hip 

Development and Food Processing. tmder the existing bilateral aid 

programe hoa India, a llllllber of fellowships have been approved, These 

should be used_ for training in the above fields and not in ~ields earlier 

contemplated e.g. watch aali.ng, sericulture and hotel ~tering. 

Discussions were also held with the Dutch Embassy and their response 

was positive. Foras have been secured hoa them and the necessary 

foraal proposal my-be sent to the Embassy (through the Directorate 

of Manpower Training). Discussions were also held with the UN Volunteers 

(DTS) and the fields in which volunteers are needed were identified, 

Application forms have been given to VIS for foraalising the request; 

11, The institutionalised plan for use of the MTU has been instituted 

by VIS. Accordingly, during the project a training prograJDe for 11etal 

working was held at Lusaka and a follow up training progra..e in woodworking 
. . 

was held at Mansa. Apart frpm the substantially increased grant from Govern

ment, substantial funds for training purposes are being made available 

in 1986 by FEF and provision for funds also exists in the follow ;.ip 

UNIDO project, VIS should therefore have no difficulty in proceeding 

with the full implementation of the MTU plan, at least during 1986, VIS 

has taken the initiative for drawing up a schedule for all training 

progra11111es planned during 1986 (in which the above MTU plan has been 

incorporated). This initia~ive is encouraging as it indicates a step 

towards systematising and planning of VIS activities • 
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12. Action ha.s been taken to acquire the additional equipment needed 

for the M1U, Mast of the equipment recomaended by the woodworking 

expert for the wocb1orking module has been purchased and used for the 

Mansa training progruae;· the jackplanes are proposed to be :shortly 

purchased, Most of the equipment reco•ended by the food processing expert. 

has been requisitioned by UNIDO Head Office; smaller articles locally 

availa~le are proposed to be shortly purchased, For the aetalworking 

aodule, the gas welder is proposed to be shortly purchased, Price . 
quotations etc, for all the above equipaents have been locally obtained by 

VIS, 

13, for the •rketing activity , VIS has initially selected two 

provinces (viz.Northern and LuapulaJ, and some agents have been appointed 

there, Tiie ite•s to be purchased frOll these provinces have been identified 

as also the itellS to be procured fro• Lusaka and sold in those provinces, 

The truck donated by FEF has arrived and will shortly be used for the 

above arketing activity. ~ing his visit to Livingstone, the CTA has 

initiated the dialogue for business contacts between VIS and the 

Livingstone ttiseua crafts shop and the cultural village crafts shop both 

of whoa have indicated specific interest in bulk buying froa VIS, Their 

requests have been passed on to VI~ for finalising the business relationships 

14. Regarding the proaotion of the woodworking industry, VIS has 

initiated action to constitute a joint task force for suggesting 

pro110tional measures and id .. 1tifying locations, produ!!-cs etc, The Chief 

Conservator of FO!ests, in whose office the CTA had personally held 

discussions, has already agreed to participate in this joint task force, 

15, VITA, an American aid organisation have veey recently deputed 

a representative based in VIS to exa11ine areas in which can be selected 

for assistance, The represent~tive held discussions with the CTA, 
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16. At different stages. discussions vere held by CTA in 

the Ministry of Cc..erce an~ Industry incluaing one with the Mini.;tty's 

Officer in Charge of village industries after subllission of the draft 

final report.. The action taken/being taken by the Ministry in regard 

to the increased funding or organisational strengthening of VIS has 

been indicated above. The Officer in Charge of village industries 

indicated his general agreement with the observations and reco .. endations 

contained in the draft final report. Discussions contemplated at higher 

levels could not •ture before finalising this report. 

17. Very recently," the bill for the new Invest11ent Act, 1986 

has been presented to Parliaaent. This contains certain welc<>11e provisions

which have separately also been recomended in this report. It exempts 

all Sllall scale industries (including village industries) frOll the 

necessity to obtain a .anufacturing license. It alS':> provides very 
cleoar fiscal incentivu for smal.l scale 111auscn.~. 

18. Notwithstanding the above utilisation it should be noted that 

for the sustained, systematic and effective implementation of all the 

reco1m1endations and the assured emergence of VIS as an effective 

institution for village incl•·jtry development, the following conditions 

are necessary: 

(i) continued technical assistance to VIS; for 

building up the 'new' VIS and professionally 

guiding the senior management through the initial 

period especially in institution building, planning, 

instituting new servic·-~, etc. the services of an 

industrial promotion expert are required. For certain 

specific areas, sectoral experts are required; 
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(ii) professional staff in all departments of VIS and 

a senior executive to head the day to day administration. 

1bis executive should preferably have long field 

experience in industrial pro110ti~n; if a person with 

such experience is not available, this will further 

emphasise the need for technical assistance as.aentioned 

in (i) abOve; 

(iii) continued provision of increased funds to VIS to 

undertake the required p11*>tional servicess such 

increased funding should not be a short-tena or one

shot aff::. ir. 
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XIV .. CONCWSIONS 

No COllprehensive study or census of the vil~age industries 

has been undertak~n so far in Zaabia nor a co11pTehensive sectoral plan 

has been drawn up, Thus. accurate figures of the extent of village 

industries are not available. However according to one sample survey 

there are estimted to be about 224,000 "saall scale rural enterprises" 

in the rural areas of the country, but most of these are part-time .. 
operations, (Chapter VI), 

2. The Din problems and constraints of village industries are: . . 
poor physical infrastructure, severe transpor~ation problems, difficulty 

in getting raw materials, equipment and tools, poor repair and maintenance 

facilities, small market size due to long distances and low poP\Jlation 

density, non-availability of credit, no institutional infrastructure 

for assisting them, lack of mangerial skills and poor training facilities. 

(Chapter VI), 

3. In the development plan documents and other pronouncements, 

high priority is attached. to village industries, but in practical terms, 

apart from setting up VIS, few concrete measures have been taken to 

promote village industries, In fact in many ways village industries 

are functioning as a disadvantaged sector, (Chapter IX), 

4, VIS is the recognised institution for the development of 

village industries in Zambia, It is an autonomous society, working 

in close association with Government and the Party, It started 

operations in 1980 and is a young organisation, Its main activity has 

been skills training and to a much lesser extent, financial assistance, 

marketing assistance, and extension and counselling, It has a pronounced 

grass roots approach and its work is valued by Government who attach high 

priority to it and wish to expand its activities. {Chapter Vll). 

s. 

Some of the •ervices needed 
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by the village industries have not been properly conceived or providecf. 
Also the promotional wrk is done 

in an ad hoc manner and not in a planned •nner based on studies and 

surveys. 'lbe various activities are not well coordi•ted or integrated. 

Generally. preparations and planning for pro~s are iadeqmte. 

6. One of VIS' main problms is exu ••• fimncial stringency· 

Government. whose annual grant is the Din source of revenue, have been 

of the opinion that VIS should wrk independently of GoYerment grant 

and generate its own resources through profitable business ventures or 
donor agencies,. which appears to be cnangmg uuw. For ~tional 

progrumes VIS has relied •inly on donor agencies, but due to its own 

financial constraints (coupled with poor plaJming) these programaes have 

usually not been efficiently executed. (Chapter VII). 

7. There is confusion and overlap between the roles of VIS 

and SIDO, both in legal enac1Jlents and in practice. A clear cut definition 

of village industries does not exist. (Chapter VII) , 

8. 'lbe structure of VIS is not sound; there is no proper 

organisational chart. Work distribution is not_ clear, and lines of control 

and reporting are confusing. Management practices are weak. Systeas for 

recording, monitoring and evaluating work do not exis~. 
The staff 

is drawn from assorted ministries with no background in industrial pro11e>tion. 

Fortunately, now Government have recognised the need for VIS to have a bigg~r 

set-up and more professional staff. (Chapter VIII). 
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9, 1be MIU was llOt ~11 planned in regard to the selection 

of trades and the equipmnt. Same trades are not suitable for rural 

areas, llmy mclules do •t ban all of the r_equired equipment. VIS 

could llOt use the MIU except when UNDP /UNIDO provided experts and 

personae! ad fiuncial resaarces but also due to lack of planning 
(a.apter XI).. -

10, VI.i is an i.llpntant organisation and it need!; to be built 

up and strengti . ...- in the interest of the Zallbian village industries. 

'nds can be achiend throu&h the various measures reco•l!nded in this 

report at the l,evel of Gcwenment and VIS. In addition VIS would continue 

to recp:ire external technical assistance for quite so11e ti•e to come. 



Annex I 

~articular• of International Per1onnel and Counterpart• 

International Personnel Counterpartl 

s. No. Nme Field Period of N1me Deli pa ti on lemark• 
field work in VIS 

I • Vinod K. Dhall Rural Indu1trie1 2 Aua 1985 - Mn J. Mapama Chairman 
CTA Advisor Late March '86 .... 

2. C. Swaelas Woodworking 20th Sept '85 - E. K. Walima ·Senior Field City • ·Gui ld1 
17th Dec '85 Officer Card ficate 

3. O. H. Cau Handicrafu 20th SEPT 'OS - r. Chibuy• Senior Marketin,, 
Marketing 15th Dec '85 Officer 

4. P. Bauchau Food Proc:e11ing 22 Nov '85 - c. Banda (Ma) A11htant Field New Recruit 
9 Feb '86 Officer in VIS 

. 
5. w. Heynen Industrial 13 Dec '85 J, Banda Field Officer 

Financing 7 Feb '86 

-- __... 
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1. UD'/tllIDO.-lmat• (les~:.ltepnMllCatiw. SIDFA. JPO) 

2. Yillqe ImluU7 Senioe (Cbat.rma. all otlaer Ottioen) 

]. lliaiftr.r ot °' noe alll Imlutr,r, incladinc lliDi.ater 

.t. JliDish7 ot .,...,,. 

5. .... iDcl.1UliJIC Jl:laider ot State 

6. Direotorate ot Api.aaltve; 011...U Ottioer; Beci-1 
•88N"Cll c..tre, km 

1 • .. 
a. SOJO 

9. Pored ~; Cid.et Ca•w wtor ot l'ored•; l'men 

llnearcll Ianitute, nw. 

lo. aso 
lle e.rri.cal- Dnel.OJl•IDt c.tre 

12. •CSR; 'fJWJ; BDSB 

13. Jm 

l4e DB'& 

15e SIP 

16. 
lT. ZDCO; llWCO; _.; Z&PJ'IC01 CSIZ; other paradatal 

orguisatioaa1 CUSl 

18. Prvrincial ld•intnntiou/Prori.ncial otticen/Co-operatiw 

Uniou in Venem, •orih Ve.tern, Central and Southern 

Province• 

19. Prin.te, Pannatal and ~peratiT• indutrial ~t• in 

leather, aetal workillg, food proce••inc, 90ap, wood worJd.nc, 

paper, oil expellers, halmer mill• and. halldicratt• 

20. Acrioul ture 'fraiDiDc Centre, wi•i li••ion 

21. Uri.care, l>ulillh Yolunteer Sernce, •buq ot letherland•, 

Higll Coalai••ion ~t India 

22. PAO, ILO, World Blmlc, UJr Volunteer Sernce 
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Worth Western Prorince - luaber 

• ot llanufac!uring Bstablisbllents & !!plcqiem 

Sector :lamber llllplOJIM!ll"t 

Roller Ifill• 2 60 

Ba-rr lllll• 72 127 

Balceri.es 4 '" 
Bldcherie• • 5 15 

Welding Shops 3 6 

Saving l 19 . 
Carpentrie• 9 96 

Ox~ Production 2 6 

Tailoring 17 20 

School Unif 01'1118 1 4 

Shoe Hepa.in 9 11 

Salt Processing 1 17 

Bonq Processing 2 30 

Pineapple Canning 1 44 

Total 129 . 499 

Sources lorth Western Province Statistical Handbook; Mq, 1985 

•Excluding CSBZ 

Annex 3 



• Industrial Grouping of Rural Small Scale Enterprises by Sectors 

(Survey Estimate for Rural Zal!Oia) 

Sector Small Towns Rural Townships Rural Areas Over al 1 '.l'otal 

No, % No, % No. % No, % 

Enterprise Groupin1 

Garment 1.,212 8.5 1,393 8. I 7,897 4, 1 10,501 4.7 

Forest based 613 4.3 I ,, 140 6.7 51,675 26.9 53,428 23.8 

Metals 193 1.4 193 I • I 8,035 4.2 8,421 3.8 

Repairs 263 1.8 305 I • 8 t.662 0.9 2,231 I, 0 

Foods 942 6.6 1,290 7.5 5' 125 2.7 7,357 3.3 

Beverages 1,943 13.6 3,8:>0 22.5 84,088 43.7 89,881 40.1 

Leather 128 0.9 123 0.7 970 0.5 I ,221 o.s 
Ceramics 50 0.4 60 0.4 4,849 2.5 4,960 2.2 

Other Hanufacturin~ 27 0.2 43 0.2 277 0. I 347 0.2 

Manuf act ur ing 
Subtotal 5,371 37.7 . 8 t 39 7 49.0 164,578 85.4 178,347 79,6 

Annex 4 
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Sector Small Towns Rural Townships 

No. % No. % 

Catering 167 l. 2 185 l • l 

Trade 1,387 9.5 1,438 8.4 

Other Seivices 128 0.9 110 0.6 

Service Subtotal 1,680 l l. 7 1,733 l O, I 

Vending 7 ,230 50.6 7,015 40.9 

Grand Total 14,281 I O\l I 7, 145 100 

* Source: RDSB Survey 

'tural Areas 

No. % 

1,247 0.6 

5,265 2.7 

3,325 1. 7 

9,837 5.0 

18, I 49 9.4 

192,564 100 

Overall Total 

No. % 

1,600 0,7 

8,087 3.6 

3,563 1. 6 

13,250 5,9 

32 ,393 14.5 

223,990 100 

Annex 4 cont'd 
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Annex 5 
Sane Basic Characteristics of Rural Small Scale 

Population Small Rural Rural All 
Strata Towns Townships Areas Strata 

Characteristics 

A - From regular Questionaire 

I • Average number of workers 
per enterprise 1. 78 I • 71 1.65 1.67 < 

1'4• 

2. Hired workers as a percentage 
of total workers 12.9 9.4 4.8 5.4 

3. Proportion of SSE activit\es 
providing major income (%) 59.6 54.5 31. 9 35.4 

4. Number of months worked in a 
year 11.4 11. 2 10.6 10.7 

5. Enterprises operating from 
the hane (%) 21.6 25.6 52.2 48.2 

6. Enterprises with perm~oent 
workshop (%) 33.7 34.0 20.8 22.6 

7. Enterprises with powered 
machines (%) I. 7 I • 2 0,5 0.6 

--· - -·-·-·-- ·-



Population Small 
Strata Towns 

Characterics 

B - From Supplementary Inquiry 

8. Age of Enterprise (Years) 7.4 

9. Age of Proprietor 36.0 

IO. Proprietor started SSE 
acitivity from scratch (%) 85.7 

ll. Enterprises naming raw 
materials as a problem (%) 58.6 

* Source: RDSB Survey 

Rural !lural 
Townships Areas 

8.6 10. 3 

36.2 39.2 

88.5 78.3 

56.3 37.3 

All 
Strata 

8.6 

36.8 

85.7 

53.2 

Annex 5 cont'd 
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CONS'.rITU!'IOlf OF THE VILLAGE IROOSTRY 
SERVICE 

ARTICLE 1 : 1'AME 

. . 
The na•e of this organisation shall be THE VII.lu\GE INDU~TRY 

SERVICE (hereinafter referred to as "the Service"). 

ARTICLE 2 : OBJECT 
. 

The object of the Service is ~o promote industries an~ crafts 

on the basis of small-scale, iabour-intensive unit3 in villagee 

in order: 

(a) to maximise employment in villages; 

(b) to generate additional income-e~rning 

capacit7 in ~illages and 

(c) to promote educational, trairiine:, reE·earch and 

any other activity aimed at improvement of 

village life. 

ARTICLE 3 : THE Fl~TRON 

His Excellency the President, Dr. Kenneth David Kaunda, shall . ~ 

be and remain the Patron of the Service for as long as His 
. . 

Excellency the Preeid~nt shall so flease. There~fter the 

Patron shall be such person as is nominated in tlk~t behalf by 

the President. 

ARTICLE 4 TP.E COUNCIL 

SECTION 1 : Cm!rOSITIO?l AND APFOINTr·!ENT . . 
(a) There slu:.11 be a Council of the Service which 

shall consist of a National Dire~tor an~ not 

more than thirt1 other ·membero.all of whom . . 
shall be appointed by the Patron on such t~rrns 

and coriditions as may be ~eemed suitabl1; 

Provided that the Patron may authorit"'• any ether 

perscn or persona to exercise his pow"~~ u_ndcr 

this section. 

(b) The Council shall elect one ot itc mer.1berc1 t<' 

btr Chairman. 
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SECTION 2 : FUNCTIONS 

The Council shail, subject to such directi~ns ea~ the 

Patron.ma1 give, deter11ine the policy of the Service. 

ARTICLE ·5: ·MEETIHGS OF THE COUQCIL 

SECTION 1 : FREQUENCY 

The Council shall meet net les~ than twice in each 

calender year; and one of such meetings sh31i· be the 

Arinual~General Meeting. 

SECTION 2: -THE ArUiOAL. GENERAL MEETING 

{a) Not~ce of the· Annual General Meetins shall be 

given to _all aembers at least twenty-one days 

before the meeting. 

{b) At least twenty-one days before the Annual 

General Meeting copies of the documents 

mantioned in para.graph (d) of· this··se"ction· shall 

be delivere.d to e.ach m~mber!" 

(c) At the Annual· ·aenerel Meeting, in addi·tion to any 

other business, the Council shall deliberate such 

reports as are required to be submitt~d in accordance 

with paragra¥h (d) of this: section. 

(d). The National Director shall submit to the Council for 

its deliberations and approval the following written ., 

reports in. rela.tion to the period sin~c the la:::t 

Annual General Meeting: 

(i) Progress during the relevant p6riod; · 

(ii) Ind&pend~ntly audited accounts of income ~nd 

cxpendi ture; ·· · · 

(iii) Plans for the f'ut:ure9 including c.r.timntes; ·· 
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SECTION 3: EY.TRJ.ORDINilRY MEETI~G.f.: 

Whenever four or more aprointcd 1:1.-:~b\!rs of the Col.r • ..:il 

so require by a jointly sipied letter, ~n cxtr~ordinnry 

meetin6 of the Council shall be called ~s soon ac ~racti

cablc and in any case within 30 days of ~he receipt of 

the said letter. 

SECTION 4: -QUORUM 

(a) The quorum for all Council meet_ings, i_ncluding t•ic 

Annual General Meeting, shAll be a number not less 

than one-tbird- of the actual membe1:>hip of· __ t~e.;._ 

·. 

(b)"· 

Coun~il at _the time of the meeting • ... - - -

Ii the ·chairman of the Council is absent Clt any 

meeting of the Council, the members present sh.:lll 

elect a Chairman pro-tcm from amonG those present. 

SECTION 5: MU:UTES BOOK 

The Co~ncil shall maintain a minutes book in which 

sha11 be r:e~ord~d all the minutes duly kept ·and 

approved of the Council meetings. 

(a) 

"HTICLE E: STAFF OF THE COUNCIL 

The Council shall appoint such executive officers 

·and other staff, and on such tcr~s and c~nditions, 

as the· Council sh~ll from time t6 tiruc decide. 

(b) All officers and other staff of the Service shall 

be responsible tr. and be under tha direction and 

co~trol of, the National Director •. 

ii RT I CLE 7: WCOf'.E Min EXFEf?DITl'RE 

SECTION 1: NON-PROFIT N':,TURE 

The Service she.11 b~ a non-pr~fit-making orgoni~~ticn, 

~nd all its incou.e sh~ll b~ expended solely in pursuit 

of the objectives !or which it has been cre~tcd. 
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SECTIOH 2: SOURCES OF INCotiE 

Nothing in this Con&titution shnl1 be so construed n~ 

to restrict the Service from rec~ivinc any income or 

accepting any service or equipment from any source, 

whether pub1ic,·privnte·or other, whether Zambian or 

international; and whether the income is by way of 

gron ts, donations, subsidies ·ot" other. 

ARTICLE 8: ;;ccOUNTS 

SECTION 1: RESPONSIBLE OFFICER I . 

The National Director shall be responsible for properly 

~aintaining and supervising the a~counts and accounting . . . . 
systems of the Service. He shall be responsible for 

identifying the cause of any loss suffered by the Service 

as a result of negligence, mis-manage~ent, · cJr ·mi~co~d"~ct 
in the course of its operation~, and shall .take appropriate 

remedial.action; 

SECTION 2: BrtNK /1CCOUNTS ~ - ~ . • 

(a) Save ~~ otherwise provided by the Council, all 

receipts of ~oneys by the Service shall be pnid 

intc the appropriat~ banking account or accounts 
. . . . ... . .. . . . .. •.. . .. 

kept· by the Service and all a~ounts payable by the 

Service shall be pa id therefrom. '.:". 

(b) A cheque upon any bank~ng account kept by the Service 

shall be signed by such persons, not bc!ing leso than 
. . ~ 

two in number, as rnny be authorised in th~t behalf by 

the Council. 

SEC,·rIOH 3: AUDIT 

(a) The Council sJ:la~J. .. f'J/POint. an .. i~dopendent euditor ·"to 

audit, prior to the Annual General Meeting, the 

annual ACCOUJ'ls S Of tho Service. 
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(b) The Council m."ly arpoint nn indc1•cndcnt nuditor to 

carry out at any time_ such inspect-i6n--or·-eudit of 

the accounts of the Service or nny part thereof 

as the -Council 4~ems fit. 

- ' 
(c) -~e copy ~nch of.all reports of ~he audits carried 

out ~nder this ~rticle shall be forwarded ·separntely 

b1 the auditor t~:-

(i) the_ Patron; 

(ii) the Chairmen of the Co~ncil; . 

(iii) the Secretnry of the council;. 

(iv) each member of the Council; 

(v) the N~~~onal Director; 

(vi) the A~minjstrative Director; 

SECTION 4: ItlSIECTICNS 

Upon reasonable notice being given, the accounts of the 

Service and r.ny financial and audit reports relating 

thereto shall be open to iDepection by tt~e_ ?atrc:>n, __ t!t.c 

Council, or any person authorised in that behalf by either 

of ~hem.' 

lRTICLE 9:- OFERATION 

SECTION 1: FOWERS ·TO i>SSOCI,.TE 

In the pursuit o! its objectives, the s~rvice may 

establish, eith~er on its own or_j~intly wi~h others, 

companies or other enterprise& for prpduction, 

distribution or sale of the output o! goods or services 

of the villages. 

SECTIOIJ 2: FOl!ERS Ill RELATION TO FROFERTY 

In pursuit of its objectives, the Service mny own, ler.c~, 

hire, rent' buil"d or. in any other ~ay ncq~irri' dispor.;e of 
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or deal with any property whether reol, personal or other. 

SECTION 3: FOWERS TO BORROW 

Except vith the priur written authorit1 of the Council, 

at nc time shall the total liabilities of the Service be 

allowed to exceed five thousand kvacha. 

-'RTICLE 10: IMMUNITY 

Ho action or other proceedings shall be brought against any 

member or staff in respect of any act done or ocittcd to be 

done in good faith in the exercise or purported exercise of 

his powers or duties in the Service. 

ARTICLE 11: AMENDMENTS 

This Constitution can oaly be amended: 

(a) by a resolution of the Council supported by not less 

than three quarters cf the actual membership of the 

Council, voting in person or by proxy; and 

(b) upon the Patron's approval of the resolution 

mentioned in the last preceding paragraph (a). 

kRTICLE 12: WIFiDING UP 

With the consent of the Patron, the Service orits Council mny 

be wound up on such terms and condi'tions as are approved by 
the Patron. 
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VILLAGE INDUSTRY SERVICE 

PROPOSED JOB DESClllPTION STATEMENT 
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Post: -Chairman and National Director 

I. Is the head of VIS; responsible for its overall operations and 
performance. 

2. Convene regular National Council meetings; chair the meetings; ensure 
caapliance with its decisions; place before the Council all important 
matters including the following as required by the VIS constitution: 

{a) Annual budget; annual plan 
{b) Annual audited accounts 
{c) Annual report 
{d) Policy matters 

3. Ensure establishment of nev organisational structure of VIS in a 
professional and planned aanner. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

Evolve long term strategies keeping in llind industrial prOllotion role 
of VIS; ensure that the VIS operations are conducted accordingly. 

Secure suitable statutory and policy measures for supporting village 
industries fraa Governaent, BOZ, financial institutions, etc. 

Pay special attention to securing adequate financial resources for 
VIS frOll Governaent, donor agencies, etc. 

7. Coordinate with other agencies like SIDO, DBZ, SEP, Government 
departments, Provincial Administrations, etc. 

8. Ensure continued technical assistance for VIS from international 
agencies till it's capabilities are well established. 

Post: Director 

I. Is responsible for all day to day administration in VIS, should 
supervise work of his direct subordinates and ensure close coordination 
between their activities. 

2. Take steps to establish the new organisational structure of VIS in a 
planned and phased manner; recruit qualified people for each post, 
ensure arrangements for their induction and training especially in the 
initial stages. 

3. Plan carefully introduction of each new activity or service in VIS; 
make arrangements that it will be handled professionally. 

4. Ensure introduction of sound manaaement, financial and accounting 
practices in VIS. 

S. Supervise preparation of annual plan of VIS with clear targets and 
objectives; oversee its implementation. .,, 

6. Supervise preparation of special programmes for submission to donor 
agencies; oversee their implementation. 

7. Ensure timely pa.:eparation of annual budget, periodic financial 

.,, 
In this report. "special progra111111es" refer to promotional programmes undE>r
taken with aid from donor agencies. 
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statements, etc. 

Responsible to: Chairman· and National Director 

Post: Manager (Finance) 

Unit: Finance Department 

I. Is head of Finance DepartJRnt; responsible for running it as a 
professional financing unit and setting up proper criteria, 
procedures, checks, etc. for this purpose; responsible for ensuring 
coordination between appraisal and monitoring work in the Department. 

2. Implement policies and guidelines laid down by Loans Coanittee and 
National Council. 

3. Ensure good quality of appraisal reports and effective monitoring of 
projects, ensure right financial resources are used for the projects. 

4. Liaise with Extension Section especially in regard to big projects 
and projects not doing well; Liaise with Hire Purchase Section of 
Marketing DepartDent regarding equipment given on hire-purchase; liaise 
with Accounts Department regarding disbursements, repaJllaents, 
calculation of interest, etc. 

5. Liaise with banks and financial institutions especially in regard to 
policy/practices for financing of VIS sponsored projects; take 
measures in coordination with Assistant Manager (Extension) to ensure 
high quality of appraisals and reconnendations made by Extension 
Officers; conduct periodic training and checks in this regard~ in the 
case of larger projects above a prescribed limit (which have to be 
routed through him) vet and improve the appraisals before recommend
ing to banks and financial institutions. 

Responsible to: Director 

N.B: The Job Descriptions for the officers of Finance Department take into 
account the suggestions of UNIDO industrial financing consultant. 

Post: Initial Appraisal Officer 

Unit: Finance Department 

I. Responsible for initial checking of applications from promoters for 
financial assistance received directly or through Extension Section; 
have first contact with such promoters who visit VIS. 

2. Do initial appraisal of proposed project regarding its viability, and 
of the promoter regarding his capability, integrity and attitude to 
project. 

3. Submit first contact report to Appraisal Committee with recommendatinn9; 
inform praaoter on basis of decision of Appraisal Co111r1ittee (regrets, 
seeking more infotmation, etc). 
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4 Obtain further infonaation frca pre. -, reappraise, resubmit to 
Appraisal Camaittee; afterallocatio1. application by Appraisal 
ec..i.ttee hand over to concerned Appra~sal Officer. 

5. Liaise closely vith Developaent Department in case promoter needs 
technical or other assistance. 

6. Ensure registration of all applications in prescribed registrat!on 
book and preparation of promoter's cards. 

Jtesponsible to: Manager (Finance) 

Post: !ppraisal Officer 

Unit: Finance Department 

I. Appraise projects for tbier viability fram all aspects e.g. marketing, 
technology. finance. organisation and management; appraise the promoter 
as regards his integrity, capability and attitude towards the project. 

2. Establish the financial needs of the projects and find the right kind 
of financial assistance required for equipEnt and vorking capital; 
establish whether hire-purchase is the adequate solution; establish 
sources of funding. 

3. Verify securities offered by promoter and promoter's ovn contribution; 
obtain valuation ~eports on securities offered; liaise vith banks and 
other sources for references on promoter. 

4. Subait appraisal report vith projections through prescribed channel 
to Loans Comnittee/National Council. 

5. Maintain close liaison vith Development Department regarding appraisal 
work and Hire Purchase Section regarding hire-purchase scheme; visit 
project and/or have discussions with promoter when necessary for 
appraisal purposes • 

.Responsible to: Manager (Finance) 

Post: Monitoring Officer 

Unit: Finance Department 

I. After approval by Loans C011111ittee/National Council, obtain secur1t1es, 
ensure terms and conditions of loan are fulfilled, finalise legal 
docu:aents, liaise with banks and legal practitioners and ensure 
disbursement is made on 1chedule and for the right purpose. 

2. Obtain monthly reports from projects, check these reports, analyse 
progress, and report irregularities promptly. 

3. Liaise with Development Department and Hire Purchase Section in monitnring 
work; visit project and discuss with promoter when required. 
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4. Ensure repayment of loan and interest; liaise vith Accounts Department 
in this regard. 

5. Prepare prescribed periodic reports on progress of outstanding repay
ments. 

Responsible to: Manager (Finance) 

Post: Manager (Development) 

Unit: Development Department 

I. Is head of Development Departnent; responsible for supervising work of 
his direct subordinates. 

2. Carefully plan out implementation of all pr<lllotional schemes and 
special programnes; identify responsibility of each of his officers in 
this work; closely coordinate their activities in this regard.. 

3. Draw detailed plans for development of each industrial sector selected 
for ccaprehensive promotion; ensure action is taken accordingly by 
concerned technical experts and other officers. 

4. Ensure that all inputs required for establishing field training centres 
are made available to technical experts e.g. funds, machinery, land 
and building. 

5. Review progress of applications fr<lll entrepreneurs for assistance; 
ensure that assistance is being given to them in package foTID. 

6. Maintain close, working relationship with Provincial Administrations 
and District Councils; arrange workshops and seminars for their officials. 

Responsible to: Director 

Post: Training Officer 

Unit: Development Department 

I. Conduct entrepreneurship development training courses in liaison with 
other Departments/Sections, especially Extension Section and 
Technical Experts. 

2. Provide entrepreneurship development (business management) input into 
all technical training programmes in consultation with Technical 
Experts; prepare literature for distribution to entrepren~urs/trainees. 

3. Responsible for custody and maintenance of MTU and coordination of its 
use. 

Responsible to: Manager (Development) 
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Post: Extension Officer (Vaaen Entrepreneurs) 

Unit: Development Department 

I. Identify, and counsel vomen's groups. organise them into cooperative 
societies or associations; indentify production acitivities suitable 
for wmen entrepreneurs or groups and assist tbea in taking up these 
activities; liasise vith Party Vo.en's League in this regard; liaise 
with Extension Section, Technical Experts and other Departments/ 
Sections in this regard. 

2. Prepare special progr-s with budget, etc for WORD entrepreneurs; 
forward thea to Planning and Research Section for inclusion in 
annual plan/special progra..s. Implement approved women's progr--s. 

Responsible to: Manager (Development) 

Post: Technical Expert (e.g. woodworking, food processing, metal working, 
leather.) 

Unit: Development Department 

t. Conduct training courses for entrepreneurs and instructors; give 
technical assistance to entrepreneurs in ~stablishing their projects. 

2. Responsible for using the KTU module relating to his indust ••l sector. 

3. Establish training or demonstration centres if required e.g. food 
processing, leather, etc. 

4. Encourage local production of equipment relating to his indust-ry. 

5. Implement plans for comprehensive promo~ion of his industrial sector; 
assist in draing up such plans. 

6. Liaise with other institutes e.g. TDAU for oil processi~g, DVST for 
leather, PAO for metal working, etc. 

Responsible to: Manager (Development) 

Post: Assistant Manager (Extension) 

Unit: Development Department 

1. Is head of Exunsion S.tction; ! responsible for supervising work of 
the Senior Extension Officers. 

2. Recoaaend to other Departments of VIS and banks/financial institutions 
regarding assistance required for entrepreneurs' projects like marketing, 
t~chnical counselling, training, loans, etc; follow up continuosly with 
such Departments and banks/institutions. 

3. Ensure high quality of recomnendations made to banks and financial 
institutions by VIS for financing of projects in consultation with 
Manager (Finance); arrange for regular tr~ining by Finance Department 
and periodic check by Finance Department of appraisals and 
nconnendations. 
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